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Preface

The Department of History at the U.S. Air Force Academy has devoted a
great deal of time and energy to the teaching of world history for many years.
-Since Air Force officers may be called on' to serve their country in any part of the
world at any time,' the logic of .exposihg Academy cadets to all the world's cultures
and societies ratter than just those of the West in a core history course has long.
been accepted. Having accepteti this basic premise, however, The department
found the methods of accomplishing this task were not quite so obvious. For many
years, the °department relied on L. S. Stavriano-s' The Wor -ki Since 150b: A Global
Histow: to provide the basic framework for the course. Around this basic
framTwork, lessons were added to provide emphasis, and petiOdically the emphasis
of the course was changed. Thf basic framework for the course had remained the
same, though, since 1968..

Periodically,. individuals within the, department had suggested_ that a new
approach be taken. towards the teaching of world history, but` these suggestions
bore no fruit until the fall _of' 1980. At that time ,the department organized' a
committee to examine the Academy's basic world history course in depth and make
recommendations for possible changes. The committee struggled for over a year
with this assignment, producing a variety' of syllabi **based upon different
approaches, but achieved little consensus. In the fall Of 1981, a smaller committee

started at the beginning of the process, again trying to define world,. history,
establish a generally acceptable set of assumptions around which ,to build a course,

and find suitable materials to support the course once the conceptual framework
had been established. As a result of this 18-month prOcess, the department created
an experimental world history course and further addressed the _problems of
teaching world history by hosting a conference on thatsubject. That conference,
co-sponsored by the American Historical Association (AHA), took place from 12-14
May 1982.

The, timeliness of \this conference became apparent as the number of
registrants' swelled froin an anticipated 40 to 50' to over 180. Clearly, the
Department of History at the U.S. Air Force Academy was not the only faculty

wrestikg with the issue of world history instruction. With Only slightly more than
a yeail. perspective, it now appears that this conference/ spurred interest in a
rapidly growing world history movement. The apparent importance of this
conference in raising both the intellectual and practical interest in world -history
nationwide prompted this department to publish these proceedings. We hope that
their publication will continue to add momentum to this movement.
The articles in this report do not appear in order of their presentation. They
have been organized with the intent of going from the larger issue of defining
world history and explaining its evolution as a field of study to the more specific
issue of how to design a course in world history. Also incl(ded as appendices are
two articles from AHA Perspective r hat help to fit this conference into the larger
context of a national movement
the advancement of the teaching of world
history.

The initial four articles address the issue of world history as an academic
discipline. _The first article is a transcription of William McNeill's keynote address.
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i In his speech McNeill argued that major curriculum changes take place in this
country only when sound pedagogical reasons for such Aanges are reinforced by
strong administrative reasons The pedagogical reasons for teaching World history
have existed for decades, but little has been done because of lacking administrative
incentive. McNeill concluded that fiscal constraints in the 1980s may be a blessing

in disguise for world history advocates by providing the administrative incentive
that has so far been absent.

..-

(

The second article is a transcription of the comments made tjy ,,Howard
Mehlinger at the Thursday evening session, "World History in the Secondary Sctibol
Curriculum." Met4inger addressed the difficulty of teachers obtaining training in
wor _history, the problem of course purpo3e, problems with finding suitable course

tex s, and the problems of getting the acceptance of both school boards and
students for world history,at the high school t vel.

..,:4

Neither the third nor fourth articles received formal presentation. Both H.'
Coring White and Alan Wood brought th.Jir papers to the Conference to share with
individuals- who might be interested. The articles provide an incisive look into the

intellectual origins of world history and help to explain some of the intellectual
hostility towards world history as a field of .study. White's article traces the

evolution of world or macrohistory .through its most successful practitioners: H. G.
Wells, Arnold Toynbee, Oswald Spengler, Alfred KroebeY, William McNeill, Darcy
Ribeiro, and Carroll Quigley. Wood's article explains the slow evolution of world
history as a discipline resulted from the legacies gf nineteenth century empiricism
and positivism. He ascribes many of the difficulties encountered by the historical
profession in relating to the general public to the profession's outmoJed adherence
to these nineteenth-century ideals that have largely been discredited in the public's
eye. Wood also argues that the synthesis required to explain world history is the

-...

commodity most sought by the general public and least often provided by the
historical professon.

I

The second four articles deal with the more specifiC question of how to
organize a course in world history. The article by Ross Dunn is the transcription of
ill s remarks at the Thursday morning session, "Approaches to Teaching. World
History." He offered four guidelines around which to build a course in world
history: the course, should deal with the deeper currents of human development; it
should be comparative; it shpuld not be limited by traditional definitions of
geographic space; anq lastly, it must be concerned with the total process, because
the sum of the parts Is greater than all of the individual parts examined separately.
Kevin Reilly briefly explikned his topical approach to the teaching of world history
at the Friday morning se?sion, "World History and the College Curriculum." His
'article is an expansion of those ideas.. According to fteilly, the great rneflt of the
topical approach is its ability to generate student interest and to encourage
historical thinking. Reilly argues that this process is far more important thath the
.

memorization of facts. Cyril Black spoke extensively at the Thursday
afternoon session entitled "Modernization as An Organizing Principle for World
History." 'His article, brings together as a cohrent whole all the ideas from both
his opening remarks and thp answers that he gave to the numerous questions that
followed. Black argues that modernization provides.a comprehensive approach for
teaching world history, and he attempts to diffuse many of the criticisms of the
modernization approach. 'Craig LoCkard spoke briefly at the same session. The
mer.
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article presented in this repor

a reprint of an article originally published in The
History' Teacher, expands upo the main points made by Lockard Ili his presentation
at the conference. He crit ques the me qernization_ approach and advocates a
world-system approach that he argues
41:thnocentric.,
AHA Perspectives. The first
article is the official report ern thel
e on Teaching World History, written
by Kevint Reilly as the At-IA's official r presentative athe confesience. The second
article is a report on the fou in f .
World History. Association at the AHA's
annual meeting held in.Dec(irnber 9821rtashingt?n, I7. C.

Included as appendices are 'two

The Department of History expreises thanks to,the AHA for its support in cosponsoring the confei-ence. We would also like' to thank William McNeill, Howard
Mehlingeri and Ross Dunn for allowing us to transcribe IVtir oral presentations, and
H. Loring White, Alan Wood, Kevin Reilly, and Cyril Black for allowing us to
publish their articles. Lastly, we would like to acknowledge the gracious granting

of reprint rights to the articles by Kevin Reilly and Craig Lockard from AHA
Perspectives and The History Teacher, respectively.

Captain John G. Albert
Course Chairman, World History
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William McNeill

ndeed a remarkable occasion to see so many teachers of history
it is indeed
gathered togettv in these parts to think about World history. This occasion and
the numbers who have turnedk out for the confftrence are very hopeful signs that
world history may yet begin to grow in our school system ,asineems to me the
subject demandiand requires. Certainly, 1 myse accepted this idea a good many
years ago and each year await the sprouting of orld history In our schools with a
sense of expectation and eagerness. I ofte have contact with groups and
individuals thinking about world history on one campus/or another and, therefore,
have some sense of the vivacity and energy being put into this enterprise. Yet,
unless my sensef ,reality's seriously skewed, the spread of world history courses
and their establishment as a central experience for, most, if ntrt all, students Ip our
schools and colleges has not yet become general. This provokes me to ask why.
Why has the spread of this kind of course been "so slow? Shy has this
reorganization of otir curriculum not taken off in the fashion that it should have
makes
done? I suppose I could put that question the other way. What is it
curricular,_ change take place, when it does take place Yet, that kind of historical
'
question-is one which I must say is not 'very easy to answer.
Thinking about what

everyone was being propagated. Professional' administrators in charge of both high
schools and colleges needed justification for this aspiration of extending universal
education up to high school level. The answer was that through a course in the

history of the U.S., the schools could make American citizens out of all the

immigrants, coming especially from Eastern 'Europe in those days, and turn them
into Americans like "us." This assimilationist ideal, this WASP ideal l has come
under very severe attack in recent decadot, but it was a tremendoug and generous
accomplishment all- the samend dominated our national life for some 60-70 years.

Thus, it was an intellectual program and an administrative situation that came
together to let the course in U.S. history come on stream in the 1880s and 1890s.
At least 1 think that's what happened. I don't really know because, believe it or
.

Va

s happened and has failed to happen to world history in

my active years, it occurs to e that there wore two comparable benchmarks. in
the history of this country's schooling' hat _would be worth inquiritig.abo.us.t.One
was the introduction of United States national history's 5fo-our schdols tnd colleges
in the 1880s and 1890s. The other was the spread orWesteT civilization courses'
through our colleges in the 1930s. In the first of these afflirs, historiy teachers
made a course In the history of the U.S. a standard experience for practica y iivery
first of
pupi in this co rftry. Two general factors help explain how it kappened.
all, n the 188 S,'and 1890s the old, humanistic idealization of Greek and tin wasN
underattack. .the introduction'of modern history and modern languages_ was part
of a reform effort tfiat aimed at making the curriculum relevant to the real wirld.
It was also administratively a time when the ideal of high school education for

not, it was before my time.

t'

i

.

..

The seellid great curricular landmark was the rise and propagation of
Western civilization courses. That I did grow up with. As far as my information
goes, there were two principal places where these courses were generated. One)
called "Contemptrary
was at Columbia University where what came to
r4N

1
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"I

Civilization" was an offspringof, a World War 1 emergenCy course for soldiers to
teach them what if wasilhey were going across ,the ocean to defend. Revised and

updated in the post-war period, this became avery influential and successful
course for undergraduates. The 'other, one 1 knv muph better, was from the
Uiniversity of Chicago, created in 1930 with the Ziea of bringing together all the
hmanities., The whole idea of "humanities" was then a new way of grouping
,,Chicago-. Under Hutchins set out to create a basic course in .the
This was
need
kratch,. parallel survey courses in social, biological, and physical. science
whi
were nlso-required of all students.
partments.

anifes which put 'history, literature, art, and music in one bag.
A

There tvere intellectual.and administrative circumstances in the 1930s that
contributed to the very .,rapid propagation of courses modeled on these archetypes.
Otte w'a's that Etirou remained the do
t center o_f public affairs. If you
w.
to understand' the world, E ope was what mattered. But Western

ilization
c urse,alltfo had a quite different intellectual attraction, for these
,
ses playe

Athensmagainse Jel-usalern, Enlightenment ideas against Sunday
bbing togetly two ways ','looking upon the world which were in
tension with one another.,Thtrt offered-46 historical and evolutirapary vision of the

co

s4thool tapas,

human condition as against he kin*s of universalizing rit6ral aed theological
i
re ions which I andg.nearly.1111my- contemporaries had absorbed from Sunday
s
instruction. That tenOon gave the cutting- edge to Western civiizatior)
curse \ whose-other claim to general ttetItioprolsted on Fuvent events and the
ce tr lity of Germany, France, an'Englan in",tbe newpaperis.
Adrriinistratively, what made-4(r- the Jery rapid propagation of these courses
s the Depression. A single basicicourgie is much cheaper than rmaing ancient,
medieval, mod rn courses as had been the normal pattern be ogre. Ikthere had been
other course
literature, and music as well, now a cllege could have one
sausage factory or them all. Discussion secl*fils and big lectures wer91 cheap,
efficient, and administratively Manageable in a way that
multiple courses were
not. I think t is was the. reason the course spread so fast. Deans. all over the
country saw it as a way of meeting the budget--and an intellectually reiyectable
way at the,isa
time. Accordingly, Western civilization courses developed across
this country in the 1930s and 1940s, supported, I should say, by textbook producing
firms which made fortunes printing the right textbooks at the right time.

This is my understanding of how the concept of Western civilization courses
gripped colleges. Again, :I don't want you to think. from my somewhat snide
remarks that I ,don't think this was an enormous achievement. It certainly was
whoA made me a historian. It was one of the post dazzling experiences of my life
to take that Chicago humanities course. Mani...thousands of other people have had
'comparable responses to similar courses in other parts of the country as well.

If you compare this with the situation of world history as it has developed
since the Second World War, it seems to me that the intellectual side of things is \
-just.-as -compelling as anything that faded our predecessors in the 1-880s with U.S.
history or in the 1930s when the Western civilization course was,,generated. The
world after all is with us: Asia, Africa, and Latin America, as much as Europe. We

di, need to know something about the great cultural traditions that still have a
weight and impress upoll so many hundreds of millions of our fellow human beings.
Effective citizenship defends on it as cent history amply attests.

2
.

JON

If you. think about the public policy of this country since the Second World

,

War, ,it is clear thgt we have been far more-successful, in Europe than we have been
in Asia in achieving those goals ttlet we set for ourselves. The relative success of

American policy in Europe-and the series of disappointments and failures that
that our educationl system.
we've had in Asia are certainly, related to, the factdirecting
American . policy tin
gave the American public at lrge, and those
of
.European
reality
than
was the case. with.its
-particular, a far better understanding
and our leaders
Asia. It was a sign of the ignorance that surrounded our country
in;. Viet Nam; our dealings with China
When we involved ourselves, for example, k,N,
.
since 1945 have been scarcely-less clumsy.. 1,5..-

rr
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The. intellectual reasons for making world history a part of ',students'
experience seems to be absolutely compelling. .1y.lias.seemed so since 190, and I
must say in my youth I assumed that intellectual reasons would-be enough. ,,People
ought to see that Western civilization was no longer enough and that expansion of
realities
attention to the non-Westetn world was a necessary response to the.
half
of the
bLit
all
humanity
in
the
second
confrontipg not just the United States,
themselvesare
not
enough.
twentieth century. But intellectual cirNmstances by
Ydu also need administrative pressureto make, any really rapid transformation of
the curricular situation. In the 1950s and 1960s that is not what happened. There
was no move in that direction because the Sputnik boom of 1957 to 1967' meant
that all the old financial restraints facing academi?'--adminislrators were lifted.
Administrators courteously told historians to do what they thought best. There was
lots of money for salaries. So, "Go and do whatever you like." And it wasn't just
historians. Other liberal arts professors were in much the same po'sition.

What did the profession do?

In colleges, our attei'npt was to exporr.the

graduate seminar to undergraduate classrooms. This was ridiculous, for it assumed

Yet,
that the only form of teaching that. mattered was to train future historians.
Courses
civilization
The
old
Western.
what we did is understandable in two ways.
had indeed lost most of their Litting edge. That enlivening fric-.: between

hool had
Athens and Jerusalem was no loriger effective, largely ,because Sund:
Why
put this
disappeared from the lives of so many of our students. The answer to

in and leave that out was no longer self-evident as, it had once

mw,

been,

So

intellectually, Western civilization classes found themselves in serious disarray.
Administratively, too, pressure to teach general courses was withdrawn. Instead,
why not let the young instructor teach a course 'around his dissertation?
so tenure
Professional advancement depended Ian getting a first book done f
would come quickly. The way to do that was to teach only what yoliTe going to
write, write only what you're going to teach. Historical truth thus became the
view of the world from the bottom of a gopher hole. Undergraduates, however,
weren't gophers. Compulsory registration in history courses was relaxed. Nobody
wanted to teach We$ern civilization anymore. And students didn't want to go
down those professional gopher holes. So, history departments suddenly faced
declining registrations. There was a cry. for relevancy, and it left the historical
profession in profound disarray in 'try* 'to respond to this entirely legitimate
demand.

What ought teachers of history do about it? That's what-we're ieere to think
our very best
abut. Of course, I think,' already know the answer. We should useand
that we as
talents to create world history courses that are coherent, vivacious
of
the
cultural
teachers can believe in. We must give to our students some sense
4
11,

E
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complexity and fascination of the world in which they must live, and convince them
it is better to know about, things than to fumble around in the dark and stumble on
odd and often uncomfortable surprises, which 4 what happens if you don!t know
how the cultural world around you is puts :together. There is a very real hope for
effective world history on-the intellectual plane. It is p6ssible to create models of
world history courses which will have a coherent and real relevancy for the world
of everyday for ttudents'who have no intentiory of becoming professiopal historians,
but who are going to be citizens. , The kind of friction that-;:existed btween Athens
and Jerusalem in 'our society in the 1930s exists, today in our thinking about
whether or not human beings are really rational and uniform in their responses to
perceiied opportunity. ,The science of economics is based on this proposition. But
of cultural differentiation. From where I stand, there
we also accept the cot
' is truth in both. The friction and tension between their+ seems very similar to the
friction between Sunday school and Athens. A course that confronts the issue
directly of whether everyone wants to be American "Nike us" or whether there.are
different paths to the future as there have been different paths in the past ought to
have a great. impact on every undergraduate's thinking. Is there a process of
modernization which iNuniversal and similar everywhere, as Mr. Mack argued in

his book, or are there different forros of modernization that continue to be
different in different parts of the world? That is the question. .American policy in
' foreign affairs hinges on the answer. We ought to have an opinion' -abbutjt: We
really do need to know.

The, issue is very Foal ,and serious, and courses can be built ,roundait with
great effect. Moreover, from the administrative point of view, we're going back
into depression, and though periods of economic restriction may not be
great virtue when it comes to curricular reform. It is the
comfortable, they h
roductory course, well taught and well conceived, is cheap.
case that a singl
s are 'cutx, a sensible dean enforces a greater unif rmity. of
When acadenik,kt

course offerings.

situation. Perhab

rld history courses ace the obvious recOunse in such a
time, is at handreallf and truly - -for widespread adoption

of such courses 04 this country.

What we need are, good models-=Models 4 analogous to the Cdlumbia

contemporary civilization course and the Chicago1humanities course thatUrew up
with. The role of a conference such as this is to explore such possibilities iNsofar
as they have already been generated, to ;encourage one another to ,think of n?yv
alternatives, and afterwards to try to make such courses. There are' many
different campuses on, which world history is being attempted in sbme fashion or
other and many more oon which it's being talked about. Many of these efforts have
not been very successful. The effort to bring people together from different

backgrounds to teach a new course has proved difficult. The result often verged on
an intellectual monstrosity rather than the thing of beauty which we must aspire
, to.

There are great problems in constructing a course.' Above all, it requires a
simple and readily intelligible principle of inclusion and exclusion, for you do have
to exclude a vast deal if you're going to treat the world. Above all, we must get
away from the Western civilization model and strilie out anew. This demands a
difficult act of personal re-- education - -a re-focusing of attention and expansion of
knowledge. 14ecause that is hard, we Must expect some continuation of the kind of

4

13

IA

spinning of wheels., with much. talk arvi little action, that has been prevalent for the
last 20 years. But the fact that so many of you have come here is a sign that
circumstances perhaps are lipening for-really effective transformation, )

'40

hope so.

,

(;

This is tile greatest practical and intellectual challenge before the historical
profession ,tojii. It is high time we did something. constructive instead of simply
wringing our hands. We must address ourselves to undergraduates as citizens who
need help in steering a" path through a Very confusing world. "We need assistance'
ourselves, and a conference such' as this can help. Surely, the time has come to,,
act. So, my injunctioh to you is this: try /o teach world history and in due course
you will find that can be done. kncr it can be done! All it needs is intellgience,
effort and energy, and the support of your colleagues and deans. Thank you.

.;
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World History in Secondary Education
by

Howard Mehlinger

Each set of generalizations abvut world hiStory instruction in schools requires
all kinds of exceptions and qualifica!ions. Yet, it is necessary to try to generalize,"
at least at the outset; I am looking at characteristics of world history teaching in
high schools as a general overview to set the scene for discussion to follow.

People who say you can't teach world history haven't calked to a high school
world history teacher. I don't know when the first world history course was taught,
probably back in 1916 or so, and some of it has been going on for a very long time.
The complaints about high school world history have been going 'on for a very long
time as well, and the complair)tg are distressingly the same, whether five, ten,
fifteen, or twenty years ago.
The first and obvious complaint, one we've talked about with regard to policy
structure, is the problem of coverage% In one year a high school world history
course simply tries to do too much. (The same thing can le said about college
courses.) A second complaint is that we are not teaching true world history. It's
really European history or Western history with add-ons of other parts of the world.
Although some books have changed, most courses are on the whole still subject to
the same charge. They are fact-filled courses, there are no clear themes, no story.
To students it's "one damn fact after another."

What is world history then? Sometimes ,it's "world cultures," and sometimes
"world civilization." Whatever it's called---world culture, world history, or world
civilization--you expect to find it at grades nine or ten. In some states or some
schools within states, it is required, but typically it's an elective course. It is taken
by a smaller proportion of students today than tens fifteen or twenty; years ago.
There has been a movement, just as in colleges and uraversitites, to give students
more choice, more freedom on what they would take, and to reduce the number of
requirements; as the reduction of requirements in social, studies went down, courses

like world history began to suffer enrollment losses: 'So, world history as an

elective is not taken by nearly as many students as it once was. Indeed, less than
One half, of the high school students today or studevts,graduated from high school
have taken a course in world history. This means that most WA school graduates
will have never studied about any part of the world other than the United States,
unless perhaps in a geography course in the fourth grade dr something. For at least
half of the high school graduates, there will be no serious,)concentrated study.
f

It's curious, but the reasons schools offer world, history as an elective vary
widely, y)o. There will be some schools where world history is considered a "tough"
course,:f2ne that you take only if you were planning to gb to college. In other
cases,fricl I know of such schools, it is a course for slow learners. ,There is no
explanation one way or the other about how particular schools feel. Probably, it
has a lot to 7:10 with teachers being assigned to teach the course. This sharply
contrasts with American history, which is almost without exception taken at some
time in the high schdol or secondary school. The most common pattern since 1'916
has been to take. American history three times. Y60 take it in the fifth, eighth,
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and eleventh gra
The idea originall

and when you go to College yAu'll take it again' as a freshman.

of course, was that lince most students did not go on past
grade school, they Nad to take American history before they left school. Then,
since some of them did finish junior high school, yoti gave it to them again just
before they graduated. For tie -few who went on to high school, give it to them
one more tirnle and that will e the end of their education. It no longer makes
but we continue the practice. It's tradition, I guess.
sense to do it the way we
We are not a "fully moder society after all.

Let me comment just briefly about teacher education. Very, very few
teachers are trained specifically for world history. ,There are a few teachers,
maybe, prepared to teach American history, wh-ia;., is a much more common
offering in high schools. And so the colleges and universities are more likely to
have a survey course in American history plus courses for people NO° specialize.
That is most unusual in world history.
i

OnIV' the most foolish or reckless teacher would enter college or university
with the idea of wanting to be a world history teacher. In the present job market
that would be career suicide. Whet you do is try to generalize as far as possible,
which means you might decide you want to be a history teacher with specialization
in American history. Then you ,would tO to cluster enough courses from other

areas of the world to go with that so you could gain certification for a world
history job; if one shottild open up.

The college or university history department

will usually provide you with a host of courses which you can put together,

assembling up to 20 hours to certify you in most states. Yqu can put together a
course on the French Revolution, Sub-Saharan Africa,. Tudof England, somethings_
else, and you're a "world history" teacher. There are a few places, Indiana
University used to be one, in which a two-semester sequence called "the teaching
of world history" was offered. The focus was on advanced readings and studies to
focus on the problems of teaching world history. But for a variety of reasons,
fewer teachers are coming back to get a master's degree, and courses for "world
history teachers" have faded away. It's not12o much to say that if you look at the
way most colleges or universities handle his job of preparing world history
teachers, you'd have to say that it's simply a shocking abrogation of responsibility.

The typical world history teacher takes a total of 120 hours for'graduation
for a four-year college degree. About 20 of those are professional education and,
eight of those 20 hours will be in student teaching. They'll take o social studies
methods course for three hours of credit, and all those teachers w are planning
to teach in secondary schools will be there. They'll shave Ameri a government
teachers, economics teacheil, geography teachers, world history, teachers,
American history teachers, etc. You can understand that the teapPier for that
social studies methods course is not goidg to focus on any 'single subject. ,, He's
going to discuss very general topics, such as teaching concepts, and he hopes all his
students apply what, is taught. In the meantime, the- student is picking up courses
from the history department with no one matching his selection of courses against
what he will actually teach in world history.

I remember- that as a high school world history teacher at Lawrence,
.

I

decided that I was going to work on a PhD at the University of Kansas to become
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the best prepared world /history teacher I could be. 'So, I went to the history
department and said I hdd no intention of becoming a college historian. I liked
teaching high school world history, and I wanted to-,4e the best high school world
history teacher 1 could be. I asked for all their course' in world history. They did
not have any. 1 suggested pasting some courses together from the catalog. They
said I first had to choose a specialty.. Russian history seemed all right; why not
that? So, I started learning Russian and preparing myself in Russian history. I also

foolishly thought I was going to prepare on China and Japan, but since I would have
to learn Chinese and Japanese I backed off from that. I next asked about African
history, They said Africa did not have a history. (You can imagine how long ago
that was!) I took a copse in the British Empire to try to get. a.course related to

African history. 1 started putting together a program for myself, and I quickly
found out I was overtrained!

The same problem exists today. I do not know any college or university that
has a well designed program to prepare high school world history teachers. When a

teacher begins to think about his course, he has two key problems to-confront:
problems of selection and problems of purpose.. Selection and purpose are clearly
intertwined. Th'e selection question is linked to the question_ of what world histpry
is. History is all the things that happened in the past, and it is the record of things
that happened in the past. Given whatever aid is available, historians write a story
about the past as best they can, knoWing they are not telling everything. The
/teacher of history then begins to make a selection from that record. You are
certainly not going to teach all the history that'; been recorded; you're going to.be
selective. The teacher then has to choose what to teach. .
I

There is still another selection that is going
That is the selection going
on by conscientious teachers who realize that the student is also going to process
that information quite differently. What the teacher has selected and what makes
absolute and clear sense to the teacher may make no sense at all to the student.
Teachers must select those things that can be grounded somehow to the student's
experience and made sensible to the student. There. are all sorts of obstacles to
overcome. Those of you who are high school teachers are fully aware of theSe. A
simple thing like time is one. We Can l4igh about it, bit children need to acquire a
certain level of maturity before they an understand time. High school world
history teachers, at least those teaching ninth and tenth grades, realize that they
have to worry about that. It's not strictly speaking a problem of realization; it's
trying to understand things that happened a long time ago. There's conceptual
confusion. Words that seem to carry meaning to the historian or to a high school
teacher may have no Meaning at all to students. We talked today about handling
th'e Renaissance and Reformation in one class period. Well, try..to imagine that in
a high school course. Renaissance. in the student's notes means the rebirth or
revival of learning. The student writes that down, but what does "rebirth" mean to
a high school student?. Is it like a miscarriage or something of that sort? It
conveys a certain image to the individual, and the teacher has to start breaking

That down before reaching the students.

People ought to have some sort of reason for why they're teaching these
courses in high school (or college for 'that matter), and the purposes for teaching
world history are very much confused. I dug out some purposes I found stated from

place to place. One purpose, widely used in the mid-sixties was that we teach
history to teacbly students' about the nature. of history and how historians work.
They're going to learn something about the process of history by learning the
method of inquiry of historians. It's kind of 'a career education, but it's different
from teaching histOry because of a certain pleasure of knowing history, d kind of
joy of history for recreational purposes. You'll feel better for having studied
history. When you'ren old person you'll sit down-and read history because you
learned the joy of reading history. That's a reason sometimes given-. Some peoplesay that you ought to teach history because students need to realiz1 the uniqueness
of events and people. In that case, history belongs to the humanities. On the other

hand, peopie say you ought to teach history in order to realize the patterns of
human conduct. That strikes me as ,history as' a social Science. Both purposes
make good sense, but they take the students in opposite directionis: To understand

how things in these institutions and situations came to be as tilt), are is another
purpose frequently cited; another reason given is to enable the individual to better
understand himself as a product of culture. All of these, one of them, any of-them
may well be worthy. purposes, but there's a confusion of purposes.. What it is that
you are going to do and the purpose that you choose are likely to guide the manner
in which you proceed.

Let me comment briefly on textbooks. Now, no one assumes that every
teacher is bound by a textbook. There well may be such teachers, but I have never
met one. There are always teachers who elaborate and go beyond textbooks by
adding stories to the textbooks, telling anecdotes, ignoring certain parts ,of the
textbooks, and so on. I've never met a teacher who goes page by page through
everything in the textbook. On the other hand, the textbook sets the agenda !`or
the course. A new teacher begins the 180-Lday school year with a 540-page
textbook. He subtracts the holidays, vacations, and the football assemblies. That
leaves about 140 days. The teacher will figure out how mush has to be covered and
use the textbook as the agenda toward that end. The traditional narrative textbook
continues to dominate the schools and world history courses today just as it (lid 5Q
years'ago. This narrative textbook is mainly a chronological gallery from the early

man to the present day, from Adam to Atom. I'll not elaborate on that textbook

since. all of you know the textbooks very well.

Let me comment on a few

alternatives I've tried out over the last 20 years to provide a different approach to
the narrative survey. I'll give only a few examples to give you some hint,pf the
range of alterr(atives.
Stavrianos published a book around 1963 called The Global History of Man. It
was a narrative text with a book of readings; schools were supposed to buy both
together. The book has an interesting feature. About half of it is a chronological,

Survey in which the rain idea is that people lived in regional isolation with only
infrequent interactions up t& a certain points, and then from 1500 on you have the
implication of Western domination and steady interaction.. The last half of the
book is an area studies approach in which he treated one area of the world after
another around the four topics of politics, economics, culture, and something else
I've for%otten. By using a flashback device, he would start at the present and then
try to flash back to see how we got to the present. His book has been remarkably
successful among all the alternatives. It is still in print and is still used in many
schools around the country, but it is by no meat's the best seller.
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The were some others. Fen/on,
was--in the 1960s. at least--probably
the leading figure in a new approach to social studies, produced a high school world
history book which was divided in two parts. he first half was called The Sha in
of Western Society; it was largely a chronological treatment of Western European
history with- emphasis upon certaih key topics, using readings mainly connected by
narrative essays. The second part "was called Tradition 4nd Change, in which

China, Brazil, India, and West Africa were selected. The emphasis was on
something called the structure of the discipline and the method of historical
inquiry. It did not do very well, but the first edition sold well enough thaNthe
publisher was encouraged to. reproduce and put- out a second version..--By that time
the mood of the field changed enough so that the revised version added some new
goals; I'll cite those for you as examples of what was happening: The goals for the

new version dealt with positive attitudes 'toward the study of history, to develop
self-esteem by students, encourage values, develop learning and inquiry skills for
acquiring knowledge, with acquiring knowledge last of the six goals. That program
has largely disappeared; k think it's out of print.

1

In the early 1970's David Weissman, a teacher in Oakland, California,
produced a book called ?he Human Experience.

It was built,aroupd eight modular
themes, which Weissman believed would be popular with largely low-athieving
students, the kind of students he taught in the Oakland inner-city schools. k -s
topics were a kind of collage, and the chronology is-_oftentime missed. The topi s
were Human Origins, Economics Of Survival, the 'City's. Decline, Communication
Across Ti'rae and Space, World of the Fajnily, Rights and Revolution, the Scientific
Spirit, and the Artistic Imagination.. That program is-also out of print.

John Thompson and Kathy Hedbiwi produced a book called People and
Civilization. It was a narrative, chronological textbook with a teacher's manual,
games, role playing, film strips, and audio-tapes to try to make the instruction
more interesting to both the students and teachers. That team,of.authors decided
not to try to shake up the whole way schools teach world history. They larsely
accepted the notion that schools expetted a narrative textbook. They tried to stay
close to the typical world history syllabus but added some new dimensions that .had
not been there before, 'such as comparative history. One of their units dealt with a
comparison between classical China and clAsical Gretce... There were others
called "Peasants and Warriors,' "Medieval Civilization in Europe and Japan," andoo
on. They also tried to be highly selective in content, dealing with some topics
which schools had not typically, addressed. They had a most extensive treatment on

But in order to make room, they cut back on some of the traditional
treatment about Rome and many of the wars that were typically featured in high
school books. They also tried to integrate the arts and humanitieglin a way that
had not been done before. They develop
lays on theitdustrial Revolution so the
students ould take part and act out its vial effects,
The book is now out of
print, btitit remains he most widely copied single book for-teachers. Teachers
plagiarized it
but still it didn't match their syllabus; it couldn't be
Islam.

adopted.
A

Of all of these alternatives, only Stavrianos survived. The narrat ve text is
still the order of the day. Well, 'what Can be done? After more than-2 years of
trying to have an impact on high school world history courses, It's tempting to say
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that nothing can he done or that everything possible has been tried with only
marginal results. it's always possible ,to conclude that little change is possible, or

maybe the 'course has reached equilibrium and it's what it's supposed to 'be.
However, I'd like to offer two sets of proposals. One I'd call a sort of minimal.
proposal and the other one a maximum proposal. The minimal one is achievable;
the maximum one we, of course, will reject out of hand. It doesn't have a script.
Well, let's propose it anyway just to show we're out thinking about things other than
the simple minimal proposal.
,,

.

If we assume that world history will likely 'remain a two-semester course at

the tenth grade level for the rest of this century, at least several points are in
One s to clarify the purpose. I would clarify the purpose by challenging
world history for its citizenship uses in the curriculum. I would make the pitch
that It is a necessary part of beihg an American citizen today. It's part of the
necessary knowledge, skil
democratic society to kn w certain things that only world history can provide.
order.

Start pushing that very hart] as central to_an education for a high school graduate.
We haven't done that in ti, long time. We t?ave to find some reasons why it's
essential and then start piShing. that will at least gt, the course taught again.

think world history can be personalized, more than it is. There's some
I
interest to do that even within the narrative textbAoks, but' in the interest of
covering so much, the level of generalization is such that it's very difficult for
s.
students to get
sense of who these L,igures
gures were. Focusing upon key figure,
treating Galileo as) a tragic figure in a particular time in European history, the
kinds of crisis he faced, and how he worked through it, could be made interesting to
students. I'm sure in most books right now Galileo is a' sentence in a paragraph
about something relate! to the.Scientific Revolution. It's passed off, and Galileo
will never be recalled and the student will know nothing about him.

Another thing I would do is provide alternative points of view. Reproduce
and distribute totschools which request it,.a 'translation of §Oviet textbooks about
the United St tes. High school skiistory teachers can pick out different topics in
American his* ry and see what Soviet students are told about the Unit d States in
their books. It offers quite a different point of view. We could be doin that from
many different countries on topics which they and the United States have Had some
,
relationship.

My radiO1 proposal is to- abolish the Carnegie unit, which defines a high
school class alit as a 50 minute offering five days a week. It has limited the
number of courses which a teacher can teach and which schools can offer. It sets

frame about how to time a given class, and, therefore, it seriously restricts the.,
range of offerings one can have. I would begin by wiping out that unit or at least'
modify the situation so that history might be a unit but not taught separately as
world history or American history. Then, I propose that every year for grades eight
through twelve students would study both American history and world history, but
they wouldn't study the same course every day. We're one of the few countries in
which students take the same course every day for a semester or for a year. In
Western and Eastern Europe, students take world history, Soviet history,
geography, math, science, and so on. But they're not taking those courses every
day.

If we started students in grade eight with a course in history every year
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through grade twelVe, alternating American and world history on different days of
the week, we could manage the curriculum by chronological blocks. When you got
to the senior yeas of high school, you would have only the period from 1933 to the
present that students would be studying both,,.world-history and American history.
Imagine those two coming together simultaneously so the students are thinking
both American and world history from 1933 to the present. They would have a
chance to see the American point of view and an external point of view.

Well, that proposal doesn't have a chance, Currently, the high school world
history cqurse is reduced to one course in one year. That's packing everything in an

r

800 page textbook and. trying -to gallop through with little opportunity for the
students to reflect and digest what is good teaching. Nevertheless, that represents
my quick and highly- superficial overview of where 1 think world history is in the
secondary grades.
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World History Since Toynbee: The Emergence of Macrohistory
by

H. Loring White

In 1918-1919, N. G. Wells, the British author and public figure, produced a
world history for the common reader. He begins The Outline of History with a
statement of the reasons why he, a literary figure rather than a scholar, ventured
such an excursion into an area of history so long neglected. Out "of the catastrophe
of World War I had come " . . . a widespread realization that everywhere the
essentials of the huge problems that had been thrust so suddenly and tragically
upon the democracies of the world were insufficiently understoyd," and that
"everyone was 'thinkin& internationally,' or at least trying to do so." Besides this

'newly awakened concErn about international prokblems, Wells sensed in the general
public a great ignorahce about the human gist, combined with "" . . crude and
naive assumptions about history in general." Me attributed this problem to the
shortcomings of school histcyy, which then taught little more than the details of
the lives of national leaders. And he loaded this monumental burden upon his own
shoulders because it lay blyond the specia1iz4d interests of the hiaory profession:

thew did not 'seem to- be any historian available who was sufficiently
superficial, shall we sayii-sufficiently wide and sufficiently shallow to cover the
.

.

.

vast Veld of t

roject."

compendibug g

an 4pproach that was narrative and developmental, running a
ut frory geological history to modern history. Following his

cosmic andge

i-&I'prelude, hdmankind emerges of of prehistory and progresses
Age toward the creation of civilized society. The remaining
the work deli successively with ancient civilization, c assical
ivilization the Odle Ages, early modern times, and the recent period. Styling it
n "Outline," 1 1 1. 41 6 ' intent was'modest; he claimed that he had ".., .. added nothing

through' the,
five-seyenth'

history," and that the book, was " .. . merely . . . a digest of the great mass of
terial . . . in the character of a popular writer considering the need of other
ordinary citizens like himtself."5 -However, it was his hope (he tells us lat r on) that
he had produged " . . . a just idea of the order and shape . . of man's
development." In atdition to nar'ratives of Fvents,*the Outline dnstrates its
developmental orpose by presenting comprehensive
of culture
(religion, art, 9vernment, ideas, science, sqiety, commerce, etc.), analyses of
world-views, arid considerations of the' historizal roles Of ideas (scientific
unglerstaning; the ideal of righteousness, mankOrd as a community, liberalism,
soialism, Darwinism, etc.). Essentially, this is a narrative history .based urpon
intellectual points of view which Kroeber sees as being a resumption of the lapsed
tradition of Enlightenment wprld history; like Voltaire, Wells was seeking "a
natural.history of civilizaiion."
I

the significance of the Outline does not--as WellS" himself
realizeck--Ii6 in any contribution to either irifFITe7 al history or historiography!
As " . , . a. popular writer considering the needs f other ord. ry citizens like
himself, "Wells \aimed at the imperative of the publi "s need to Ind its location in
the continuum of history. The measure df his success js that is book has outlived
him and become a hai.dy perennial. Its six principle editions stretch from 1920 to
However,
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work of his t irs. There have been
1969, the latter two revisions being the
Ind the book is still
further
demands,
edition
to
meet
reprintings of each
routinely answered buyers'

booksellers have
available. Thus, for sixty y.eans,
the Outline. Such a record
requests for a readable world history by offering them presetTCaPi1 has apparently
both because its
has not
can only be described as phenomenal,
and because the history profession
three
generations
been of some worth to
Obviously, there is justice in
managed to supersede it with a less archaic model. have meant disaster to the
-indeed
Wells' rather arch comment that "it would
historical
auth9rity to have admitted an
academic reputation of any established
if
intention of writing a complete Otline=44 Histdry

...."

very few other world
Othgr than Wells, the reading, public can name
and
"name" figures are Toynbe and Spengler,
Probably
the
only
other
historians.
Thus, world history has
is
more
recent.
McNeill
whose
work
possibly William
there have been many
remained a periphral interest of the profession. However,
world history a subject which
have
found
in
thlm
historians,
who
others, few of
these, the interest has beery philosophical
vitally interests them. For many of classed pejoratively as therrietahistorians
rather than historical. These are usually
them into four
Frank E. Manuel has adroitly classified
or philosophers of history.
and "Modern

"Neo-Marxists,"
"Theologians," "Neo-evolutionists,"
varieties:
Niebuhr, Christopher Dawson,
The Theologians, who inclOde Reinhold
Cyclists."
unprogressive working-out of Christian
and Nicolai Berdyaev, view history as an
dramas of sin and
cyclical--God-ordained
thul
recurrent--and
eschatology,
The Neo-evolutionists are the philosopherpillishrnent, virtue and salvation.
Teilhard s)e Chardin, who envisitm a posh
scientists, such as Julian 1-11:xley and spiritual, toward a higher consciousness.
biological period in which evolution is
Neo-Marxists, who, inspired by Marx'sNearlier
Equally progressive and linear are the
utopia (Nicolai
a humane and creative
writings about individual firsedorn, foreseegroup,
the Modern Cyclists, are more
The last
Semonov, J. D. Bernal).
but, like the Theologians, they chiefly
concerned with history than with philopphy,
the next
categories they predict that
find recurrences, and, like the otherr 4 three
Spengler, Toynbee, . and Sorokin are the
will
be
spiritually
phase of history
exemplars of the Modetn Cyclists.
name.44-Usually, the study is
Thus far, we are hampered by the lack of a
s
of civilization. However, such t they
termed world ,or global history or the history
study nor any sense of its relation o
do not convey a very precise sense of the replace them with ,"macrohistory' this
and
total field of history. Therefore, let us
study, such as civilizati4is or soci tie
term conveys a sense of lai-ge units of
whiCh
contrast with other forrus of histo
of large perspectives, 't also suggests a
chronological periods, locales, or topical
deal with smaller entities, such as nations, distinguished from other forms of the
subjects. Thus, maerohistory is easily undee"Microhistory."
discipline which, in turn, can be subsumed

chiefly in evolutionary
or origins of, macrohistory are found
Both are studies of human
anthropology and iOn the philosophy of history.
analyze different societies. The
development -WhicIC attempt to comparatively
the late nineteenth century with their
came
first
in
evolutionary anthropologists
waned in this century as
ideas of the evolution of culture, but this interest
studies of primitive cultures, which
anthropology was taken over by ethnographic
timeless view which stresses
The sources

ti

ignore development

in favor of a synchronic- or
4-
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psychological interpretation. The philosophy of history, or rnetahistbry, originated
in' the eighteenth century' with Voltaire and Condorcet, but this universal approach
lapsed

in

the nineteenth century with

the rise of

the more empirical and

particularistic approaches developed by professional historigns.
metahistory was reborn in ()swat() Spengler's Decline of the West

". However,

and in Arnold J.

.the
in the twenties and Toynbee
general
public;
the
ccesses with the
Thirties and .rties achieved popular
ion
had
aroused a very great concern as to
catastrophes of world war and dep
the fate and .survival of the civilization of the West, and these thinkers attempted
to formulate historical explanations of the course of civilization which were much

foynbee's A ,,,5tudy of History.

Spengl

more theoretical than the simpler narrative approach of Wells.

In Spengler's view, a civilization undergoes a cycle of organic development
that parallels the life cycle: bivth, growth, maturity, decline, death. He saw this
pattern as rigid and deterministic, an inevitable series of recurrent stages that
resulted from the inherent nature of the civilizational organism, a totally internal
process that was autonomous in its workings and independent of all external
influences. Toynbee was attracted by this cyclical idea of rise-and-fall, but he
rejected the rigid, pseudo-biologic& thqory of a life-cycle that was unaffected by
external influences. Instead, he created a more open and flexible system, but one
equally deterministic and similarly based upon historical recurrences. In place of
Spengler's determinism of the organic, Toynbee adduced the Will of God as the
ultimate cause of events. They differed also in historical content: Spengler
analyzed the elements of culture to find recurrences, whereas Toynbee chiefly
-considered historical events, f9cusing upon pcilitics, social developments, and
religion. Toynbee also viewed civilizations as linkrd and influenced by cultural
s Spengler had portrayed civilizations as
h
contacts and connections,
us, although both men created deterministic
autonomous and discontinuous.
systems of history based upon recurrences, Toynbee's system was the snore
historical, and Spengler's, being based upon ,culture theory, was more

gt

anthropological.
k

Therefore, while Spengler could be ignored and set aside because of the.
unhistorical nature of his creation, Toynbee presented a critical probleM ;or the
history profession. The result was a controversy that centered on the question of
method. In seeking recurrent patterns in the flow of events, Toynbee was attacked
for the cigital sin of selecting facts to conform to theories, the failure to be
For this and other perceived errors, the grand synthesis of A Study of
empirical.
History was stigmatized with an absolute rejection. The effect of the Toynbee
controversy was tqN. denigrate all ideas of world history or civilizational
development, and since then, few historians have ventured close to .the scenelller
this debacle. ,However,- in the social sciences, the reaction to metahistory
generated new thought. This new thought constituted a return to the temporal and
diachronic approaches that had characterized the earlier evolutionary
anthropologists. This return to evolutionary studies has forged a new connection
between social science and history, and out of the joining of disciplines has
emerged macrohistory.

/

,
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This connection was first eitablished in the theory of the sociologist P. A.
Sorokin, but his rather abstruse form of the comparative analysis of civilization
was only another variety of metahistory. Sorokin's system is abistorical in that it
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considers only the stages of cultural evolution, while leaving out people, events,
and loCations. Like his contemporaries Spengler and Toynbee, Nokin, in excluding
much historical data, created a system that was closed and more d cerned with
Instead, the
its own internal relationships than with the tualities of history.
was the
macrohistory
If
the
eme
ence
central and germinal figure in
anthropologist Alfred L. Kroeber. Like Sor n KroEber was A culture theorist
who reacted to the philosophy of history; however, he differed iri that Pe worked
empirically, avoided the. temptation to create another system, and applied his
approach was
anthropological methods to th study of history. His
'general
were
destrip
ve,
comparative,
and
that
carefully inductive, - using m hods
analy ical, and his findings ere cautious and tentative. They also can be
consi

red reputabl schola hip. Kroeber develdped significant conclusions onth

, the relation of style to civilization, the factors which
patt rns of cultural gro
identify a particular civilization, the historical role of cultural diffusion in Euras%

and the convergence of history and anthropology in the creation of macrohistory.

In this work, he was the first to .discern all of the elements of macrohistory: a
global perspective based upon the process (of cultural diffusio 4 a comparative
approach that is empirical, in considering both similarities nd differences,
civilization_ as a holistic unit of historical study, civilizationatk
development viewed
as pattern and process, and the use of analytical and syitematic methods and
techniques aken from the sacjal §-eiences. Kroeber established the possibility of a
larger history; all subsequent efforts owe much to hinrl.

Kroeber, who died in 1960, was not succeeded by anr."followers," nor did he
stimulate anything resembling a "school." However, inghe work of a few historians
and anthropologistscmany of his dens and approaches are visible. The most
important of rroeber's direct succrssors have been William H. McNeill and Rushton
Coulborn, both historians. McNeill is the best known because he has pursued the

development and propagation of global history to the extent of making it

a

professional mission. His well known and well regarded The Rise of the West is
based upon the propositions that 1) human history is more than the sum of the
histories of separate civilizations, 2) there is a historical cohesion that transcends
peoples and continents, and 3) this cohesion arises from the spread of cultural
innovations by diffusional processes. This book embodies Kroeber's ideas that
Eurasian history consists of interactions between its regional civilizations, that
these interactions gave to the area a developmental unity that can be summed up
in the word "ecumene," and that the operative process in the Eurasian continent'S
historical development has been thatiktphistorical transmission or diffusion. From
these ideas, McNeill derived his tripartite functioAl division of world history into
a first period, in which the Middle fast dominated world development as the center
of invention (to 500 B.C.); a second period, during whiCh the regiOnaficivilizattons
of Eurasia struck a "cultural balance" as independent centers of invention which
regularly interacted (to 1500 A.D.); and a thirdAperiod of recent history, during
which the civilization of the West ended this balance and becane, like the Middle
East

at the beginning, the dominant center of invention.

In

all of this

developmerit, McNeill has traced the diffusion of cultural patterns, which he terms
clusters of repeatable forms, of behavior2fnd which he views as flowing qtjtward
from "metropolitan centers" of invention.

er's id as, but it took directions
ntrated on the nature and
from
McNeill's.
Coulborn's
efforts
w
e
con
different
Rushton Coulborri's work also followed Kro
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method of comparative studies and on the holistic approach to the study of
civilizations empirically to discover similoities and differences between such
spe.cific aspects as the role of fetidaliyip, thy ( quality of church-state relations, and
the nature of civilizatiy9a1
He also analyzed civilizakns in his
attempts to define them and to establish a general growth pattern.
All of his

findings were tentative and speculative, but the evidence for his assertions that
civilizations have similar patterns of development' was based upon a full
consideration of their differences. Therefore27his theory that the origins of
civilizations were independent dffelopments,
and hig conclusions on the
developmental cycle of civilization are important contributions to macrohistory.
Coulborn died before he could assemble his ideas into a major synthesis, but in a
final essy, he presented conclusions about the state of the art of comparative
history.
Here, he indicated that comparative studies in civilization had achieved
a successful beginning, but that tt3t art could not go forward unless it attracted a
significant number Of historians.
He also 'called for "the establishment of an

.

'4

outline body of do trine"31.that would be "a mapping of the field" rather that a
ation.
collecting of inf

No "outline body of doctrine" has appeared since Coulborn's death in 1968,

but as of that date, two major theorists had made significant contributions to

macrohistory which consti to new directions in analysis. These figures are Darcy
Ribeiro,*an evolutionary nthropol 1st, and the historian Carroll Quigley.. Ribeiro,
a Brazilian, is one of the recent volutionists who have turned away from the.
timeless, synchronic perspective of ti e "functionalists" because of the failure of
that approach to consider the development of culture. Ribeiro also brings to the
study a "Third World" viewpoint whip seeks to discover the reasons for unequal

development, 'both in the modern world and previously. His theory is global,
evolutionary, integral d, and systematiC. He begins with a division of culture into
three segments: t hnology, society, and ideology, and he describes them as
interacting "imperatlyp" of history, in that 1) technological progreft has been
cumulative, 2) society 1§ the result of relations between people and technology, and

3) ideology,.3.e., beliefs and ideas, results from the interaction of society arid
technology.

The interaction of these three imperatives constitutes what Ribeiro
calls the "civilizational process," and out of the analysis of this process emerges a
sequential scheme of development in which human societies are classified as a

limited number of iiructusal categories which have succeeded one another in
evolutionary stages.
Ribeiro periodizes history into an evolutionary series-of
eight technological revolutions: agricultural, urban, irrigation, metallurgical,
pastoral, mercantile, industrial, and thermonuclear--each of which has brought
about' fundamental changes in the quality of life. In each technological period, a
revolution in technology engenders a "general civilizational process"

a new social and politic aL Otity or "sociocultural formation.'

-creates

Thus, the
"Mercantile Revolution" of he sixteenth cerietury unleashed the process of
"Capitalistic Expansion," thereby producing three new sociocultural entities,
"Capitalistic Mercantile Empires" (such as England and Ho
"Trading
Colonies"

(Indonesia,

Australia).3,

India),

and 'Immigrant

Colonies"

merica,

Ribeiro has created a broad matrohistorical theory which is integr ed and
analytical and which achieves the' fution of history and social science. 1 brings
together the five elements of macrohistory in that it is global: developmental,
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holistic in its approach to civilizations, comparative as well, and highly systematic
in its- classifications and analysis. Whatever its flaws, it. is a new and large
hypothesis which calls for testing and verification.

Finally, there is the work of Carroll Quigley, the 6torgetown historian, who

for 4b years, gave a required, course in the "Development of Civilization" to
Foreign Service asp' nts. Quigley's theory is also 'systematic and founded on
scientific principles. His analysis begins -with a monstration that the study of
history, like any science, is an arbitrary organ' ation of the undifferentiated
materials of reality,. This is too complex to expla in this short presentation, but
Quigley's theory is based upon an arbitrary divisi of the reality dimension of the
e intellectual, religious, social,
elements of .cfpltute. These, elements are
economic, political, and military levels-:each functioning to satisfy, respectively,
the human needs for understanding; psychological certainty, companionship,
material well being, the organization of power relationships, and group security.
These cultural elements may be charted on parallel time lines. The resulting

schematic drawing will reveal that soh e elements have developed to a greater
extent than others; thus, In Western civilization today thesintellectyal, military,
and economic elements are flt more developed than the religious, social, and

pOliticalelements. This phenomenon is. familiarsto social scientists as the "cultural
lag," but Quigley's graphic portrayal sf, this .complex of 'interrelationships is the
construct of "historical morphology." ' Along each individual time line of the
morphologi I structure, there is operating the evolutionary process of history
ey labels the "institutionalization of instruments." AY) "instrument" is
Which Q

any for of human organization which satisfies a need, such as religion, an
economic activity, or te4ching. In the course of time, all such instruments will
develop into institutions; an institution means a decrease-in effectiveness because
it grows more interested in its own internal _activities and purposes to the
increasing neglect of its original purpose. This historical process inevitably
reaches a point of crisis where strain is termed "tension of dev pment." At this
point of "tension of development," one of three things will h pen: reform, or
constructive change within the institution; circumvention, or the reation of a new
instrument; or reaction, a fa ure to change constructively In which vested
Thus,'along the six parallel leVels of the time
institutional interests- triumph.
line, the process of the institutionalization of instruments is multiplied into the
complex tissue of events that we call .history.

Quigley, like Ribeiro; gives primacy to the economic level. On this level,
each' civilization achieves its material development because of an "instrument of
this economic instrument consists of invention, surplus, and
investment.- These three elements interact to produce growth, and the tension 'of
development occurs wheri this instrument of expansion becomes too

expansion";

institutionalized to produce furthei: growth because of the failure to invest. Tim
clash that occurs at this point will result in reform, circumvention, or reaction.
The first two possibilities lead to a resumption of the "Age of Expansion," but the
latter causes the breakdown which, precipitates an "Age of Conflict." Thus, the

stages of a civilization are the direct result of two things: .the process of the
d the morphological complex of the
institutionalization of instruments
interactions of many. such processes. There' is no time to consider Quigley's

applications.of this theory of the history of civilization which results in a system of

deVelopmental stages that are deterMisted by the course of these processes.

-
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However, this theory, like RiEeiross is a large and roomy hypothesis which is
flex4ble, not rigid, in its determinism nd capiAlt of accounting for the differences
as well as the recurrences of history.
Except for McNeill, whose applicatith of the ecumenical-diffusional model

has been manifested in learning materials, the work of the post-Toynbee

.1*

macrohistorians has had little effect upon the classroom. As stated and implied
The history of human
development on this planet has attracted few first class minds because it has not
above, there are understandable reasons for this.

been professionally rewarding and because it requires an interdisciplinary expansion

and cooperation that is beyond the scope of specialized scholars. By default the
task has been left to a few brilliant maveriat Who have been unusually sensitive to
the need of our tumultuous and rapidly, ch9t*ing era for a history in a broader
mode, Certainly, this need is one of the eall lational imperatives of today. The
consumers of history are seeking, a usabl8 Vi ti a sense of the universals of human
experience on which they can found,a *ofrorView. It is quite possible that the
greatest influence on the future of the histotlyprofession will be the quality of its
response to the macrohistorical challbnge.
a

Ifs
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In Defense of World History
by

Alan Wood
,

.Where can be few things in this world more likely to raise the hackles of the

practicing historian than the assertion that the study of world history is a
worthwhile" enterprise deserving the serious, lifetime commitment of the best

minds in the business. World history, with some notable but rare exceptions, has
traditionally been regarded as falling solely within, the province of the high school
football coach or the college freshman survey instructor and, consequently, avoided
like the plague by the professional historian out to, make or preserve a reputation
for himself. There is a very good reason for this: historians abhor generalizations
(and well they should) which appear to put too much distance between themselves
and the factual evidence on which they are based; unfqrtunately, generalizations
are the very stuff and matter of world history. The scope of the subjects covered
in world history is so broad, and time and space so.limited, that only by casting a
very wide net indeed can one hope,to include all the relevant material.

Does this natural suspicion of generalizations then doom world history
forever to be exiled to the frontiers of the profession, where its practitioners can
indulge their appetites for apparently meaningless generalities without fear of

infecting the healthy? Is there no redeeming value-to a study of the whole world,
no great purpose which it and it. alone can serve, no particular insight into the
arrangement of the vast multiplicity of human activities which can come from
looking at them from the perspective which only distance can afford? Is there no
reason why those who labor so diligently in the vineyards cannot climb to a higher
prominence from time to time and feast theirAind's eye on the panoramic -vista of
all iof human history? For most of the ninetehth and twentiethth centuries, the
answers to these questions have not been favorable to world history. In order to
understand why this has been so, one must examine certain fundamental
assumptions common to the recent past in the _Westr-A-any of the most important
of these assumptions are a product of nineteenth-century ..positivism and
empiricism, and my intention in dwelling on them is not to disparage the entire
-intellectual heritage of the nineteenth century on whose tender bosom, after all,
we have all been nurtured and grown to maturity: Rather, it is to suggest that in

basing our habits of thought in the twentieth century primarily on certain

unexamined 'assumptions of 4the. nineteenth century, we have allowed ourselves to
become overly satisfied with only part of the truth. In the spirit of Samuel Taylor

Coleridge, who is supposed to have remarked that men are usually, right, in what
they affirm and wrong in what they deny, my quarrel with positivism and
empirkism, which I take to represent the 'dominant influences in contemporary
historical scholarship, lies in their claim to Piave discovered the whole truth, and
their denial of the value of insights'arrived at by other m4T3-.

My purpose in thig exercise, among others, is to argue that world histoty
bears the same relationship to specialized histor.y as synthesis does to analysis, as
definition to distinction, as collection to division, as essence to accident. As such,
it forms a pecessary part 01 the mental process by which we arrive at a full
understanding of historical reality. I do not claim to offer any new justification for
I
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world history, nor do 1 wish to appear to be supporting he invention of another

magic formula through which historical phenomena might suddenly be suffused with
a significance denied them before arid by which the future course of history can in

some way be finally predicted. The search for these patterns, whether they be
Spengler's organicism or Toynbee's early cyclicism, proceeds from the same source
as do all the secular religions of our time and manifests a similar attraction to a
dubious determinism of one sort or another. I seek only to remind the Interested
reader of the importance of auniversal perspective In history and to suggest that
we should no more abandon the study of world history because of its inherent
difficulties than we should cease trying to become better men because we cannot
become perfect. The meaning derives from the Insight afforded by the task itself
and not from the expectation of reaching -a definitive answer to all questions at j
some as yet uncertain point in the future.
At the outset, I shOuld perhaps clarify my own understanding of the subject of
history since it is partly and unavoidably responsible for the direction which my
interest in world history has taken. Very briefly, I regard history as a record of the
past interpreted by recourse to the written evidence which has survived and by
scholars trairled in the systematic ?evaluation of that evidence. It is primarily a
literary art, relying upon the written-word as the medium both for comprehending
the full expanse of human experience and for understanding its significance. It is
not primarily a science, in the sense that it does not, and ought not, expect human

behavior to be rendered predictable merely by a study of the component parts of
the humAlilpersonality. Its finSI goal is to deepen one's understanding of the'bi,7
meaning of life and one's appreciation of the -tragic limitations as well as the
ennobling possibilities of the human. condition. The ultimate end of historioOstudy
is not only the accumulation of knowledge but is, or should be, wisdornee synthesis
of the., two 'disparate worlds of life and thought produced by a combination .9f
speculatiVe reflection and moral judgment. I do not think of man is a passive
creature who begins life as a clean slate and whoie 'personality is formed.
completely by the conditions of his environment. 1 question .the notion that one*,
influence over one's social environment increases in direct proportion to one's
understanding of certain neutral forces which are held to,governt, that history, is
a gradual unfolding of man's corvotiousnes.% of these forces, and that ultim3/ely he
will be in a position to effect a fundamental alteration in the basic nature, of man

himself by a manipulation of the external circumstances of his environment.
History neve?, was, and never will be, an instrument of bringing about the
millennium on earth.

It should be clear from this that I do- not regard the Impact of nineteenthcentury positivism and empiricism, from whose fond embrace twentieth - century
intellectuals seem unable or unwilling to extricate themselves, as uniformlybeneficial. Holvever much, I might be persuaded to recognize certain salutary
influences. on the study of history resulting from the adoption of man ,of
rigorous standards of research and analysis developed by the social sciences, I
cannot rid myself of some misgivings with regard to both their ends and their

nineteenth
means. 4rhe hallmark of the scientific method, regarded by ttiose in
the
only
reliaple
century who wished to apply it to the study of human behavior as
means by which true knowledge could fie apprehended, Is an empriasis on defining"the relationshil5 between properties and on identifying certain laws of operation

capable of predicting future behavior. Science is interested in fir essence of an
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object, its inherent and unchangeable meaning, its significance, only in so far as it
can, be described by its observable characteristics.
To identify these laws of
operation, it is necessary to accumulate as much information as possible on the
behavior of any particular object of study, often requiring for the consummation of
this enterprise a considerable division of labor and an extended period of time.
One of the consequences of the positivists' transfer in the nineteenth century
of their understanding of the scientific method to the study of man is that research
has often become largely a group effort; conducted for the sake of adding to the
general storehouse of 'information, too frequently though certainly not always

without regard to the significance or coherence of the finished piece.

The

principle of basic research, pursued in the natural sciences without any practical
purpose in mind, in the hope that- some fortuitous combination of hitherto random
information will-lead ultimately to something useful in the future, becomes allied
in the social sciences with the old commonplace expression "knowledge for its own
sake" (trotted out for service by those who feel threatened by any suggestion that
they ought to be accountable for the.topics of their research) to produce a cast of
mind resistant to fundamental questions of significance and meaning. As a partial
consequence
this, the academic terrain has come over the year to resemble a

vast battlefield pitted with a network of foxholes, in which specialists work in

relative isolation from each other and with very little regard to the strategic value
their labor. This characterization is not intended to diminish the value of much
(Perhaps, one hopes, most) of the monographic research being done in the social
sciences and history. I am mindful that the broader questions of which I speak
must ultimately rest upon a foundation of sound monographic research. Rather, my
distrust arises from a fear that too often the means have smothered the ends in an

avalanche of paperwork devoted to the perfection of methodology, and that

-

together with our friends in the social sciences we as historians have lost sight of
some of the important questions we should be asking of the historical evidence.
The field of philosophy has already been buried for so long there is some doubt
whether it will ever be found-again; we must not allow the profession of history to
suffer a similar fate.
It is the pursuit of an answer to some of these important questions that world
history has the most to offer. The value of world history, in fact, lies precisely in
those areas which are denied validity by the positivist and empiricist traditions. Its

f.

greatest utility is on another plane entirely, that of responding to the deeper

problem of meaning not only of the individuat\or even of any given society, but of
the world as a whole.' We haye grown accustOmed to hearing that the world has
shrunk and that technology and the miracles of modern transportation have brought
the world closer together than at any other time in the entire history of the human
race--so frequently do we hear this constant refrain that we have ceased to think
seriously about the .consequeneesof this development. Platitudes have a chilling
effect do the mental faculties, and repeated often enough as those mentioned
certainly have been, they cease to be anything more than pale substitutes for
thought. But we ignore these problems at our own peril. We must deal with them
openly and rationally; to the extrIt that we allow them to fester unattended in our
inarticulate unconscious, influencing our thoughts And actions in ways we cannot
understand; we' are not free men. We must -become aware of the assumptions which

govern our lives, as individuals, as citizens of a larger political entity, with a
common cultural tradition, and as members of the entire global community.. This

?1
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requires an effort of considerable synthesis, which is a creative act possible only in
the mind of the singly individual, not a committee.

The importance of synthesis in writing world history cannot be overemphasized, and in no other area is the departure frorry the positivist and empiricist
tradition more evident. Concentrating exclusively on monographic research, on
accumulating "sufficient" factual information on which to base brofder

generalizations, is clearly imiioslible in world history, if for no other reason than
because the facts themselves areinore than a vast army of historians could master
in a hundred lifetimes. The very selection itself is an interpretive, syithesizing'act
of such oblibus and sweeping consequences that it is impossible to deny it.

Wt are al familiar with the wonderful cartoon depicting various preposterous
and unu§able designs for a simple swing produced by the efforts of a hypothetical
committee of specialists. Every conceivable configuration of two ropes, a board,
.ond a tree is put forward, except one in which someone can swing. It does not
require 'a giant leap of the imagination to suggest an analogy between the methods
of our committee of aspiring sitifigers and those employed in the formulation of,
for one thing, American foreign policy. Officials it our government are called
upon dairy fo- make decisions and set long range -polidies on a multitude of
'bafflingly complex mptters, producing in the course of time consequences of which
they are at best only dimly aware. We should hot be-surprised at their low batting
average; by designing our educational system (our swing, as it were) to produce
specialists and only specialists, we have little reason to squawk when its graduates
are unable to fit the parts into the whole and have no sense of the final end toward
which particular actions ought to be directed. Of course, one can argue, with much

truth, that practical decisions are almost always influenced by a host of factors
"which make a tragic mockery of good intentions and well laid plans: lack of time,

of adequate information, or of viable alternatives under the circumstances.

Nevertheless, without any sense of the long range purpose ot, our actions, we risk
becoming mere slaves off the contingent and the unforeseen. Intellectuals, who
ought to be providing thiisespse of purpose, are unable to do so, and some even
express surprise at the very notion that they should.

Here again I must emphasize that my complaint is not against specialization
but against nothing but specialization. Even the applied sciences recognize the
Importance of synthesis, perhaps because they are in the business of making a
swing that people can actually use. Take, for example, the aerospace, design
industry. When the Boeing company sets out to d ign a new airplane, it first puts
the assignment into the hands of engineers known as configurators, whose special

qualification is a broad base of experience in all the relevant divisions of the
company such that each has acquired over the years a general knowledge of all the

disciplines required to design an aircraft. The principle at work is that only a
single mind is capable of integrating the various skills and putting them at the
service of the imagination so as to impose consistency, unity, harmony of deSign,
and balance of functions on the finished product. The designsiarrived at by these
generalists, working individually, are turned over to specialists, who pass on their
actual feasibility in flight. The analogy is apt because of the similarity in the
relationship between the specialist and the generalist. A world historian, does not
dispense with specialists, any more than a configurator does. He merely adds to
their work if, ways in which they have not been trained.and relies upon them to help
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judge the truth or falsity of his conclusions. The relationship is a symbiotic one, in
which the activities. of each party are of great benefit to the other. A world
that
. historian must 'begin as a specialist himself and always remain a specialist so
he never loses sight, however lofty the flights of imaginative fancy in which he
may be tempted to indulge, of the particular circumstances of actual historical
experience.

The great questions of life, why we are here, where we are going, the terrible

senseless suffering of innocent people, the proper role of government and the
individual, the vsource of moral law--these are all questions of meaning, o,1
understanding, and as such can be apprehended only by an effort of' synthesis.
Nowhere is this more true than. in the issue of liberalism, which in #)e nineteenth
and twentieth centuries has centered on' the often conflict* demands- of the
individual and society, the latter either in the form of the political state or the
more amorphous form of public opinion (which preoccupied J.S. Mill). What

happened to liberalism-when it was exported from Europe? Vas it so culture-bound

that it was doomed from the moment it was removed from its natural habitat in
the West; or" was its failure in the non-Western world due not to essential
incompatibility, but to mistakes in Its implementation; or was it merely the

M historical accidents such as war and revolution, without whose untimely
interventiori it might have stood a chance of merging with other cultures into a
synthesis capable of stimulating the energies of the individual and society to new
levels of achievement? To deal with this question properly (and it is one of the
most important questions of this century),. one must know a great deal not only

about liberalism itself, as a political and intellectual movement rooted in a

particular institutional background, but also about the cultures into which it was
introduced, and how now-Western adherents may have modified the ideas of
liberalism to conform more readily to their own cultural traditions. This requires
the knowledge and understanding necessary to distinguish essentials from
accidentalS on a grand scale, in short, a synthesis. Only then will we begin to
understand profoundly the difficulties encountered in crossing what has been cased
the "institutional divide," separating the various cultural traditions of the world.

This nation was founded on a belief in the positive value of pluralistic social
and political institutions. Inherent in this belief was the converse notion that this
'plurality rested on a foundation of shared ,assumptions regarding the nature of man
and his purpose in this life. One might go so far as to say that the genius of the
American experiment lay in its capacity to distinguish between the essentials, upon
which all could agree, and the accidentals, upon which all could agree to disagree.
Whether that same sense of common purpose has survived to the present is
certainly not clear, but no one, I think, would argug that its complete
disappearance would not have consequences of catastrophic proportions. Although
the world. today is not a unified state, and probably never will be or never should
be,

in the sense in which we understand the nation-state, in many ways the

proximity and mutual dependence of states whicl%have come about in the twentieth
century as a result of the revolution in technology and transportation have created

a situation which calls for a new understanding of outward differences and
underlying similarities. To avoid this task is to acquiesce in a further descent into
international anarchy.

But beyond this question of the world drawing together of becoming smaller,
or whatever one wishes to call it, is another modern phenomenon, more difficult to
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isolate satisfactorily, which conventional wisdom has- seen fit to describe as a
"spiritual malaise," a crisis, a lack of direction in the West todax. The old sources
of comfort to which we once turned for refuge and inspiratielnethe institutions of
the church and the family, have been too badly bruised in the twentieth century to
offer much solace to the "alienated" man,. The religious impulse in man, once
manifested in a belief in a transcendent God, has gradually been diverted into a
faith in, firgt physics, then biology, and then socialist utopias of one form or
another. Now that they have all failed to live up to our expectations, this impulse
has broken 'through its traditional channels and follows the path of le,ast resistance
e surrounding countryside, flowing in a multitude of different directions,
throw
some destr ive, some benign, nonewith anything profound to say about the major
problems. Lik Candide, we find ourselves marooned on the shores of a vast and
uncharted sea, co used, unable to return from whence we came, and fearful of the
unknown which lies ead. We are a society of subjects, as it were, searching for a
predicate. Consideration of the fundamental questions too often has gone by
default to philosophers who do not know history, historians who do not .know

philosophy, social scientists who do not know history or philosophy, theologians who
do not know history, philosophy, or the social sciences, or journalists who do not
know much about anything at all, including how to write. Those who are qualified
)(Cep silent; those who are not, shout their .panaceas from the roof-tops. We live in
a world in which "the best lack all conviction," as W.B. Yeats put it, "and the worst
are full of passionate intensity."

What does world history have to say about these two phenomena, a shrinking
world and a crisis of the spirit? If it does have 'Something to say, then is it not
simply imitating the positivist preoccupation with being relevant to contemporary
problems? The positivist social sciences are indeed concerned with the need to
expand knowledge in order that it might *be put to practical use for the
improvement of society. The key word is knowledge, because it is in this area that

world history has very little if anything to offer--the study of world history,
pursued only as a means of expanding knowledge, will certainly fail if for no other
reason than because the mass of evidence is more than the single human mind,
hobbled as it is by the natural limitations of its oNfin powers and the brevity of
human life, can reasonably be expected to absorb. The value of world hMory
clearly lies in the realm not of knowledge, but of understanding; this purpose,
however, embraces a perception of the nature of the universe and of truth (as

susceptible to understanding in terms of essence, as well as behavior, or accident)
which is alien to positivism and empiricism. My point is thi, that we must be
relevant to the essential problems of the world, not the accidental ones. Life and
thought ought to be considered mutually exclusive entities only in so far as they
represent analytical categories, but that-in so far as they refer to the driving force
of the human will and intellect, they ought to be integrated with each other to thee world today, after all, is not one
greatest possible degree. The great crisis
of action, but of thought.
One might argue that the fact is our kno ledge and understanding of all areas
of the world have increased astronomically sin the end of World War II, and thus
we are already in a much better position than ever before to understand such
fundamental problems as modernization and Westernization. We already have, in
effect, a world history and are not in any particular need of a further
reincarnation. This is partially true. We do indeed have a greater volume of

I

information on the world than did any of our predecessors; but what we need, and

do not have and can never have under circumstances in which knowledge

is

compartmentalized and evaluated only by specialists, is the insight produced by the
synthesizing, analytical mechanism of the single human mind. 4,

It has been said that one of the lessons of history is to avoid false analogies.'
There is much wisdom in this warning; nevertheless, in the course of human history
man has° frequently confronted situations in which a comparison with the past can,
in some limited respects, be productive. There are many similqrities, for example,

between the problem faced by the early Romans in the first century B.C. of

knitting together a disparate and heterogeneous empire, and the central probirm
faced by the world today in reconciling the cultural and political traditions of 'the
Western world with those of the non-Western World. In both cases the fundamental
difficulty was to find some common ground of understanding by which necessary
political, social, and economic transactions could take place with the greatest
possible degree of order and efficiency. The modern world has thus far failed
miserably to solve this problem. The non-Western world has in most cases adopted
two models from the West: socialism or capitalism. The former has rejected
outright the cultural traditions of the, particular countries in which it has been
addpted, often attempting to eradicate. them root and branch, and the latter has
regarded those traditions as basically irrelevant. In both doctrines an antithetical
relationship is held to exist between the past and the present, creating a spirit of
cultural schizophrenia in which reconciliation is unlikely because it is dismissed as
impossible.

The Romans, however, were more succ sftl in this venture than we have
been, principally as a result of the ,inteLy tion of the Roman jurists. These

lawmakers adapted the StoiC concept of natural law to suit their particular

purposes and devised early on'a three-part division of law as a practiical expedient
to resolve legal differences which arose among 'Roman citizens and non-Roman

members of the empire:, Disp.utes involving Roman citizens came under. the
provisions of Roman civil law; ius civile, while those involving non-Roman subjects
of the empire came under "national" law, ius gentium. A third category, known as

natural law, ius naturaleas regarded as transcending positive law and applying
universally to all men at all times. This scheme of law enabled them to argue that
some actions or states, such as slavery, were contrary to natural law, but not
contrary to positive law. The richness as well as the utility of such an arrangement
is obvious. It provided an instrument of unity while at the same, time preserving
diversity. It was a brilliant solution, in legal terms, of the perennial philosophical

problem of the one and the many.

For the most part, the Romans confined

themselves to the legal implications of this doctrine, and it was not until the canon
lawyers of the middle ages, particularly Gratian, again took up the concept that it

was transferred to the moral and political spheres.,

It reached its highest

expression in the work of Thomas Aquinas. Since then, as a result of the changes

introduced by the continental and English political philosophers of the last 700
years, natural law has been transformed principally into a doctrine of natural
rights, cha&acterized by a preoccupation with rationalism, individualism, and
radicalism. It is by these later layers of clothing that it is now recognized in the
modern age.

I am suggesting by this analogy that in our frenzied efforts to be "scientific"
,in our approach to the problems of the modern age, we may have -overlooked in
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a potentially
otentially rich tool in understanding the seemingly chaotic
proliferation of cultural traditions in the world today and in bringing them into

natural law

some degree of harmony with the values of the West. Oddly enough, it is a toolwhich in many ways is also perfectly compatible with some assumptions inherent in
the scientific outlook. Whether or not one works in the hard sciences or the social
sciences, the jai object is to identify certain laws of nature in accordance with
Which all the enomena of the natural world (or the human world, as the case may

ift

be) can be fully explained; underlying these efforts is a profound, faith in the
intelligibility of the natural and human order.
I have already raised the Issue of liberalism in the modern world. How, then,
would that topic be dealt With in my stheme of doing world history? I would argue

that the desire for freedom (withOut here 'going into a definition of that term,
which would be long and laborious) is a fundamen
ity of hu-man nature which
has been given various expressions in the r
cultural traditions of the world. In

China, for example, it is true that the interests of the community have been more
represented in political and social institutions than those of the individual. But it
would be exceedingly unwise to conclude that Chinese culture, therefore, has not
found a way to affirm the value of the individual. .Both Buddhism and Taoi , and
to some extent even Confucianism through its emphasis on moral cultrvon, have
provided profound avenues of individual freedom. The West and to some extent
Japan have been fortunatg in their having developed political' institutions which
protect some freedoms denied to many of the non-Western cultural traditions. But
that should not blind us to the essential similarity of the impulse to freedom itself.
It is, therefore, nonsense to think (as some recent visitors to the People's Republic
of China have done) that an individualChinese does not value freedom as much as
we do; there is no evidence that he does not, but he' has not been blessed with the
long history of pluralistic social and political,traditions which we have enjoyed in
the West, and that has made all the difference. In fact, the Chinese by being
deprived of freedom may even value it all the more than do we in the West who
take it so much for granted.
In like manner one can examine the religious dimension of human nature, the
moral dimension, the political dimension, the economic dimension (in which-one can
explote, among other things, whether or not there is a natural propensity to have
and acquire property), and so. on. If such questions presume a more sophisticated

understanding of the subtleties of history than is present in the American college
freshman, tken perhaps the rightful place for world history is in the upper division
of the undergraduate curriculum. Indeed, one might make a plaugible case for its
inclusion in the coursework for all graduate students of history,.since by doing so
we Might begin to overcome the effects of over-specialization in our graduate
training. Just as biological organisms which become too delicately specialized run
the risk of extinction when a sudden change in the environment occurs, we run an
equally likely risk of extinction by becoming so specialized that we lose all sense of
common purpose 'in our various areas of individual research. Something must be
done to reverse this tide before it is too late.

William McNeill has attributed the disappearance of the survey courses in
Western civilization which were so successful in the middle part of the twentieth
century to the general disillusionment with progress as a suitable integrating
principle in history.
Certainly, there is no doubt that the optimism of the
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nineteenth century, embodied in 1-rekel's celebrated remark that "the histort of the
world is none other than the progrekss of the consciousness of freedom," is no
longer with us. We are indeed confused; our old moorings seem to have broken
loose and 'set us collectively adrift on the open sea, sans map, sans rudder, sans
hope. No one disputes that obvious state of affairs, and I am not proposing any new
formula. The ineffable web of circumstances which forms the object of our study,
as well as the substance of our private lives, stubbornly refuses to conform to the
laws which our limited minds have endeavored to impose upon it and gives every
expectation of continuing to do so in the future. But that does not mean that we
no longer have any need for the perspective afforded by a general treatment of

either Western civilization or world civilization. It would be wiser if we looked
upon history not as an object of faith in itself, not as a revelation of the path to
future intellectual salvation, as did our predeccessors in the nineteenth century,
but rather as an instrument now available to the human mind. We could use this
.

tool both to comprehend the meaning: of the world in which we find ourselves such
transient visitors and to cultivate the powers of the mind itself, thereby allowingeach of us to separate truth from falsehood more easily.

Most history departments in the major research universities in the Onited
States devote very little, if any, attention to the subject of world history. Faculty
members, whose prospects for tenure and promotion are related to the number of
publications they produce in their field of expertise are naturally reluctant to

pursue a subject which might slow down the prOgress of their own career's. Added
to this is their understandable hesitation to indulge in generalizations about areas
of the world 'which lie outside the scope of their own academic preparation and
which would most certainly expose them to professional criticism by specialists in
those areas. These obstacles cannot be dismissed lightly, nor do I know of any easy
way by which they might be removed; and yet, they do not'diminish the need to
broaden and deepen the nature of the quesIbions which we ask of the historical
evidence. We now have within our grasp, because of the great contributions of the
social sciences in the last two centuries in widening our knowledge -of the past, the
tools to undertake this great task; what we lack is the vision and the will.
We know more about the world than we did, but we do not know the meaning

of what we know, and it is that very meaning that is so urgently required. The
problems brought about by rapid techriological change, by the struggles between a
multitude of ideological surrogates for religion, by overpopulation, by
environmental pollution, and by proliferating nuclear weapons, far transcend in

their destructive potential- thse which confronted individual civilizations in the
past. In the face of these circumstances, historians have a moral duty and an
intellectual responsibility to ,address. themselves, however peripherally, to these

urgent questions, with a view to forging' out of the diversity of the national

traditions of the world a greater sense of common purpose. Only when the world
realizes the degree to which eat)) civilization is a manifestation of qualities and
experiences common to all civilizations, pniy, when it understands the .ways in
which the different forms of 'civilized experience are expressioni of a common
.impulse tor order and meaning in life, will it be in a position to confront itparobems
with a reasonable prospect of success. It seems to me that the perspective gained
from a study of world history is particularly useful, even vital, to this enterprise..
If such a pragmatic motive in the writing of history is criticized as imposing an
unnatural burden of didactic morality on the interpretation of the facts, then I can

0

odly respond that facti, alas, di? not speak for themselves, an perhaps more
een a public
interpretation would shorten the unnecessarily large gap
e are all of
desperately in 'need of wisdom and the historian in .need of a pub ic.
the
fortunes
of
the
world
around
us. We
us dependent, in one way or another, on
must not allow that link, which binds the objects of our study to the need of the
*larger.. community for a deal` statement of means and_ ends, to be severed
completely.
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Approaches to Teaching World History
by
Ross Dunn

During the past seVeral decades, we 'educators have been persistently
instructing young citizens in the lesson of world interdependence. The metaphors
of space-ship earth, the global village, the world as organism are constantly before
us'in our social science textbooks and in the press. Because the idea of mankind's
economic and ecological unity has become something of a cherished conventional
truth, it seems to me ironic that we continue to study mankind's history as though
it were divided into separate, hermetically sealed geographical compartments,
little ones we call nations and larger oneswe call civilizations. I try to imagine
the history _curriculum in the university of some planet of super-intelligent beings
in a distag; galaxy.- These beings have bfrn- studying the human evolutiOn of the
eartti for centuries with powerful telescopes and flying saucer reconnaissance
missions. What do, we suppose would be the content of their curriculum? Would it
include such courses as the Rise' of the Roman Republic, Tudor England, Modern

Italy, the Age of Jackson? More than likely there would be only one course:
history of the earthlings and that taught occasionally and only as an elective.

In this conference we will certainly be hearing the argument that such a
course should be required and taught every single semester, and in this space age of
ours can we really afford to be any less comprehensive in our view of the past? We

are now past the time when weeed to argue why., Palmer and Colton's famous
W
textbook History of the Modern World
is not the history of the modern world at all.
Some of the fundamental distortion in the Western civilization approach to the past
began to come clear during the educational reform movement of the 1960s. But as

the idea of the core curriculum has been revised around the country during the past
several years, so have old Western civilization courses- been dusted off and
reintroduced into the general education curriculum, mainly because they have been
on hand for revitalized survey requirements. My guess is that this has beeh done
largely without any serious reexamination of the issue of why Western civilization
should be taught again on a 'large scale.

The revival of Western civilization has been partially disguised by the
publitation.and wide use of a. number of lavishly illustrated textbooks which
advertise themselves as world history, e.g., Burns, et al., World Civilizations; Wills,

World Civilizations; Wallbank and Taylor, Civilizations Past and Present; and

Roberts'', History of the World. Some of theoe books have apparently been published
inresponse to a perceived demand to Include the experience of Asian, Afridan, and
rindian peoples in introductory surveys. Borrowing the old Chinese image of
the world, we might call these "Middle Kingdom" textboOks. Western civilization
dominates the center of the 'structure, and other peoples and civilizations are
tacked onto its outer edge. The thesis of these textbooks holds that in ancient and

4

medieval times civilizations of the Mediterranean, Middle East, India,

N,

China,

Africa, and pre-Columbian America developed classical styles and achieved great

things.

Each of .these ciVilizations is celebrated, one chapter after another,

implicitly reinforcing the perception of them as distinct realities and closed

systems. Then, by about 1500 they have fulfilled their development as "traditional"
VZ
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civilizations. Suddenly, all attention shifts to Europe. Here, the modern world is
invented and its development must be explored in intricate detail in a sequence of
four to six chapters. Why the modern world emerges in Europe 'rather than
somewhere else, if examined at -all, is explained as a logical fulfillment of

for example) rather than as a
pertaining at the time. In the
consequence of special conditions and opportur
nineteenth century the Europeans began to take oyer the world. To put it another
way, the once hermetically sealed compartment called the West began to leak
profusely into the other compartments, forcing the latter to do something about
this foreign substance. The final. chapters devote themselves to the ,encounter
between an advancing and powerful Europe and the traditional civilizations which

characti6ristics of the medieval age (rational'

,

have been idle for five or six chapters.

Structured in this way, the entire non-European world 'slips largely into
silence and obscurity during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, except
perhaps in the context of European maritime expansion or the slave trade. My own

test in examining the validity of such texts is to ask what attention they give to
the central Islamic lands from the eastern Mediterranean to India during the
sixteenth through the eighteenth century. In particular, what do they say about the
.Safavids of Persia, who presided over an Important cultural synthesis of
development in the Middle East, and continuing expansion of Persian cultural style?
Burns says absolutely nothing about the Safavids of Persia. Stavrianos, whose book

so many of us have used and continue to use, disposes of the subject in twb
sentences, while devoting four hefty chapters to Europe during the same period.

We cannot then categorize -as a "world historical approach" to the past the
surveying of four or five traditional civilizations plus the modern West. Nor can
we, as Marshall Hodgson reminded us, hypostatize civilizations by treating them
merely as distinct, separate entities. A civilization may be properly defined only
in relation to its neighbors. Moreover, a compendium of information on various
categories of culture and social change, as we find with Hugh Thomas' otherwise
very useful reference tool History of the World, .cannot satisfy our need for a
framework of the global pfst.

On the other hand, we must be Areful not to equate the study of world
history, with the history of the world. Most of us who have been involved in this
pedagogical movement have so far been largely preoccupied with establishing
introductory survey courses -- usually at the freshman or sophomore level in
universities and perhaps at the sophomore level in' many high schools - -that might

replace or at least provide alternatives to Western civilization or basic American
history. Some of these courses take on the great sweep of human history from
Olduvai to OPEC in the course of a single semester. Others concentrate more
modestly on merely the past 500 years. I applaud both efforts in so far as they
take up Professor McNeill's challenge to us to make intelligible by one paradigm or
another the history of the timman community taken as a whole.

As far as the development of coherent systematic frameworks for the sweep
of human history is cqncerned, Professor McNeill is still, in my estimation,-theeonly
game in town, whether6we point to the monumental structure he devbloped in the
Rise of She West or ,to the more §chematic microparasite-macroparasite model he
presents in his little book The lArnan Condition. The only other contemporary
4,
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hist rian who has come close to offering a comprehensive structure of world

'history, in my estirettition, was Marshall Co S. Hodgson in his three-volume work The
Venture of Islam. Pie erected an eminently world historical framework for the
study of Muslim civilization, but he passed away suddeptiY in 19610While at work on
a world history whose completion was not near ehough to warrant its posthumous
publication. Now, the degree to which either m9dernization theory or the worldsystem approach of Wallerstein's The Modern World System_ or Chirot's Social
Change in theWwentieth Century may be regarded as suitable structures for world
history, I leave to our later session on that subject

It seems to me, however, that the challenge of world history goes beyond the
working out of concepts and rganizational tools applicable to the introductory
course. The great challenge is to undertake the task of reshaping and reforming
the entire history curricula whether at the secondary or college level so that it
reflects a primarily world historical point of view. New courses need to be
develokd on numerous h toorical problenis,which, to quote Jan DeVries, will
"liberate 14torical expi ation from the prison of national historical tradition."
Only in t'h'is way,
rr e ultimately bring our perception of the structure of
,Ibmankind's pasj into line with the important and justified catechizing we do with our
students on the subject of wciEld interdependence.

4V

What then are some of the elements of a world historical approach to the
leaching and writing of history? First, a world' historical .point of view will be
concerned primarily with
i the deeper currents of human history, with the narrative
Of cultural chan,ge and encounter, rather than concern with what Fernand Braudel
calls "the surface disturbances," the "brief, rapid, nervous fluctuations" of events.
World historians must, therefore, be especially sensitive to the work of scholars of
social, cultural, demographic, economic, technological, epidemiological, and art
history. Of course, much of the work being done in these fields is carri0 on within
the confines of particular national experiences. World historians must be asking
questions which .define the common realms of experience that all men share.
Would-be world historical approaches may have much,to learn from the work of
students of social change in a medieval English parish. Sensitivity to these
questions should keep us vell away from the excessive describing and cataloging of
political or military events by which a grasp of history beyond national or imperial
boundaries is inevitably lost.

Secondly, the world historical approach will be comparative. We should be
prepared to take the entire world as our field of 'historical inquiry and to draw as
widely as we can from the inhabited planet for our comparative examples, enabling
us to probe the deeper nature of institutions and -movements. A comparison of
Europe in the sixteenth century with Sung China in the twelfth century' yields
important insights for dur students into the conditions under which modernity was
born and precisely what modernity means. In other words, it is through a
comparative method that we may give our "students a richer grasp of the
fundamental vocabulary of institutions and ideologies that constitute the language
of world history:
divine monarchy, ci'- states, bureaucrac§, nationalism,
mysticism, slavery, cosmopolitanism, and so on. All of these concepts should be
part of the student's fundamental vocabulary, and they can be better understood if
seen in a comparative light. Comparative method as applied primarily to our
teaching mission should not be very much concerned with discovering eternal traits
t.
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civilizations
or lavis in human behavior nor with erecting systems for understanding
in some sort of timeless maner.

Thirdly, a world historical approach must assume direph perception of
geographical space. We must distinguish what have been the most important
geographical impediments or aids to human interactidn and not allow modern

divisions of the world into political or ideological units to determine the boundaries
of wt)om or what we study. The Bosphorus may conventionally divide Europe from
Asia, but this slender.neck of water has historically been of little account in the
swirl of culturar pattertitng, in this general part of the world. Our willingness to

slice up the world into new flexible, regions of study will serve our effort to
embrace various historical events and movements\ in their totality. I have found
the conception it the Afro-Eurasian zone` of inter-communicating societies
extending from the Mediterranean to ,China and, as worked out ia detail by
,

Professor McNeill and Marshall Hodgson, an enduring geographical foundation for
teachigg world history. In both college and graduate school, I remember being
exposed to the Turko-Mongol conquests from the Ciantage point of Europe, then

from the vantage point of the Middle East, and finally from the vantage point of
introduced to
China. I could never quite gt the hang of what was g ing on until
ave also found the "basin
the idea of Eurasia as a single field of t)jstory.
approach" to geography extremely useful when the tress is on cultural diffusion or
interaction: for example, Saharan basin, Mediterranean basin, Indian Ocean,
Atlantic, and Pacific. An essential part'of teaching from a world historical point
of view must be an all out attack on spatial and geographiCal ignorance of the
younger generation. When my San Diego State students fail to identify the Rocky
Mountains oo the map of the United States, I may despair of their ever making
acquaintance with Khorasan. But the great importance of Khorasan in the history
of Eurasia cannot be denied, and so we start every semester with an old fashiOned
map quiz. Now, my students know .where Khorasan is, though I am not sure about
the Rocky Mountains.

Finally, world history should be concerned with total processes. Though we

hai)e divided our curricula largely into the histories of particular nations or

-

particular civilizations,, the fact remains that the broadest and most momentous
_events- and movements in world history have rarely taken place within such
confines. We must be ready to take up the proc6s first and examine its fullest
dimensions and implications without regard to the conventional academic division
of time or space. A few years ago I was involved in team teaching ainvery
rewarding course in which we took up the process-of slavery and slave'trade the
Atlantic basin during a time period of about 350 years. The center of the Atlantic
Ocean was the geographical center of our course, and we embraced all the lands
around the rim of the Atlantic to analyze this problem. I think that students came
to understand the deeper causes and consequences of this phenomenon far better
than they might have by studying slavery as an adjunct to the history of Africa,
Latin America, or the United States.
Our task is not to figure out two or three or four approaches to the history of
the human community, that we can agree are valid. Our challenge is rather to
and
discover ways of shedding the conventional obstacles of myth, tradition,
vision of

geographical division which have prevented us from developing a sensitive
the whole canvas of humanity pushed back jfhrough time. Early in the fourteenth
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centur', the great Persian scholar Rashid al-Din wrote what must be regarded as
the first real world history: a' vork that embraced not only the ."history of the
Muslim lands from North Africa to India, but also China, Byzantium, and even the
barbarous Franks.
He ham, like many educated Muslims of his time, a

consciousness, as Marshall Hodgson haS it, of -the ecumenic scene as a whole. It is
remarkable, I think, that we have regressed since then in our cosmopolitan vision,
owing I suppose to the weight of riationalilt ideology and the pervasive narcissism
which the Western _world contracted in the - nineteenth century.' The only way our
students will grasp the implications of an Interdependent world and perhaps In some
way help us4avold the final war is to get them to see not only the modern origins of
ihtudepenctence but the commonality, of, the human experience at least over the
pas 50,000 years.
k

l
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Introductory History as Topical Inquiry
by

Kevin Reilly
The Problem and a Proposal

The traditional civilitation course, Western or world, is not working because
based on nineteenth-century posltivist epistemological and pedagogical
assumptions which are untenable. Some of the' assumptions may be briefly
.summarized: that facts "speak for them elves" or/lead to predictable conclusions;

it

is

that facts are finite so that it is 'ipos le to "cover a field"; that fact,s exist in
hierarchies of_ importance and generality, i.e., some facts are "basic"; that
knowledge is . a reflection' of reality rather than of the questions asked; that
education is the transfer of knowledge from teacher to student; that this transfer
properly occurs according to the hierarchical steps which reflect reality,
"basic" facts first.
The pyramid-is the model for such a view of knowledge. Students are given
first the basic building blocks. Then, they are helped with the next layers of
generalizations, principles, and ideas until they reach the apex of truth. Creativity
might consist in the discovery of a new block, and such discoveries might even lead

to substitutions at a higher level, but few posit vist educators imagined that the
truths at the apex would change appreciably or tha there Might-be no apex at all.

The twentieth-century intellect,ual revolution has not only eliminated the
possibility of an apex, but it has alio discarded the model of the pyramid. If we
were to look for a- twentieth-cetury model of knowledge, it might be the
open-ended spiral. In fact, the difference is,more profound than that. The idea of
a "model" of knowledge is h twentieth-centur'y idea that only became possible when
knowledge became problemati arkd, for the most pdrt, %,ve now look instead foIrr
models of knowing, learning; t inking, or creating.
_,
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Whether we , refer to lost-Newtonian science, analytical philosophy, the
sociology of knowledge, progress'
education, historicism, or. "the new history,"
the impetl& of twentieth-century t ught, is to explore, the act of thinking rather
than the structure of reality. And doing so, the certainties of the old positivism
have been overthr2wn. We have discovered the role of the observer in the
opservatim, and th position, interest, or participation of the knower in what is
known. We have realized that the same. facts can be interpreted differently, that
facts fire ofteh products of prior "interpretations" or ,point of view. We think in
;,,,associational, intuitive, and experiential ways that often have nothing to .do with
'neat models of induction; d d ion, and Building blocks. We "create" facts as
Much as we "discover" them. heir truth value or importance is not 'absolute, but
is r laiiwe to certain standards of validation and the way we pose our qdestions.
Th -reneither is nor can be a definitve set of facts on even the smallest of
su Jects.
We learn by asking questions.
Education is not the transfer pf
informationprehi,f swe knew what information the student needed, and we do n6t.
Education is the eultivatlix.1 of thinking skills, and there are nO simple rules for
,

teaching. people to think,
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On the whole we have learned to accept those conclusions of the twentiethcentury epistemological and pedagogical revolution. For th most part, we do our
own historical research with those methodological insights, kind knots, in mind. We
even base courses 6n the awareness that each generation writes its own history.
We expect our own writing to be revised and "reconstructed." Much of Croce,
Collingwood, Beard, and Robinson has become common sense. We still have a
residual faith in the obduracy of "facts" perhaps. Even those of us who were
eduCated to believe that "1492" was the pre- eminently important fact, only to have
it dug from under us by archeologists of Viking settlements, still have a hard time
swallowing the twentieth-century recognition that facts are only human constructs,
selected from an infinite number of possibilities and based on one of many possible
perspectives, interests, or concerns. But even here, wheh forced, we admit that
there is no set body of factual information that "every schoolboy" must know.
Facts, we recognize, depend on the questions asked; they are selections from the
infinite morass of human experience; they are not "basic," only relevant to
particular questions. We know all of thal, even if we sometimes resent it.

Then why do we still teach our introductory history course in Western -or
world civilization as if the twentieth century had not arrived?
In 1874 the Columbia
College history faculty offered the following three (of
,
six) questions in its "specimen" history examination:
1.

.

Draw a parallel between the revolting customs of Mexici 7
and the barbarities practiced contemporaneously in the most
polished countries of Europe. What one feature sunk the
Aztec superstition far below the Christian'?

2.

What is the supposed origin of the Bulgarians? When did
they invade the Roman provinces? Give an account of the
inroad of Zabergan in 559. Narrate the subsequent history
of the Bulgarians.

3.

Beginning at 100 B.C., briefly trams the history of the
Netheirlands to the foundation of the Dutch Republic in
1579.

a
think it is safe to say that many professional historians today would -have
trouble
with that exam. I would fail it. Although I could say something about the
ceremonial human sacrifices of the Aztecs, I'd have a considerable "valtie problem"
With the first question. Anyone who could ask such a question would not value my
answer. As for the other two questions, I would have a decided factual problem: 1

I

wouldn't know enough.

But I am struck by two other things about that exam. First, it clearly shows,
in ways that could never have been imagined at the time, the degree to which each
gener on poses its problems, phrases its concerns, deems what is important, and
writeslInts history. That of course is the lesson of historicism and the wider
twentieth-cghtury revolution that I have belabored. 'That is precisely why we have
recognized that substance is secondary: the subject matte' changes. But the
seconcfring that strikes me is hoW' closely, excluding the substantive content, that

Ir
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exam resembles ,those we still give our students today. We ask about the
contemporary equivalent of the Bulgarians of Zabergan as if a) such knowledge
were the basic baggage of the well-educated person and b) the student wbuld
correcy follow the line of thinking of the examiner.
It would be unfair to place that exam side by side any !!particular specimen
from 1980, but we have all given and taken enough exams toLrecognize that only
the names have been changed. In fact, we probably rely more on short answer
"objective questions (with the aid of the asterisks in the Instructor's Manual to
remind us of what everyone should know), but even when we ask essay questions,
they usually take theisame form. I would characterize it as the closed-system
memory form. Despite the essay format, the student is not expected to say
anything new or original, nothing that has not been said in class or in the reading.
The student is not expected to think, but only to recall as much of the information
(ideas, generalizations, biases as well as facts) as has been presented by teacher
and text. The assumption in grading such exams is that the basic information and
the interpretations or conclusions are given (a closed system). The student need
only remember and write. In fact, it was rather common practice when I was a
student for the grader to deduct points (from a presumed 100) for items that were
not included in the answer; even today, students sometimes respond to a poor paper
with the query "what did I leave out?"

I started by saying that the traditional civilization cou se was not working. I
think now we can be clearer about the reasons for that. Students do not have to
read Dewey or Wittgenstein or hundred-year-old history exams to know that
closed-system memory transfers of irrelevant information do not appeal to them.
They do memorize such closes' systems of information in business courses in order
to succeed, and sometimes they do so in humanities courses out of professional
goals, duty, or intense personal interest in the subject.
But without a strong, pragmatic, preparatory, or personal .predisposition to a
subject, modern students are not going to memorize what seem to be irrelevancies.
Many of them know, without formal exposure to modern pedagogical theory, that
they want to be encouraged to think for themselves. Many others, who have not
been allowed to develop the acquired taste of thinking, only know that they want to
be interested. We are the ones who are in a position to recognize, intuitively or
with the insights of modern pedagogy, that their request is not only legitimate but
proper. We can recognize that it would be a disservice to them to package
information instead of interesting them in thinking. We can know, more surely
than they, that the particular subject 'matter is of transitory significance but that
the ability to think critically and independently is of permanent value. .1 am

suggesting that we change the goals of the introductory history course, even
civilization course, from that of transferring information to teaching students to
think historically. I am suggesting that such a change would be in keeping with
both the conclusions of the twentieth-century intellectual revoluitibn and the
interests of our students: that it would be both more intellectually defensible and
popular.

I think it is also a social necessity. We live in a world whose basic ingredient
seems to be change. I keep thinking of the "antique" sign above a restaurant in Los
Angeles that read "Established 1964," liut,we could just as easily recall the return

r
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of Henry James to New York City in The American Scene almost a hundred years
ago. Change is the. hallmark, the bewildering fact, of twentieth- century life. To
think historically in an age which discards certainties with soda bottles is to think
about change. And change is our speciality. The abilities to inquire about the way
things change, to ground the present in the past while understanding the
discontinuities, to chart the possibilities and limitations that the past has shaped
for the present and future, to understand the dynamic of social causation and the
power of human intervention, to draw on prior experience and still decipher the
uniqueness of the present -- all of these abilities are as much the stock in trade of
historians as is our factual knowledge of a particular time and place. And these
are the skills that our society cries out for.

"Ours is the age," Max Scheler wrote, "when man has become for the first
time in history, fully and thoroughly, problematical to hiniself." The same changes
that swept ,away the certainties of positivism and the comforts of tradition have
revealed the problematic in everi aspect of life. What is masculine or feminine?
What does sexuality have to do with love? Does religion make us more moral?
Why do we obey governments, gods, or consciences? Where there used to be ready
answers, indeed rarely questions, our century has substitutO problems. If they are
problems created by the sweep of historical change, \en it is through an
understanding of historical change that we must -seek the answers. Just as earlier
ages could cite the subject matter of historical example to answer basic questions,
we can inquire about history as process. As change makes our reality increasingly
problematic, knowledge Of change--historical knowledge--is our only knowledge.

Lord Acton's injunction to study problems rather than periods is especially
germane to the introductory history course because it allows the historian to

engage students directly with issues that concern them.

Most

college

undergraduates do not come to us with an interest in Hellenistic Greece, the

twelfth century, or the Age of the French Revolution. But they do come to us with
an interest in the problems of modern society: ecology, energy, crime, sexism,
abortion, divorce, inflation, and the like. Very often our students present these
problems to us it implicitly historical terms. They ask "haven't women always
been" such and sdch, or "how did this energy thing come about," or "haven't there
always been wars." Instead of dismissing these questions as irrelevant or poorly
formulated so that we can return to our; lecture on Roman history, let us use their

interest, formulate the historical questions explicitly, and make the introductory
history course a vehicle for teaching our students to think more deeply about
current problems than they do in the temporal vacuum that modern, society
provides.

When we structure our come in terms of historical periods, even with the

proviso that all of this discussion about ancient Rome will be of some relevance&to
their concerns, we are one step removed from their immediate interests. They
don't see the connection. Often we don't make connections. Frequently, they
never start thinking.

on the other hand, we direct our inquiries explicitly to ecological
problems, for instance, we have their interest; the mental engines -are already
If,

running, and they will Billow and fight us through an historical exploration. We can
"cover" as much "information" as we would in a history of Rom
We may even
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find some aspects of Roman history relevant to
investigation.
But our
historical -inquiry would be controlled by the quesitons we a4ked in a way tha
would demonstrate the utility of historical study. Thus, students would not ly
learn the information of our particular ecological history, but they would als earn
to think more historically about ecological issues on their own, especially if we
challenged them with our interpretation, encouraged them to, weigh evident and
suggested the resources for other views, approaches, and information.
at
experience, repeated again and again in historical investigations of other problems,
would have' the ultimate goal of teaching students to explore any new problem
historically. At that point, the introductory history course would be far more
useful t n an accumulation of information, quickly forgotten' because it never
mattere to them. At that point, students will have become historical beings,
eager or and able tQ work towards historical explanations of any problem. They
will have learned "history" as an ability to think about the temporal dimension of
human experience instead of having forgotten "history' as subject matter.
Which Topics, Issues, or Problems

Once we have committed ourselves to teaching history as inquiry (in the
Greek sense of "historia") and to explore the historical dimension of current topics,

issues, or problems, our choice of topics is secondary.

Just as we have no

epistemological sanction for requiring that students know one rather than another
of an infinite number of facts, we have no basis for insisting that they know about
one topic-rather than another.

In order t
society, the to

ak most directly to the interests and needs of our students and
should probably ,be defined in ways that do not deviate sharply
from he popul
social construction of these problems. The perception of such
proble s in the edia is at least a useful starting point, even if our histories may
point t different formu' lations. .1 think that the problem with historical issues
anthologies in the last few decades has been that, despite their welcome attention
to issues of interpretation, they have focused on the problems of historians (the
Pirenne thesis, a twelfth-century Renaissance, the causes of the English Civil War)
instead of the problems of students and the wider society. Since the introductory

course may be the only history course that many students take, its value lies in

aiding all students to think more, historically rather than in .training more
historians. For the same reason, It is probably best to explore a. number" of
problems rather than a single one. The investigation of a number of topics should
also enhance the students' predisposition and ability to ask and answer historical
questions. We learn numbets by applying them to more than fingers. We learn to
think historically by thinking about more than ecology.

I also think it is appropriate, whether we are teaching Western or world
history, that
begin with the problems of our own Western civilization. Some of
these problems may concern the role of the West in the world: problems of energy,
ecology, foreign aid, and war obviously do. All of our Western problems mi ht be
better understood with comparative studies of non-Western culture
But he
problems of our bwn society are the ones that concern our studen
Thus, wewould not structure a unit aroun the problems of caste, ritual purity, or Islamic
law, but we might discuss any of' hose phenomena in a unit on racism, ecology, or
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wherever the comparison seemed instructive. Much of the recent debate about
teaching Western vs. world history is based on the positivist model: "how do we
'cover' the West and still 'include' more?" A topical approach properly eliminates
that problem.

Our society has given us a veritable ttea'sure of problems that might be
p irsued in the introductory history Course. More to the point, any society can
o
define its problems in an infinite number of ways.
I have found it pedagogicallufruitful to define the topics of inquiry broadly
enough to place the current me is sensation in context ( "sexism" rather than
"abortion" and "racism" rather than "busing"), but not so vaguely as to defy analysis
("how have people lived together?") or so abstractly as to deprive them of current
inter'est ("tehavior," "society," "technology," "culture," and "religion"). In my text
The West and the World: A Topical History of Civilization, I defined nine general
topics in the following way: Men and Women, Love and Marriage, Individual and
Ctilture, City and Civilization, War and Violence, Politics and Morality, Economies
and Work, Racalird Racism, Energy and Ecology. The dichotomous, or dialectical,
definition (so
mes stretched) seemed a useful way of focusing on questions of

relationship as well as stimulating thought about a wide diversity of human
experiences

Little would have been lost, however, by such titles as the following:
Sexism, Love, Individuality, City Life, War, Political Morality, Work, Racisni, and
Ecology. Just as each of these could be defined in. innumerable ways, so are there
innumerable other possibilities. Among other issues that are current and pertinent
(and also explored in a body of historical literature) are childhood, population,
climate, crime, fashion, food, and bureaucracy, to name only a few. The list is as
endless as the facts of history. As in anything, rye choose in order to articulate,
and we do so oh the basis of our own knowledge, interests, and values. We can also
serve our society and our students by making.choices that have social relevance as
well as personal interest.

Topical vs. Chronological Organization

There is a story about a young student in India who had only an introductory

arithmetic text with which to learn nipthematics. The result of gargantuan effort.
was that he .learned everything there dras.to know about every whole number. He
knew each number intimately because he studied them as objects, not tools. Ne
knew numbers, not mathematics.

The study of chronology can be like that Indian student's study of numbers.
When the years? centuries, or periods become the object of study, one learns
associations with static categories. Such categories bring one no closer to an
understanding of the historical process. Knowledge of years can, in "fact, impede
historical understanding by becoming a substitute for it.
One cannot understand historical questions without chronology any more than

one can do math without numbers, but in both cases it is the ability to use the,
numbers that matters. Students must understand that the numbers are only tools
to historical investigation, not the object of study itself.
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*lal principle of a course is an implicit statement about what
The organi
is to 4e learned. Whell we organize a course in terms of chronology, we are telling
students that knowledge of the numbers (dates, centuries, periods) is what is most
important.- But chronology is, at best, a difficult structure for teaching history as
a mode of inquiry.
To teach history as inquiry, we should take the subjects of inquiry seriously
enough to organize the course around them. If during the semester we propose to
investigate such problems as sexism, love, urban 114e, and war historically, then the
course should be organized around those topics. In that way, we tell the students
that they will be expected to think more historically about each of these problems.

In my first draft of The West and the World, I set out to discuss each of the
issues historically without regard to the particular period that my investigation
would lead to. If the questions I raised were' best answered by an investigation of
ancient history, fine. If it seerried tie most useful account could emerge from

consideration of a longue dur4e, I wrote a broader survey.. If I thought the problem
was distinctly "modern," I confined my account to recent bistory. I still
recommend that approach. In response, however, to the revieya df teachers who
were committed to a chronological organization of the coiliqty, I. rewrote these

chaptert to deal with sub-issues of the problem in particular, albeit in broad,
chronological petiods. I am unable to defend that approach in any other way. I did,
however, add a topical chapter outline so that the book could be used topically or
chronologically.

y.

There is evidently a good deal of concern among teachers of the introductory
hinory course over the question of where the break in the two semester course
should occur. There are proponents of 1500, 1650,.1715, and other dividing points.

One pre-publication reviewer of my own book expressed this concern with the
comment that my chapter 13 ("Politics and Ideals: Secular States and Middle
Classes") on Machiavelli; Hobbes, and Locke was unworkable because. Machiavelli
had to be taught first semester and Hobbes and Locke had to be taught during the
second.

I cannot see the value of this debate. It is, I feel, one of the dangers of a
preoccupation with chronology. I see no sound pedagogical reason for teaching
ancient and medieval history during the first semester or modern history during the
second semester. There would be problems certainly in exploring each topical issue

from Adam. to Atom:
gc,

the long view provides, only one kind of historical

understanding;' students should think through shorter historical processes as well.
But any given semester might justifiably include explorations into either ancient or
modern history, or` bdtC. In fact, the course could be taught in' any num1Ser of
semesters.

Topical history has too often been confused with recent history. I think this
is itself a confession of an inability to think historically. The historian, as opposed.
to the antiquarian, studies the distal .. past as well as the recent past in order to
better understand the present. Thus, we are in the best position to show our
students the relevance of the long view and the ancient experience as well as the
more recent. We show the .relevance of historical inquiry _by choosing issues of
current interest, but also by not limiting ourselves to Current history.
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In my own work'l have accepted the convention of a first semester of mainly
ancient and medieval history and a second semester of modern history. Again, I
cannot defend it as anything but
compromise with the established _civilization
course.

The Civilization-Model

The _civilization model of the introductory history course originated_ in a
request by the War Department during World War I that Columbia College teach a
course in "War Aims." After the war, the faculty involved suggested a change to
"Peace Issues" and by 1919 had evolved a course. called "Contemporary
Civilization." It was never simply a history -course. It replaCed the previously

required history course, and it was taught by members of the ilepartmetits of
philosophy, economics, and geography as well aS history and government. It was
intended originally as a study of the great issues of "the last century" in order "that

,

men should understand the forces which are at work in the society of their own
day." It was-required of all freshmen with the intention that it would give "the
student, early in his college course, objective material on which to base his own
judgments," and thus ,"be aided in an intelligent participation in the civilization of
his own day."

Besides the post-war concern for "civilization," we see in that announcement.
much of the interest of the "new history" in creating citizens who could read the
daily newspaper and participate intelligently in the opmergiqg world. There was

also a touch of the traditional positivist conviction that there was. "objective
material" 'that one could learn at the beginning in order to get on to "judgments"
later in college and career.
8

The early successpf the course owed much to the sense of urgency about the

"insistent problems; inttrnal and international," which the talented faculty tackled
in class discussions and in papers Keliared for student reading.

Recalling the enthusiasm.of writing papers. that would genuinely aid students
and instructors- to think through the problems of the post-war world, Justus Buehler
has written:
-

yt In those days when yotwre requested to do a piece for C.C., you
found yourself doing it; you Couldn't resist, and anyhow, you had always

wanted to do something like it--that's why you were collaborating in a
new enterprise.
Mimebgraphed essays and then books (including John H. Randall's The Making

of the Modern Mind) "both reflected and influenced a tendency," according to
Buehler, "to delve farther into the past in quest of the meaning of the present.'
Thck contemporary civilization course was more than the ancestor of both general
education and Western civilization; it was a_faboratory of instructors and students
who were writing, teaching, and learning in order to develop historical
understanding of the problems of their Western society and the world.
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Much of the energy of that enterprise continued in the classroom the
weekly instructors' lunches, and the yearly dinners of instructors and student
representatives after the Second World War. But by the 1940's the course had also

become institutionalized to a degree that was not possible in the '20s and '30s.
Textbooks of information and Columbia's own anthology of primary sources had
replaced essay manuscripts that had circulated with the urgency ckfit4n Jast
European underground. Gradually, but increasingly, contemporary dibilization
became a course in subject matter more than an historjal inquiry into current
problems.

The Western civilization and later world civilization texts that, it

spawned. and used reflected that change. They were compendia of information,
catalogs of cultural heritage, and annals of human achievement, not invitations
to inquiry.
,
Teaching Historical Inquiry

To encourage stlidents to pose, think through, and -carry out historical
explorations of current issues (i.e., to teach the value and skills of thinking
historically) is a goal tyal can be accomplished within the context of any historical
subject !natter. Local, regional, family, and recent history--all offer the necessary
high leiels of interest, relevance, and discovery. The civilization model can also
offer, as it did
its first decadesat Columbia, attention to major national and
international problems, a deT9.as-tration of the relevance of ancient, medieval, and
non-Western historical ex riences in its longer range and wider purview, and still
answer some of the persis nt demands that history p
ide "cultural enrichment"
in fairly traditional ways. The civilization mode is not inherently unsuited to

teaching historical inquiry. It only lost the necessary ingredients to do so-atitcntion to students interest, focus on" genuine issues, and involvement of the
students in the process of discovery--as it became a body of information to be
transferred to the students.

Even if we. could repeal the twentieth-century epistemological revolutiqpand
declare what information every school boy (and girl) should know, we would el'ot be

teaching them to think. People can learn to think when they realize that other
people think differently than they do.. They recognize their own ideas in response
to the ideas of others. And they become willing to change or develop their own
ideas when the ideas of others are compelling, interesting, intriguing, or disturbing,
and when the issues are important enough to require some resolution. Thus, we
involve students in the work of historical explanation not only by pursuing
important problems, but also by seriously trying to "answer" these problems in ways
5.that-makethem wonder. When our own answers are both thoughtful and tentative,
both factual and pa1tial, both satisfying and unsettling, there is sufficient room and
tension for students to argue, consider, evaluate, and try it.themselves.
1

1

Civilization textbooks of information do not teach students to think

independently.

They offer no examples of independent historical thinking to

challenge the students. They do not engage the "thinking capacities of students .1),
making them interested, angry, or curious. Their pretense of deffnitive coverage,
their tone
uthority, and their avoidance of coritromrsy tell students that there
are nojondam tai disagreernents'or that the correct answers are contained. , within
the text. Even
these texts deal with debatable points by rehashing the pros
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and cons, the implicit message is an answer to be learned (the pros and cons are
such and such) and not a stimulus to question.

Students learn to take questions seriously when all of the answers are not in.
And, of course, they' never are. The pretense that, they are can be deadening to

historical inquiry.
In my owro teaching, I have tried to use books that preserved important
questions, even when 1 disagreed with their conclusions. Erich Frompi's Escape
Fr m Freedom, for instance, raised more questions about both the origins of
azism and modern psycho-history than it answered, but it inevitably encouraged
students to explore both issues more eagerly than a textbook summary would have
Even books that were patently absurd, like von Daniken's, were usedlaTcause they
formulated popular mythic yearnings in ways that,. once made explicit, could be
challenged with historical works, like L. Sprague de Camp's The Ancient Engineers.

In The West and the World, I tried to write historical essays that drew on
some of the most interesting, challenging, and controversial historical work,
historical writing that turned my head around and made me think. I tried todistill

some of the historical insights and interpretations of people like Fromm, Mumford,
McLuhan, Braude', Genovese, Lasch, and Huizinga (to commit the egregious error
of naming only a few) that made me think through a current problem more
historically. , The point was to offer the students an interpretation, written
expressly for them, that would get them thinking just as I had. The Assumption was
that the best way to teach students how to think more historically was to do so.
That my own interpretations turned out to be, upon reading and reflection, often
outside the mainstream, I considered an additional spur for.. them.
Teaching Thinking
,,or

1'

One of the characteristics of twentieth century pedagogical thought is that it
bas become almost fashionable to insist that we are interested in teaching students
to think. I have said it, and will say it again. All of the good teachers I know say
it. But there is very little consensus, and even less investigation, as to what we

mean by that, how it pertains specifically to teaching history, ,and how one

accomplishes it. I have so far confined myself to the observations that a) interest
is paramount, b) we think about issues, topics, or problem's, not periods (generally),
add c) historical thinking is thinking about process and ,change. (including
continuity), i.e., the temporal dimension of human experience. Before 1 say any
more than that, J want to make'two points clear. first, there is much work to be
Second,
done in learning theory, and my remarks are only tentative.
"real"
and
doctrinaire
epistemological abstractions have a way of becoming more
(much like "behavioral objectives" in the '60s) than can eVer be warranted by
whatever research is likely to be done.

.

I noticed in writing the essays (chapters) in The West and the Worldhat I was
trying to write diffeeent kinds of history arid, thus, teach students different kinds,.

of historical thinking. It might be useful to elaborate oii that a bit. In the first
chapter "Mascyline and Feminine:Aature and History," I was interested in (aside
from the obvaitis content issv l of rie.title:'what is natural arid What's historical in
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masculine and feminine 'traits) the recognition of differences and the search for
origins. I used Margaret Mead's Sex and Temperament to get students to see
human variety and make some sense of it. The recognition of differences is, of
Course, a fundamental thinking skill; the assimilation of its meaning perhaps is not.
The question of origins (in this case the origins of patriarchy) was broached in the

first chapter, but more fully explored in the secqpd "Matriarchy and Patriarchy:
Agricultural and Urban Pgwer." It is more decide!), an historical question (though
some would say a pseudo-question). Searching for the origins of something might
always imply an infinite regress of questionable value, but as one of the most
common formulations of historical questions in culture I asked it (in part to discuss
the difficulties). The second chapter also teaches the discovery and meaning of
"turning points" or periodization (clearly an historical skill) with a discussion of
archeological distinctions between the paleolithic, neolithic, and urban. Further,

the second chapter encourages the student to think about the interaction of
cultural forms by relating technological artifacts to social organization and
religious ideas in paleolithic, .neolithic, an urban societies. here, students are
taught to see culture ag a context, to relate the parts to the whole, and ts, weigh
the evidence for such characterizations as "matriarchal" and "patriarachal." ,

Without belaboring a rather rugienentary formal analysis, a few more
characteristics might be helpful. "Cities and Civilization: Civility and Class,"
Chapter 3, asks students to think through causal chains both linearly and
dialectically by arguing that opposite tendencies emerged from the same event-urban formation. "City-State and Capital City: Athens to Rome," Chapter: 4, leads
students through the construction of two "ideal types" of cities, defined according

to function. 'Chapter 5 'is an anecdotal history which makes its points almost

entirely by referring to particular individuals, while..Chapter 6 is a social-political
history that mentions very few individuals. Chapter 7 draws its evidence from a
wide net of 'sources (anthropology, art, literature, linguistics, and religion), while
Chapter 8 is an extended examination of a few,tIR exts in political theory. And so on.

I think it is important for us and our students to become more self-conscious
of the structures of explanation which we employ. But the subject of our historical
inquiries (racism, ecology, etc.) should always be the primary focus. Philosophers
may prefer to organize their,courses in terms or formal thinking skills, but history
courses so organized would lose touch with the specific, concrete, human reality
that we seek-to understand. By making the topics of inquiry, in -presentation and
explanation, intrinsically interesting, we might also be able to step back and ask
questions about the formal characteristics of the explanations we have given. This

allows us to deal with historiographical and epistemological issues not in the
abstract or in reference to the work of the great historians, but in the context of
our own historical explanations of pressing problems that we are at pains to
provide.
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1. Columbia College Announcements, 1874-1875 (New York, 1974), p, 78.
Questions renumbered. The other three questions concerned English history from
1603 to 1714, Aztec religion, and the conquest of Mexico.
2. Columbia College Announcements, 1919-1920 (New York', 1919), p. 34.

3. Justus Buchler, "Reconstruction in the Liberal Arts," in A History of
Columbia College on Morningside, ed. Dwight C. Miner (New York, 1954), p. 101.
4. 1 am thinking of the work of Piaget and his school on the one hand and of

work in the pt%ilosophy of science on the other. The most relevant work in the
philosophy of science focuses on the fOrmal qualities of "explanation" and
distinguishes between (for historians) "catisal," "genetic," and "functional" modes of c'
explanation.

5. For an example of how this is done, see Instructor's Manual, note #2 of
"Teaching Strategies and Aids" for Chapter 2, pp. 11-12, and some of .thp suggested
questions for students, pp. 12-13.
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Modernization as an Organizing Principle for World History
by

Cyril E. Black
Intr. (Auction

Modernization studies, as an approach to the comparative investigation of
societal development, are concerned with the process by which societies have been

and are being transformed under the impact of the scientific and technological
revolution.
The

concept

of

"modernization" embraces a considerable

range

of

interpretations of human development, but these views share certain common
assumptions that give the term a distinctive meaning and at the same time
distinguish it from other conceptions. Three assumptions in particular deserve

mention regarding the concept of modernization: the importance attributed to the
capacities relevant to modernization developed by a society before the modern era;
the role of the advancement of knowledge; and the utility of various policies that
the political leaders of a society may follow in seeking both to convert its heritage
of values and institutions to modern requirements and to borrow selectively from
more modern societies.
Most interpretations of the process of modernization stress the differences in
the, institutional heritage of the Western and other societies and assume that the

latter are likely to retain many distinctive characteristics long after they have
undergone modernizing transformations. It would follow from this view that not
just Western institutions but those of other societies as well can be adapted in
varying degrees to the requirements of modernity. The problem of the later
developing societies is not to -discard their institutions in favor of,,those borrowed

from the West, but rather to evaluate their institutional heritage and decide to
what extent it cane converted to the requirements of the modern era.

The diverse societies of the world should be studied for their own interest and
not simply in terms of their relationship to Western influence. To say this is not to
say-that Western influence is not a significant force, but rather that it is secondary

to the conversion that the native institutional heritage of these societies must

undergo.

One important contribution of the concept of modernization to the.
interpretation of human developmentas compared with its interpretation in terms

of liberalism, Marxism, or Marxism-Leninismis that modernization places more
emphasis on the behavioral and social sciences and less on Western or other models;
it is more concerned with process than with goats.

Seen in historical perspective, modernization is a transformation of thel
human condition no less fundamental than that which took place some eight or ten
thousand years ago from hunting and gathering to agriculture and the formation of
civilized societies. As with this earlier transformation, its motivating force is a

8
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heightened human understanding, of the natural environment and a markedly
increased ability to make use of it for human ends.
A comprehensive_approach to modernization must view it as a process both of
continuous change from the pre-modern heritage of institutions and values and as

_41e that embraces all aspects of human activity and must be studied from a

ARiultidisciplinary point of view.

Periodization
-

o
s

Modernization is a continuous process, reflecting the influences on all aspects

,

uman activity of a rapidly increasing ability to control nature. Any division of

h a process into stages or periods is, of course, artificial, and numerous schemes

of periodization can be developed that are valid for a variety of ptirpors. This

very brief essay on the definition of comparative history will summarize some
findings regarding those features of the process that appear to be common to all
societies as they relate to preconditions, ttansformation, and
modernization, along with related problems of international integration.

advanced

Preconditions.

In considering the pre-modern heritage of societies, the primary concern is to
identify those characteristics that aremeasily convertible to the requirements of
modernization andalso those that present particular,obstacies. The implication of
this concern is that some societies may have a much greater capacity than others
for taking advantage of the opportunities offered by the scientific and
technological revolution and that those lacking such capabilities may need to find
substitutes for them.

t

The pre-modern capabilities that are particularly conducive to subsequent
modernization include a continuity of territory and population under a government
with a capacity to mobilize extensive human arid material resources; an agrarian
economy sufficiently productive to provide a significant surplus; a network of
markets permitting, a society-wide commerce in raw materials and manufactures;
levels of urbanization, literacy, and specialized education sufficient to provide a
basis for further development into a highly integrated niodern society.
Not Only those countries that underwent predominantly indigenous
modernization (England arfd France, and their offshoots in the New World), but also
such latecomers as the countries of Central Europe and Japan and Russia, where
foreign influences, played a major role, were, relatively well endowed with the
capabilities. Most others were not.

A further precondition of strategic importance for latecomers' is their
capacity to borrow from the earlier modernizers. Societies vary greatly in this
respect.

Some, such as Japan and Russia, were particularly well prepared 13)f
historical experience to be receptive to foreign influences. Similarly, the countries
4
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Centi-al Europe, as reconstituted in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, bwere
accustomed to beTrowing from abroad. The numerous colonial peoples, for/very
different reasons, were likewise open to foreign influences.
Others,
paradigmatically the Chkese and to a lesser extent the Ottoman ehipires, were
untirthe end of the nineteenth century particularly resistant to foreign, influences.
So strong was their belief in the inherent superiority of. their indigenous heritage of

values and institutions that it took very extensive exposure to more modern
societies, 'nvolving humiliating military defeats over in ny decades, before their
leaders ca e to acrpt the politicalt,ecorio
and ocitll opportunities offered by
modern kn wledge.

.'

r
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Transformation.

Study of the transformation from ,iAlatively n9n-modeikized to relatively

modernized societies is concerned with t

basic problems: the conversion of premodern capabilities to modern uses and the introduction of new techniques and
institutions-either developed indigenously, in the case,Of the early modernizers; Or

borrowed and adapted, in the case ofAhe latecomers.

.---

.

(----

To judge from the experience f those societies that have gone furthest along

this road,Ais transition calls fora nuM,I3er of fundamental changes. Modern
knowledge mist be accepted as s ersedi.ng earlier conceptions of the human
environment, and in varying drgre of specialization large segments of the
opulation become involved in the iroduction and distribution of knowledge.
Transformation requires not only a political leadership capabll of instituting the
necessary economic and social changes, but also a much-freater society-wide
coordination based on political participaton in a variety of forms. Policiesdesigned to promote modern economic growth are called for by the state, directly
or indirectly, through legal and insVtutional changes designed to encourage savings
and investment. In the realm that particularly affects the individual and the
family, a vast process of internal migration, universal education, and provisions for
heqjth and welfare must be administered on an unprecedented scale.
-N-.)eiThis process of transformation is more difficult for latecomers than for early
modernizers because of the expectations aroused by the example of the latter and,
of course, even more difficult for those latecomers lacking in some or even all oft
the desirable preconditions. More often than not, national territories must be
consolidated and defended, and systems of national administration established at
the same time that the disruptive processes -of economic growth sa)hd social,integration are in progress. Those societies lacking in essential preconditions must
seek substitutes. Where no common language exists, as in India and many African
states, a foreign language must be adopted. The failure of political leaders to
establish stable administration often leads-to military rule. Where a reservoir of
administrative-andAtechnical personnel and infrastructure are lacking, as with many
of the oil-producing countries, these must be imported wholesale from abroad. It is
still too early to tell whether such efforts will succeed on the basis of nation-states
or whether such societies will modernize primarily through eventual absorption into
an internationally integrated society..
tr.
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AdvKnced Modernization.

W en the social indicators relating to the proportion of the appulation of a
ty enitaged in manufacturing- and services, living in urban areas, and
ompleting primary and secondary education begin to approach 90
cent,

societies become. preoccupied more with distribution than with develo ent, more
with science-intensive techniques than with machinery, more with the integrated
organization of complexity, than with' spontaneous regional. and sectoral
development. They also pecome more concerned with the vlilrierability and
limitations of nature--even of land, water, and air--than with its exploitation. `

Achie;iement of this level of deveibpment calls for a share of the gross
national product devoted to the production and distribution of knowledge several
times larger than in earlier decade,. The organization of complexity calls 'for
much more integrated forms of political participation, as much through systematic
consultation of interest groups as through representative Institutions based on
universal suffrage.
At- this level the economic system becomes not only
tecKnology-intensive but also increasingly dependent on worldwide res0i-ces and
markets. In patterns of settlement and provisions for health, education, and
welfare, initiative tends to give way to collective and community procedures.
I
At all levels of modernization the international intellectual, politica,
and
economic environment play71....4 vital role, and individual societies are gradually'
absorbed into the internati6narsystem. If one wishes to divide the process into
.

discrete stages, -it world be justifiable to designate a state of international
integration following that of advanced modernization.

The general trend of societal development is thus toward the absorption of \
communities, customs, rtiOalties, and dialects into ever larger regional,
naatTbnal, and ultimately global aggregations of peoples. At. the same time, the
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seardh for forms of organization appropriate- to individual needs has also resulted in
many countervailing tendencies represented by the rise of nationalism, the breakup

of multinational empires, and tOe demands 6f .ethnicity.

As the. priority pf

organization- for development gices way in more advanced societies to the priority

of more equal distributioh, groups that have hitherto suffered discrimination on
grounds of ethnicity, sex, age, or deviance .advance claims for a more equal share
in the distribution of goods and service.
Interdisciplinary Approach

The study of the process of change in the 'modern era must be set

framework that is both global and multidisciplinary. The comparative study of
modernization starts with the observation that unprecedented changes have takep

place in the modern era in the,athfancernent of knowledge, pefliticaL. development,
economic growth, social mobilization, and individual change.
It seeks to
understand these changes, to evaluate the results of different policies of change in
the various societies of the world, alj4 to study the assets aqd liabilities brought to
the process of change by the differing institutional heritages. It is an approach
that seeks to reduce ethnocentric bias through the application of the comparative'

.6 3

tmethod, and it does not assume that any of the patterns of policy currently
predominant in the advanced societies are necessarily applicable to other societies
or are themselves immune to drastic ch ge.

As regards the advancement of knowledge, for xample, the comparative
study of modernization is concerned with the world views of pre-modern and
modernizing leaders, the modes and structures of intellectual controversy, the
share of society's resources that is devoted to basic and applied research, the
proportion of the population that is engaged in primary, secondary, and higher
education, and the extent and nature of its communications network. In the case
of the less developed societies, crucial considerations include their capacity for
borrowing fromt the more advanced societies, their employment of foreign
specialists, and their interest in sending students abroad for specialized training.
All these concerns are to some degree measurable, and all change over time.

In the political realm, the comparative study of modernization focCises on the

relations between the central structures of coordination and control and the
individuals and groups that make' up a society. Size and specialization is one
indication of the level of development of a state bureaucracy; this level may also
be measured by how much money the central bureaucracy spends in relation to the
regional and local bureaucracies. A political system may be gauged too by the

effectiveness of its performance, that is, by its capacity to maintain order, to
endure without violent change, and to command the loyalty of citizens. The
participation of individuals in governmental decision-making may be judged both In

terms of a society's formal institutions, such as elected local, regional, and

national representative bodies, and in terms of its Informal institutions, such as
political parties and special interest groups--and the means by which political,
economic, ethnic, and other social interest groups influence political decisionmaking. Societies may also be compared with regard to their prevailing political
ideologies, especially as they relate to the role of the public and private sectors.
In the economic realm, both the changing structure of economic activity and
rate of growth may be compared. It is customary to think of economic activity as
divided into- three main sectors: agriculture, industry, and the services. It is also
customary to consider each of these sectors in relation to the proportion of the
labor force they employ, the proportion of investments they absorb, their

contribution to the gross national product, and their rates of growth. Growth is
usually calculated in terms of gross national product. Though such estimates are
not very accurate, they reflect adequately the main distinctions among societies at
different stages of development. The rerationship of a society's economy to that of
other societies may also be assessed by the .rate of growth of foreign trade, the

composition. of the foreign trade in terms of raw materials and manufactured
goods, and the ratio of foreign trade to gross national product.
In many ways the most visible aspect of change as it affects taiman welfare is
what may h called social mobilization - -those 'changes that transform a society
from many small and relatively isolated communities to one that is tightly knit by
bonds of education, communications, transportation, urbanization, and common
interests. 'The improvement of health from the advancement of knowledge leads to
an abrupt iiiicrease in births over deaths, resulting in a population explosion that
does not regain stability for several generations. This factor alone is a barrier to
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human welfare AS production must rise not only absolutely, but also relative to
population growth if people are to benefit. The relationship of strata within a
society is also drastically altered. A ''modern society of managers, specialists of
many kinds, industrial workers, office workers, and farmers with technical skills.,
must be created out of a population that is normally four-fifths peasants, and such
a transformation influences the life of every 'individual. In some degree the sense
of community and mutual self-help characteristic of pre-modern villages is created
at a national level in the urban way of life, in the common education and
socialization of children in rational school systems, and in the expanding
communication system of newspapers, radio, television, and rapid transportation.
Yet even in the most advanced societies, human relationships remain less personal

and cohesive than in agricultural communities, and individuals have a sense of
isolation that is difficult to measure and evaluate. Further, with the drastic
changes in stratification in the course of economic growth, the distribution of
income tends to lag. Though the income of all strat of a population ,grows
markedly in the long run, distribution of income has MI far remained decidedly
unequal even in the most advanced societies.

The ptrsonality of an individual results from th interaction of biological
characteristics with social environment--the immedia e mily, the community,
and the larger society with which the individual comes into c tact. Personalities
vary as these biological attributes and environments differ, and the general process
of change in the modern era has substantially transformed the environment within
which individual personalities are formed. To attempt an understanding of
personality adaptation, what needs to be measured or at least evaluated, is the
ability of an individual to empathize with others beyond his immediate circle of
acquaintances, the individual's acceptance of both the desirability of change and

the recognition of a need for delayed gratification in the interest of future
benefits, and the capacity of the individual to judge peers according to their
performance rather than their status. As compared with individuals in flier
times, a modern personality may be described as more open more tolerant. of
ambiguity, and more concerned with controlling the environment- -and by the same
token, perhaps less self2Sured and stable.
The psychological aspect of

modernization has not been the subject of extensive research, but it has been
demonstrated that modern characteristics can be measured and compared.
Modernization aS a Process

The process of modernization may thus be viewed abstractly as the
adaptation of diverse historical experiences before the modern era, to include the
challenges of modernity common to all societies.
Underlyin the theoretical problem of adapting tradition to modernity is, of
course, the pra tical problem that there .is no agreement whatsoever as to how this
adaptation sho Id be carried out in practiCe. No country has done it gracefully or
without great turmoil. It is the most devastating and destablizing experien
hat
the human community has undergone during its entire history on this earth.
Within the setting' of this abstract problem of adapting tradition to
modernity, research on compatative modernization is in practice concerned with
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the continuing conflicts f leaders, political parties, and- ideologies over how
individual societies should seek .to accommodate pre-modern belief systems to
modern knowledge, establish workable political systems, promote economic growth,
and deal with the many problems involved in restructlAring social relations.

More particularly, it is important to recognize that modernization should not
be equated with progress. It is.the enhancement of the human capacity to exploit
the environment, and this enhanced capacity can be used tor any purpose. It can be,
used to promote human betterment in terms oflthealth, education, and welfare, or it
can be used to destroy
humankind.

Problems of Interpretation11'

I

This brief introduction both of pre-modern social characteristics conducive to
future modernization, and of factors apparently common to societies transforming
yo advanced modernization ant. international integration stage represents the
Thitial conclusions based on one of the main lines of research on th% stibject.

Let us now direct attention to

sorrie of

the problems raised

this

by

interpretation, some trivial and others fundamental, from the point of view both of
the exponents of this approach to comparative history and of their critics.,

.Modernization
To start at the trivial end 'of the spectrum, some have found the term
either devoid of meaning or infinitely relative. Both of these
-

criticisms may be valid in a literal sense, but the fact remains that this is the term
generally used to describe the process in question. The critics do not argue that no

such process is takihg place, and they do not offer a satisfactory alternative.

Industrialization, Westernization, rationplization, social change, or the scientific
and technological revolution describe limited aspects of the process only. The very
lack of content bf the term recommen6 it as a vehicle for the study of a process
whose content is still in an early stage of investigation. The term is generally used
in China and "Japan and is occasionally used- in the European Marxist-Leninist
countries in place of "the scientific-technoldgical rtavolution" which they prefer.
Questions have also been raised regarding the units of .analysis in

The most reasonablekposition to take is that any two or
more aspcts of the human experience can be usefully compared in seeking to
distinguish the universal from the particular.
Whether one compares the
experiences of two individuals in a single villagAhto-wn, or the experiences of
small groups of individuals in two or more countries, or the advancement of
knowledge, political development, economic growth, social mobilization, and
modernizVion studies.

indifidual change or any combination of, them at the local, regional, national,, br
global level, one can learn something about the process of transformation. The

reason that most general studies are concerned with the national level of

politically organized societies is that the decisions relevant to modernization are
taken mere at this level than at any other and that leadership, programs,, statistics,
and to a considerable exten ideologies, all tend to focus- at this level.
Civilizations, cultures, c
-historical types, and sociocultural systems are all
valid-in some degree, but as discrOte units of analysis they flourish better in the
minds of scholars than in the organized activities of peoples.
-4_
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itMarxist and Marxist-Leninist interpretations of this process vary in their
proach. The view that societal transforniation is dominated by a world-system,
apitalist" in recent centuries and "socialist" at some future time, assumes that
most countries are so dependent on the dominant few that the nation-state is not a
valid unit of analysis.

t

Marxist- Leninist scholars prefer to focus on the national unit. They assume
that in the long run.-12ocialist" will belbetter able than "non-socialist" countries to

take full advantage (A\ the opportunities for human betterment offered by the
revolution of science and technology and that an international group of "socialist"
states will expand as their rivals shrink in number.

t

4?

NS already noted, intern tional integrations becoming a dominant feature of
transfoFmation as more co tries become highly Modernized. The quesion here at
issue is not the nature of .uman destiny, however, but the most practicable means
of studying modern soci
1 transformation as a form of comparative hist6ry./

Related policy questions raised by Marxist and Marxist - Leninist' approaches
to societal transformation include the dilemma faced by modernizers in
confronting the choice between development and distribution, economic growth and
equality. Modernization studies, relying on the historiCal record, including that of

countries developed under Marxist-Leninist policies, have noted that income
distribution has tended to become more equal only as countries reach an advanced
stage of modernization, regardless of the ideology- of their leaders. The. open ended approach of moclernizati5hi-tudies, which seek to examine the record rather
than advance a-predetermined social policy, is not congenial to those who seek to
employ history as an instrument of politics. More gener.Ally, modernization studies

tend tO view the record of societal transformation as "progressive" in only a
limited sense and are fully aware that the advancement of knowledge has provided

humankind with the ability%both to satisfy human needs and to destroy itself.
y"History" provides no guide as to the uses that humans may make-of their everincreasing capabilities.
Some critics also see odernization studies as an essentially ethnocentric
enterprise of Western social sci nce. Whether or not their work is used by Western
governments seeking to devise eans to strengthen Third World countries against a
perceived Communist threat, ex onents of modernization studies are seen by some
,critics as defining modernity essentially in terms of Western institutions and using
them as a benchmark for judging other countries.
There is indeed a school of thought that has defined "tradition"
on" as theentire
eire
range of pre-modern institutions in less developed 'countries which must necessarily

give way, to a modernity defined in Western terms.

In many textbooks, for

example, pre-Rodern social institutions are described as impediments to progress;
stress is placed on the importance of economic wealth and technology;

development is seen primarily in terms of catching up with the West; and

modernization is portrayed as adopting Western values and institutions rather than
as adapting diverse pre-modern values and institutions to the common imperatives
of modernity.'

This discrimination of North against South is frequently accompanied by a
discrimination of West against East, in the sense that countries ,under Marxist1.`
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Leninist leadership are seen as, backward regardless of their level of development

on the grounds that theit political institutions are not democratic in the Western
sense.

These are minority views among students of modernization, however, and the

main trend of their work is oriented toward concepts of analysis that are of

universal validity: This is not as easy as it might seem. Only a generation ago, the
Western countries were the only ones that were sufficiently developed to provide a
basis for conceptualizing the direction that the process of transformation was
taking. As withfall societies, the modern functions that were being developed were
so closely intertwined with their evolving heritage of Institutions that it was verydifficult to disentangle the universal from the particular. The recent development
of Japan and Russia has now broadened this basis sufficiently to permit conclusions

to be drawn not only about the variety of institutions that can perform similar
functions, but also about the special problerhs confronting latecomers.

This broadening of the i.ange of societies that is reaching an advanced stage

of modernization only accentuates the problem because many bf the relevant
disciplines have not et developed analytical concepts that are valid, for all
societies. For some di ciplines this comes naturally. Economists can study gross
national products, rates of growth, income distribution, the changing share.of the
labor force in agriculture, manufactu4ing and services, and the allocation of
national product to consumption, capital formation and -governmen-6 in India or
China as well as in the United Stays. Sociologists can deal with theemographic
transition, social stratification, patterns of settlement, education, and mobility in
one society as well as another. Anthropologists can study kinship and marriage,'
religious beliefsnd behavior, and subsistence techniques in all societies.

political science,. are much more
ethnocentric, however, and history is especially .oriented toward the particular.
Political science is in a more ambivalent position with a strong ethnocentric base,
but also with a capacitythat is, still greatly underdeveloped- -for more general
concepts. In the rhetoric of the c old-war, for example, it is common to Contrast
the democracy and civil liberties of the West with the totalitarianism of the
Communist states. By stressing the particular type of political representation
characteristic of Western societies, one can thus strengthen loyalty to one's own
Disciplines,

such

as

history

anal

institutions and anathematize those of Communist -states, while -at the same time
associating them with the fascist enemies of the Second World War.

Concepts that are handy' for cold war rhetoric a e not very useful, however,
nsformation.' Rather
for the study, of 170 or more societies in the process t
of representative
form
than uschg.. as analytical concepts the partic
government developed in the West, political scientists are tur ing increasingly to
such concepts as organizational participation, interest groups, and bureaucratic
politics which can be applied to a greater or lesser degree to all,Societies. African
tribeS and Communisttountries, no less than France and the UOited States, hayq
interest groups competing for 'their share of resources and influence on policy-maki g.
The central questions that latecomers should ask are: which aspects df tbis

process are universal, applicable to all societies; .and which features bf the
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institutions of the more advanced societies are essentially modernized .versions of
their own pre-modern heritages. This abstraction of the universal from -the
particular, of the functions from the forms, is prof tibly Alle most difficult problem
confronting those seeping to make use of -historical experience ford contemporary
policy. In seeking to attain the' levels of -achievement made possible by the
advancement of knowledge, latecorriers rhuk decide which aspects of their heritage

are convertible to the new purposes and which foreign ,institutions they. must
borrow. These decisions are sp-cific 'for each leader and country, and the
comparative study of the experience 6f- others can only sensitize them iLl a general
way to the choices they face.

I

The comparison of modernizing societies.is not just a thsorstical exercise. A
recent headline asserting that "China Asks Japan's Help in.Mo*rnizatiorir is one
that might have appeared man.), times around -the world in &variety of .contexts.

One characteristic of the modern era is that, m-ore explicitly than'tver before,
political and intellectdal leaders have sought to learn, from those societies
perceived to le more. advanced in the process of trapsformation. For such leaders,
history is a vast laboratory in which innumerable experiments have been and are
being conducted that, are of direct -interest' tict them. In this sense comparative
modernization is a form of applied history.

Alternative Interprc4ations

There are three main alternativeS to modernizatiOn studies as general
interpretations of modern history: Westernization, Marxism-Leninism, and Nee Marxism, particulary its world-systems approach:
(1)

Westerniiation sees modern history essentially as the spread of Westerh
values and institutions to the rest of the world. From this point of view the search
for freedom is the engine of history, and generally speaking the countries regarded
as most democratic in the Western sense are seen as the most modern.
The essence of. this, Western interpretation of history is thatin the course pf

the modern era, the West European and English-speaking peoples have developed
the pojitical, economic, and social institutions that are.best adapted to the modern

way of life and are of universal' validity. The strength of this argument lies in the
fact that it was in Western EurOpe that the rapid growth of knowledge,
characteristic of the modern era got its start' and that the societies of Western
Europe and their offshoots in the New World (the United States, Canada, Australia,
and New Zealand) have in general
the most successful in. Making use of ,this
knowledge for human betterment.
compara vely high standard' achieved by
these societies in health, education, a174 welfare e widely recogniied, and: as a

group they tend to represent" the models by which other societies meature,
themselves. They are rn thiA sense the most' modern -societies, and it is not
surprising that they shouldregard their'. institutions as appropriate for other
societies to follow.

of

0

The interpretation of history associated with this Westernizing view, which is
still the do- min'ant one in.American scholarship, is particularly concerned -with the

freedom of the iridividtial from undue restraint on the part of the state, with the
,

I.
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development of a representative -political systemtwith institutions providing for
the accumulation and investment of capital, with a minimum of regulation by the
suite, and, SI general, with the promotion of as much freedom as is consistent with
cfianging standards of public order and. equity. This emphasis on the freedom of the

individual is reflected in the/Latin root of the term' "liberal". and lies at the heart
of this conviction.
-

.'

k/

A

To question the
iversal applicability of doctrinaire liberalism is not to
question the achievement of the West European and English-speaking countries in'-

enhancing human welfare within, their societies and in comparison with other
societies The issue js not the extent of these achievements, but the conclusions
that hay been drawn from them for countries with differing institutional heritages
in the in rpretation of modern history. Those favoring the Westernizing approach

are inclined to maintain that the institutions as well as the level of achievement of
the West European- and English-speaking societies--the way in which things are
done as well-as what is done--are of universal validity. It would follow from this
opinion that not only the political institutions, but also the economic, .social, and
religious institiutions of the West should be adopted by other societies if they wish.
to match the West.
.

Critics .of the Westernizing approach point out that contemporary Western
institutions are simply a Modernization of their lire modern political forms and
that other societies with diffeOing heritages of institutions are likely to adapt in
other ways to the imperatives of modernity. .British parliamentary democracy, for
example, has. evolved- from a parliamentary experience that is conventionally
traced back to thcs..Magria Carta of 1215. Poli'tical participation in societies with
other heritages, however, is likely to evolve along different lins. Worldwide,
indeed, organizational participation is much more common than individual
participation through ejectoral systems....

.

The initial impact of the advanced Western societies has been so profound
that other societies have frequently been inclined to borrow Western institutions
wholesale-and to abandon their own. More often than not, such borrowings have
not been successful, and thoughtful observers have come to the conclusion that the

adaptation of native traditional institutions to new functions is 9ore effective in
the long run.-than the borrowing of Western institutions in a more or less unaltered
form.
(2) The Marxist-Leninist approach envisages ,the development of societies
from a primitive stage through slavery, feudalism, and capitalism to socialism and
communism. Marxist-Leninist interpretations of world history have been diverse
and at times contradictory, but their common theme has been the need for less
'developed countries 'to free themselves from colonial control. The correct timing
of revolutionary actions varies from one interpretation to another. Early' Marxists
believed that the less developed countries had to develop politically and
economically under bourgeois leadership over an extended period before 'they could
reach a level at which introduction to socialism would be possible.
In recent years, many writers interested, in problems of national development
have interpreted the relations of the more modernized societies to the latecomers
as a global extension of the clas$ 'struggle in .which' advanced societies exploit the
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less advanCed. In this view, although some non-Western countries notably Japan,,

may share the attributes of the imperialists, most 'would be

bjected to a

dependency from which they can only escape through a socialist rev ution.

he b'elief that the
What these various Marxist approaches havein common
engine of history is a class struggle provoked by the exploitation inherent in feudal
and capitalist patterns of the -ownership of the means of production. In this view,
relations within and between countries should be interpreted essentially in terms of

exploiters and exploited until such time as the introduction of socialism Dads to
the disappearance of exploitation and presumably the end of historical
development.

It is significant in this context that the dominant trend in post-Stalin and
post-Mao thinking about

contemporary domestic .development

stresses

the

importance of the scientific and technological revolution rather than the class
struggle. In its emphasis of evaluating the capacity of societies to take'advantagp
of the opportunities offered by contemporary knowledge. for political development,
economic growth, and social welfare, this new Soviet view closely resembles that
of modernization studies.
(3) The world-system approach is a. contemporary version of Marxism which
differs from modernization studies in a number of crucial ways. Ilbrienvisages fout '
stages of long-term development: the establishment of a capitalist world-system
(1450-1650), system-wide recession (1650-1730) and a struggle for primacy among
the core states (to 1815), the transitipn from agricultural capitalism to industrial
capitalism (1815-1917), and revolutionary turmoil along with further Consolidation
of industrial capitalist world economy (1917- ). Two contradictions of capitalism
are seen' as leading to a socialist world system: continuing production of surplus
requires more demand which can only be produced by redistributing surplus; and
when capitalists start buying,.Off the exploited by letting them share privileges, the
cost of co-option continues to rise until all are equal. This is a neo-Marxist
approach that sees the class struggle as the engine of history. It appears to imply
inevitable progress toward a desired end described as "good." The method is
deductive. Modernization studies, by contrast, see the advancement of knowledge
as the engine of historyleading to a greater enhancement of human control over

the environment, along the lines set forth abov7.

History moves toward no

inevitable goal. The method is inductive.

ihe world-system approach employs the world as the unit of analysis. This is
broke down into three subunits: the core (capitalist countries with strong states),
the periphe?y (undeveloped countries with weak states), and the semi-periphery
(states like Japan and Russia, among others, which are peripheral to the core

states

but also dominate the peripheral states). There is little emphasis on the, capacities
or development of individual states, especially in the periphery.
In modernization studies by contrast, the main unit of analysis is the nationstate, and each one is treated in terms of its international context. Under this
approach, the assessment of pre-modern assets and liabilities' of undevelOped
countries places special emphasis on advantages and drawbacks of their status as
colonits. As countries modernize, their interactioci with other countries in the
course of international integration is stressed. For example, the world-system
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perspective. stresses the influence of the world capitalist system in explaining the
failure to develop of a country such as China. The modernization perspective, by
contrast, places the main emphasis,on the domestic weakness of the Chinese state.

The central problem of the world-system approach is that by placing such
exclusive' explanatory emphasis on the exploitation of the peripheral states by the1/4

core states, it . fails to take into account many . other aspects of historicalldevelopment. It does not give adequate attention to the earlier periods of history
as a formative background to the modern era and in particular tends to overlook
;the
widely differing capabilities that the diverse societies of the world bring to the
<,

problem of adapting to . the new functions made possible by the. i.evolution in
science and technology. It neglects such important consequences of modern

development as overpopulation; pollution of air, water, and land; and exhaustion of
raw materials; as well as the generic problems of political development, econovic
growth, social' mobilization, and individual change that are common to all societies
regardless of level of development of ideology. The world-sycem approach is also
wildly optimistic in that it envisages only progressive development and fails to
recognize at the growth of knowledge has given human societies the capacity to
destroy th mselves. Most important, the world-system approach makes no
allowance, for the diversity. of human experience or for the unforeseeable
.

de'velopments that may result from the further growth of knowledge. It is an
interpretation locked into the transition from capitalism to Socialismt with the
14q, revolution in Russia as the major turning point, and it appears to eitvisage no
further development once an ill-defined "socialism" has been achieved.
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Global History, Modernization, and the World-System Approach: A Critique
by

Craig A. Lockard

Through much of the 1970's the public mood for millions of Americans was
generally apathetic and complacent. Yet, during the more turbulent 1960's,
Americans had to contend with a series Of foreign developments which et )ed
themselves forcibly on the American consciousness: oil cartels, insurgenp
revolutions,4ars, starvation, and the fall of client regimes. S me ev rttsf-tich-as

the enemy crisis and the Indo-Chinese refugees, have afferctierd
scans directly;
in other cases, the impact has been less app rent to the average citizen. Fdr too
many Americans the news from abroad has s
bewildering.
It is
discouragingly clear that most Americans, including
iy political leaders, have

insufficient knowledge about the realiti4s -of the modern world, particularly the
pace of change' in the Third World. Such a state of affairs is hardly surprising,
-given the way in which modern history and international affairs are taught in
American schools. For better or worse, American educators haves-generally
expectecksthe study of History to provide students their basic knowledge about the
World; ant ropology, comparative sociology, geography, and international politics
are seldo taught-below .the" college level and normally attract far fewer students
than histo y At the undergraduate level.
Lar

numbers of Americans have an astonishingly inadequate sense of
history, anti thus of the world beyond our borders. The little history presently
being taught in American primary and slcondary schools frequently has a narrow,
bland and often even ethnocentric focus. Students do, of course, study American
history and sometimes even European history (Western Europe and the Ancient
World), generally emphasizing' political, diplomatic, intellectual, and/or cultural
subjects. Few students learn about Asian, African, Latin AmeriAn or East
European history and culture, as any survey of .college;..tm,hmen should
substantiate,.

Thus, any sense of history developed in our schools may well leave

students with the notion that "civilization" means the history of Western
civilization in v,hich the United States constitutes the most
and
-advanced--although perhaps flawed--representative. This historical view contains
a number of value judgments, many -of which are unrecognized by teachers and
44 students.
(4Iniversity.or college level history teaching often does not provide much
of an improvement. Global and Third World history is frequently slighted or
ignored. 46'4n when taught, many sof the courses utilize prevailing perspectives-onScie 1y. orsat--which fail to enerate accurate understanding of Third World
, cilitffeir problems and aspirations or of the interdependent and global
socie
nature

ou-4'.' ern historical change.

This
addressed
Adressed generally to historians and particularly to those who
mapbe unfoiniliar*%with recent developments in the field of global history. It
develops a critique.of tile way global andAthird World history are studied and

Reprinted by permission of The History Teacher, Volume 14, No. 4 (August 1981),
pp. 489-515. Presented at the Conference on Teaching World History, Session H,
13 May 1982.
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taught in the Unfted° States. The first section discusses. the attention given by
American college textbooks, courses, and history departments to global and Third
World history and offers some observations on the nature of global history and the
need for a universal approach. An extended analysis of two of the most important
theoretical frameworks currently available to schothrs interested in modern global
and Third World history -- modernization theory and the world-system approach--is
also included. ,Special attention is accorded to some of the insights deriving from
the latter perspective. This paper argue that the historical profession in the
United. States should devote more attention to the study, of global history, a subject
which could also benefit frdm some of the ideas developed -by the world - system
approach, which stresses the interrelationships between societies and the structure
of the modern global community.
The global apprOaCh-to history represents a fairly recent departure in modern
historical scholarship which many histbriaris may find uncomfortable. Much of
historical analysis, whether .in classrooms...br research has focused -mainly on
nations--the 'United States, France, 'China or regions--Western Europe, Latin
Americas or East Asia. Historians are not necessarily more broad-minded than
other scholars: parochial, occAsion ly 'eves ethnocentric, viewpoints- often
characterize some members of the pr fession. Except ,perhaps for an infrequent
course on Western expansion or Colon
exapireiston many cases taught from-a
Europe-centric approach, few history courses, ottlrF than the now seldom offered
World civilizations survey, ever study broader areas such as North America, Asia,
Plantation Societies, North Atlantic world, or Third World or attempt to undertake
cross-continental or cross-societal comparisons. Considering the rapid changes of
recent decades, it may seem surprising that many historians apparvtly,also hold a
bias against contemporary history and do not seem to believe that historians can
fruitfully study the present (and evericulate about the future) as well as the
past.. Some American colleges or unglirsities have totally neglected the history
of the various Third World regions (especially South and Southeast Asia, Africa, and
the modern Middle East); many history depart rents (some of them large) offer no
courses on these regions. Although Asia, Africa, and-Latin America contain the

bulk of the world's population and can boast of long and complex historical

..

development, specialists on these regions hold relatively few academic positions; in
history departm9ts they are alfnost always badly outnumbered' by Americanists
and Europeanists.

These lacunae exist despite the fact that in r
nt years the interest in
world, or trans-regional history, has increased amon scholars, resulting PT' an
increasingly sophisticated literature on the subject. No doubt this interest
constitutes a response to the global implications of recent events. Some historians
have begun to se.: that a wider frame of referenceis needed to understand a world
that has become incrgasingly interconnected and interdependent economically,
politically, socially, alW culturally. As the historian Etienne Gilson wrote almost
four decades ago:

The throes of the contemporary world are those of a birth. And what is
being born with such great pain is a universal human society ..
What
characterizes the events we witness,' what distinguishes them from all
preceding vents back to the origins of history is . . . their global
character.

N.
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Global history provide's the widest angle of vision and broadest possible view.
Geoffrey Barraclough has noted the particular necessity for a global view in the
Study of contemporary history:

One of the distinctive facts about contemporary history is that it

is

world, history and that the fOkes shaping it cannot be understood unless
we are prepared to adopt 'wetldwide perspectives; and this means not

3-

merely supplementing our conventional view of the recent past/by
adding a few ctiapters on extra-European affairs, but re-examining and

revising the whole structure of assumptions and prIconceptions on
which that view is based. Precisely because American, African,
Chinese; -Indian and other branches of extra-European history cut into
the past at-different angles, they cut across the traditional lines; and

this very fact casts doubt on the adequacy of the old patterns and
suggests the need for a new-ground-plan.
Nonftheless,4,
problems. Most his

stddy f global history suffers frpar many unresolved
riog;aphically acceptable studies of the subject, including all

but three or p.tir of e available world hittory textbooks, are still Westerncentric._ DeSpfte the* c ims to a glObalipproach, most works devote considerably
more attehtion to Western Europe and .its extension, North America, than to Asia,
Africa, Latin 'America, or Eastern and Southeastern Europe. The publishers ofone
well known world -0/ilizations xt recently extolled the giperiority of their
dud-F.-Over its rival by boasting Vat, it accorded more atientio9 to the Third
Wor d; this Hattehtioh" amounted-to about one quarter of the pages.

Only a small

nuMber: of gifibal hiStoritroly accord Asito Africa, and Latin America the sortof
compr

nsive apentton that thICy deserve.

---S)ich a it tea 1p leads to the perriapt unintended conclOsion that most of the
-siinportant historicaltiglevelopments occurred In) the "West" where in fact for most of
historyfhina,
the.Indian Ocean baSin, Southwestern Asia (the Islamic states),
nd,.Vh Eastern Mediterreneankbasin societies,,were considerably more impressive
in their eccoiviliShments. As Marshall G. S? Hodgson notes:

,r

n this vast historical complex (Africa, Asia, Europe) 'Western
pc played a peripheral and till well into the Middle Ages a

Wit
!"---

fff.

:backward role
.

. ..

only in the High Middle Ages did Western Europeans

begin trulYnt# rise to the creative level of the core-areas
tivilization.

Hof

>4'

A major reason for the Euro-centrism was that most world history textbooks
k wApit really studies of Western ciJization in which the authors included some nonWestern developments as a concession to'the"globalisis." Whilel these books may
be laboriously researched accounts, they,otten suffer ifrom the limitations of the
traditiohal Western civilizations approach that Williatn 'McNeill has so brilliantly
4

16014sected:

The fundamental .idea behind such courses went something dike this).
Humanity has fumbled through the centuries towards, truth and freedoth
-as

expressed

in modern science and democracy, Ajnericanstyle.

Landritiarks of the past that matter are those that contribtited towards

a.

r
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our contemporary pinnacle of skill, knowledge, and wisdom. Meaningful
hiStory, in short, is the record of the progress of reason and liberty; and
the place where it happened was Greece, Rome, Western Europe and
latterly%the United States .. the ethnocentrism implicit in such a view
of the past became less and less convincing . . . But so far historians
seem to have found nothing to put in its plffe as an, organizing principle
for teaching general introductory courses.
The distinguished specialist onAfrican and Caribbean history, Philip Curtin, is even
more critical of this Western civilizations approach to global history:

.

This 'world history' was really the history of thop peoples from who
we borroved molt of the technology and culture that later oevelopea
into American civilization.. By any objective standard, it WA a very
distorted view of world history, but it served .a purpose. It did help to
explain the ,prigins of the modern American Way o Life. It was
therefore distorted for a sufficient reason.
e dpnger of
s distorted and
misunderstanding enters only when we forget that i
come to believe that it really is the tistory of the mqd rn.World. One
of the failures of history teaching in past decades hata been the.. failure
to make this point clear,' Mcilt students exposed to 'world history'
courses thought that they were Bally learning world history. In fact,
we were not even trying t8teach world history--only American hAtory
pushed back through time.

Global historians - -like those in,,other fields of the discipitne--agree on little
extept that Western historians have traditionally neglected th societies of the
Third ,Worldnot to mention Easterri Europe and the Byzantine Efflrtire. Among the
most conientious issues to bari-esolved: the ~extent ii,mihich the methodology and

the degtiee 'to which the
findings of other disciplines shoeria be utilized;
traditiotal cultural, political, diplomatic, and intellectuaiNapproaches should be
synthesized with, or subordinated to, emphases on such matters as social change,

economic life, race relations, class structures, the role of women, technology,
climate, demography, environment, and geography; and the possibilities of using
comp'arhtive -frames of ref

Methodological prob

global history?

once.

*

also must be addressed: how does one teach or write

Most univeresities and instructors pr6bably have employed a

_Western or Western-oriented appi-cigtb rather than a truly global history because it
is more manageable. Many of my present and past colleagites believe that a course
,

on world history can be little more than a brief overview at a high level of

generalization of a vast array of societies'anckieveloiSinents without any coherence
or depth. Indeed, it constitutes a real challenge, becauie 'few scholars can master,
all or most of the considerable body of knowledge let "alone synth ize it into a'
coherent but substantial forth.

For the mpst part, except for the study of some preliterate or documentweak societies, historiography iswfundamentally, a Mager not of sources but of
jlidgment. Thus, the problem is in many resptcts an anlytjcal one to find the
threads and patterns of global or semi-global.or long-term significance to serve as

.

focal points.. .,As Barraclotigh Iwo written:
I
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Universal bistory is 'more than the sum of its parts; it cannot be divided
and subdivided without being denaturalized, much as water, separated
into its analytical Bmponen'ts, ceases to be water and becomes

41

hydrogen and oxygen.

I%

TN!, dean of global hisibrians in this country, McNeill, perhapS- too simply, states it
another wa)r: "World history is no more difficult than national historly6 What one
needs is a clear anddistinct idea that will define what is relevant."
He argues
that we must foculOtention on certain aspects of reality and ignore others just as
we must do, with smaller-scale analysis. Each scale has its advantages and
shortcomings; a plethora of information may obscure the whole while a paucity
may deprive history of its variety. But without an organizing principle or
consistent interpretation of some sort, history may become nothing more than a
series of unrelated happenings, an unwieldy collection of national and regional
histories.

The pitfalls and liabilities are considerable, of course, with macro-level
analysis, due to the high level of generalization necessary to identify "common

patterns at the expense of micro-level idiosyncrasies and exceptions. Furthermore,
unlike Western civilization, there are no agreed-upon criteria for analyzing global
.400 history; what to omit and what to cgnsider remain very much matters for debate
and disagreement. McNeill, who is greatly influenced by cultural anthropology,

offers as his focus the diffusionist notion that "cultures and civilizations change
mainly thrygh interaction with one another as a consequence of contacts and
colilisions,'! but he maintains an open mind and believes a variety of approaches
are possible. Nonetheless, McNeill seems to doubt that others will accept the

challenge of finding global themes:

Amidst all the variety and confusion is there no principle that can focus
our attention and allow historians to fi%1 a meaningful pattern in the
confusion? This is the key question that ought to be before our
profession in the coming decade.
If . we cannot reduce the
unmanageable mass.o potential informatiqn about,th`e worjd's history

intelligible pro tions, then our accustomed role of introducing
students to -teir public identity as members of A larger spciety than

pe,/to

that defined by national borders will wither away.

/

......--

Leading global historians agree that the story of human beings over the broad
sweep of history; from prehistoric times to the present, does possess some basic
unity. Furthermore most would probably concur that some global overview is
required to coMprehend properly both Western or non-Western history. The best of

the global historip§' available to Americans do have -a consistent theme or

organizing principle, usually determined by the dominant intellectual trends of the
day.

Thus, one prominent British histOrian, writing in the environmentallyconscious early 1970's, organized his interesting but come: book around the
following- ideas:

,

The subject matter of world history has always appeared to me to

,be the study of processes whfch have brought mankind from the
uncertainties and perilS of primitive and pretivilized life to the much
more complex and very difficult uncertainties and perils of today. It
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must focus on man's growing capacity to piandle his environment and,on
growing interdependence as a species.

is

The' fine American scholar, L. S. Stavrianos, perhaps overly influenced by the
diffusionist ideas prevalent in the 1960's, adopts interaction within a broad global
overview as his framework; "only then," he writes, "is it possible to perceiye the
degree of interaction amongst all peoples at all times, aritibthe primary role of that
interaction in determining the course of human history."
Even Barraclough, who
critical of an approach based on "diffusion" otimulture and technology because it
underplays 'the plurality of civilizations, concedes that "world history is concerned
with points of contact and interrelationships . . .
is a search for the links and
connections across political and cultural frontiers.!'
Hence, for global history to
have meaning it must embraee some- -broad overview which recognizes interaction
between societies and regions, however much societies developed unique
characteristics and technologies.
.

McNeill,. Stavrianos, and others generally agree that this interaction

was

considerably less important before the European overseas expansions, beginning in
the late fifteenth century, which led eventually to direct contacts between nearly
all the widely scattered societies in the world.' Still, even before 1500 few

societies were completely isolated from others; while they existed in varying
degrees of isolation there were periods of great trans-regional interactions and
exchanges,' what McNeill terms the "opening of the ecumene." Nonetheless, it is

clear that 1500 N.D. narks a watershed after which the interaction between
societies, regions, and continents increased dramatically, leading up to the present
universal and interdependent human society, the outlines of which became clearly
apparent by the late nineteenth century-.

.to comprehend trans-contintental
developments obviously find their most fertile material in the past five centuries
or so, there is still, perhaps inevitably, great disagreement about the meaning and
dimensions of early modern and modern history and of trans-regional and transsocietal interactions. Historians like McNeill and Stavrianos have laid a foundation
Or a new generation of global, macro-level, or comparatiye historians to build
upon in order to raise our level of understanding, especially about' the modern
period of history. A number of scholars have searched for a principle or analytical
tool on which to base a world-oriented study. It may be worthwhile to examine
several of the most interesting results, without in any sense suggesting that this
While

global

histdrians.

seeking

analysis provides comprehensive coverage of the field.

-Most writers on- modern world (and regional) history (the period since 1500)- including many. "diffusionist" historians--have implictly or explicitly organized
their material around the concept of "modernization" or the "modernizing process."

Thus, EdWard R. Tannenbaum contends that "during the past 100'years2rd for the
forseeable future, modernization is the dominant force in the world."
There is
an implicit assUmption that all societies can be divided into tr itional and modern,
and thht the idea of modernization can be applied Oliver ally. Many,authors and
teachers use the concept without applying any very' rigorous definition. Indeed, a
disconcertin number of historians and other scholars seem to use "modernization"
without defTning it explicity. Many historians believe a reasonably accurate

description of the modernization concept of historical development might be
42
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reduced to the following summary proposition)3developed by an innovative history
department in a small New England university.

The last two centuries or so represent a wholly exceptional
period within the overall sweep of human history. During this period,
the inhabitants of such regions as Europe, the United States, and Japan
have passed through a profound transition. This transition has broken
them loose from patterns of economic, social, political, and intellectual
1.

life that man has lived for millennia.

It has carried them to what

amounts to an entirely new and radically different order of existence,
or level of civilization, which is without counterpart in the past.
46

.
2.
ence, we can distinguish in history two /:road patterns or
f civilization: the 'traditional civilization' that obtained
ideal-typ
everywhere up to the eighteenth century, and the 'modern civilization'
that increasingly has become the norm since then .. .

The transition from 'traditional' civilization t6 'modern'

3.

civilization, or the process of 'modernization,' began in Western
civilization. Subsequently,' it has been carried outward into non,
Western civilizations. In this set of facts--that it was Western
civilization that first entered upon the transition to modernity, and that
the consequences of its modernization have forced modernization upon
the remaining traditional civilizations of the world--lie the uniqueness
and the importance of Western history.

If this quote accurately summarizes the modernization approach as perceived by
historians, the concepts are not altogether objectionable or unreasonable; but some
scholars would disagree. Some readers may consider the following criticism
superflouous; many' Latin American, Middle Eastern, and African historians as well
as a few Asianists, Europeanists, and North Americanists have in the past few
years rejected the modernization approach as an adequate guide to understanding
modern history.
But intellectual trends percolate slowly through the
compartmentalized historical discipline. Though there have been many challenges
in recent years, especially from Marxist and neo-Marxist scholars, modernization is
far from "dead"; It continues to reign supreme as the predominant paradigm among
globalists, Asianists, and Europeanists while still enjoying some Npularity among
Africanists as well as a diminishing number of Latin Americanists.
Appantly it
is also gaining popularity among Americanists, especially social historians. Books
and articles employing a modernization framework appear in astonishing numbers,
.

confirming that it still doginates American academic thinking, most strongly
perhaps in political science.

Critics charge that the modernizaiton theory fails to explain adequately the
complex interconnections and 'interactions of. societies working through -.various
international networks and proceSses. Instead it encourages a bland ethnocentrism
which develops little sympathy or understanding- among Americans for the
aspirations and plight of Third World peoples. Indeed it fails, to address the sources
of the Ontemporary world's international and intersocietal tensions. Coming in to
prominence in the 1950s and early 1960s, it complemented as well as justified the
naive American notion that the selfless United States would help the rest of the

1"'
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world to wealth, progress, and democracy. Furthermore, the framework is utterly

ahistorical, failing to allow for diverse and uneven continuities from the past,
although to be ftkir some modernization theorists seem to be aware of this
deficiency. The implied notion that all societies are progressing toward the same
fate ("convergence") constitutes another problem, for some Third' World societies

now seek different futures far removed from the model -of America's affluent
consumer society.

It

.

.

Most historians (including the writer) would probably agree that, in a broad
sense, concepts such as "modern" or "modeinization" have some value irq
differentiating the rapidly changing, technologically more complex world of the
past' several- centuries froM those of the earlier per ds (what, are called
"traditional" societies). Perhaps they also help indicate a process of technological
change and development, a process snot necessarily correlated with changes in
human relationships and consumption patterns as some writers believe. As L. E.

#

Shiner has noted:

So long as the 'tradition/modernity' concept is used in the limited,
primarily heuristic way ideal types are meant to be used, it may

...

continue to have its place
If they were treated as loose designations
for a set of problems and interests rather than as oper+ve concepts by
which to guide research, they should not do much harm.

`Unfortunately; a. large number of scholars, particularly since the late 1950's,
have taken the concept somewhat further without .necessarily Making clear the
ideofogical assumptiOns (a bias toward liberal democracy, capitalism, a Western
ltestyle;.),shigh-consumption living standards, and the notion of progress) which
support it or the nOn-uniyergality of some of its features; indeed, for 'many
scholars, "modernization" is a coherent theory postulating polar types of societies
-with.,wholly different 'characteristics. C. E.- Blacks an historian, represents this
viewpoint when he notes:

O

'Modernity' has come to be rather widely ennployed%to .describe the
characteristics common to countries that are most adninced (emphasis
mine) in technological, political, economic, and social development, and
'modernization' le describe the process 13'y which -they .cquil-ed -these
characteristics.
Obviously then to be "modern" is to be "advanced.," to occupy a higher rung on the

ladder of progress toward a better, more satisfying world.
Daniel Lerner goes even further: "Modernization is
whereby less develged
developed societies."
-.-

..

Political scientist

the process of social change

soc. ties acquire characteristics common to more

The mOderniZation theorists, progressing considerably beyond description,
postulate some universal features. of the modernizing process, including the notion

of parallel stages (with their beginning and end points), and of easily defined
charatterislics of "modern" and "traditional" societies. Some have even developed
ometimes often questionable strategies fors bringing development and modernity to
hird World societies baSed on the spread of "modern" (i.e., Western) value
. rientations, world sviews, political systems, and socio-economic structures.
The
essentials of thir theory have been Summarized by two critics as follows:
.
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This perspective assumes as its basic premise that the theoretical unit
for the study of social change is 'society' in the abstract. Accordingly,
the world is said to consist of a number of related but basically
autnomous 'societies' . . . each moving upward along an essentially
similar path of development. Some, of course, \started their ascents
earlier than others, thereby showing the way to late-starters; and some
proceeded at times more rapidly than others, suffering accordingly
from forcing historical change. But they all trace broadly parallel lines
of development . . . . The. task of the social scientist is . . . to
construct, and test out, explanations as to why some 'societies' started
earlier than others, why some developed faster than others, and why
those currentiy,lagging behind are lagging 51d what they must do in
order to catch, up to those alritidy developed.
.1

Not all of -?he modernizatipn literature fits into this mold,put one can certainly
find prominent examples which well represent this approach.
This is

not the place to criticize

in

.

detail the modernization theory's

problems or ideolo ical suppositionsImuch of which is based on Wetern experience
and cultural biases), for that has been done in etail elsewhere, but we should
note that an increasing numbet of historians,
heir social science colleagues,
have questiOned the wisdom of relying too eavily or exclusively on ,the
modernization concept (particularly its more vulgar manifestations) as an
interpretation of, qr analytical tool for the study of, recent historical development
either in the entire world or for Third World societies in particular.

Teachers of history should be concerned that modernization theory
reinforces--rather ttan challenges -- Americans' sense of their own superiority over

other peoples and cultures since it assumes that the United States has been at the
cutting edge of historical development-or progress. Global historians who choose,
implicitly or explicitly, to employ an unmodified modernization framework have
selected a paradigm that is incapable of explaining the complex interrelationships
of societies in the nineteenth_ and twentieth centuries. As historian Theda Skocpol
writes: "Modernization is best conceived not only as an intra societal process of
economic developrneht accompanied by lagging or leading changes in non-economis
institutional spheres, but also as a world-historic inter societal phenomenon."
Situdehtseducated from a modernization perspectiveNOE certainly have difficulty
comprefiending the recent radical developments . in countries like Iran, Chile,
Vietnam, or Zimbabwe, for the theory is utterly deficient in explaining Third. World
revolution and counterrevolution.
r

The challenge to the modernization approach with subsequent developtfien of
alternative approgches has come from several directions. The most excit
influential ideas on modern. global history now come from those historians . d

social scientists, associated with the "world-system" approach, who view the

modernization theorists' emphasie on relatively autonomous societies progressing
toward a common goal as serioitsly'deficient. Pioneered by both First and Third
World scholars, and particularlif by sociologists, this approaQh has received
increasing attention from scholars, including historians with varied backgrounds
and interests. As the ISetLkriown exponent of the world-system concept,,Ameti.can
sociologist Immanuel Wa,liersteinr writes about the challenge to modernization
theory:
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These 'scholars OW world-system theorists) raised into .question the
presumptions of parallel "societal" development, positing instead a view
of a world-etonorny or world system that itself 'develops,' but whos'e
segments or partS in nb w follow parallel paths over historical time -indeed quite the contrary.
Since it offers no comprehensive interpretati9n of modern history, the worldsystem approach developed A)y Wallerstein and other schdlars is not dobal history

in the sense that McNeill or Stvrianos present itperhaps macro-history is a

better term--but it is not unrelated either. The global historian and world-system
theorist agree that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts while at the same
time affirming'that the parts cannot be properly understood without reference to
the whole. There is also a common emphasis on the interaction of societies.
Essentially the world-systeM scholars, taking a systemic and structural view of
world development over the past several centuries, have established a holistic
explanation for the social, political, and economic structure of, and interaction in,
the contemporary world. As seciolmgist Daniel Chirot argues:

Studying social, change without studying its international context Is
theoretically unsound, and also dangerous, because it leads to the
illusi
at a contemporary society is the complete master of its
fate.

bt.

In many respects the world-system scholars Are writing within a broad framework
that can be termed global political economy..
Essentially, the world-system approach views the modern world as a macro -,
systemmor,e complex and rapidly changing but not necessarily superior ..to the
earlier, less universal, network of societies--and takes into.account a wide variety

of factors--the political economy factor beirig the most erlticalin studying this

world and its evolution. To Wallerstein, in the last several centuries capitalism has
defin&J the do.minant force 'in the emergihg world-economy and a rytiocess as,much
as an economic system. Advocates of this approach stress that the world has
become highly interdependent but that this exchange relationsh$p.is generally an
unequal one favoring certain capital-rich societies at the expense of others.
Historian' Basil Davidson--a specialist ..on Africahas succinctly summarized a
variant of this theme far removed from the notions of "modernization' theorists:

r

.

The alevelopment.of theairidustrialized countries continues to imply the
stagnation - -.now, -evene regression--of the non-industrialized. The
strong continue to feed upon the weak, and the weak continue to-grow
weaker; and it is to this, far more than to anything else, that one must
refer the troubles and upheavals .. . of the newly independent regimes
(in the Third-World). Not until this system and relationship begin to be

radi4lly changed will there be, or can there be

_any

'crisis which threatens now to become catastrophe. 3/

MIN

resolution of a

fr.

Modern global history- from the world-system approach might be briefly
'surnmarized as follows; The world - system originated.in the. fifteenth century, with

the growth otAtcapitalism and of commercial agriculture in Western ,Europe;

expansion was essential to tt*: process and led eventually 'to the direct control of

;.
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most of the non-Western socielies by certain powerful Western countries. The
capitalist economy of _We-stern Europe continued to evolve and later spread to
European settlement' colonies like the United States. By the late nineteenth
century, the modern world-system had become firmly established and Universal as
the powerful Wes/tern societies took advantage of industrial l- volution; most of the
world was drawn into the orbit of West European and North American capitalism,
more likely than not through direct colonization, depriving the majority of
societies of some or all of their autonomy. Colonialism served as a variously
successful system for developing the Western core powers while at-the same time
bringing underdevelopinent to most Third World societies. The development of
geographically and culturally distinct regions was, therefore, part of ,.aj-it
increasingly interlockedierocess of change with global implications. The twentieth
century has witnessed some alterations in this integrated system (including the rise
of both-the United States ands Challenging Communist world), but the heritage of
the earlier world-system is still with us, including the continuation of a diminished
4
I

autonomy for many societies. "

Immanue Wallerstin's work is essential to Understanding the world:system
iftd9finet a world-system' as '.'i unit with a single division of
labor dnd mu
ceurfiliNl anti political systfms";'K furthermore, he stresses that
var
societies depend on economic exchange with other)efor their survival. His
a
s postulates three types of societies developing ,in the modern world and
d fined by, theiT posi6on in the i.vorld-systent at various periods: core -rich and
powerful;-..peripheralpPor and underdeveloped; and semiperipheral intermediate.
W4tersteinhaS de ?eloped a 'paradigm- -a broads loose but nonetheless coherent
approna,ch. W

exinanation that generateS.mbdels 1,x,hicIPIcan be tested by other scholar
1 Chirot, offers slightly modified form of t
Wallerstein's students,

One of

waidt sees a world-system as consisting "of a. set, of

'.:system approach.
C
interconnected.societies. The state of being of each of these societies depends to
some extent on its. relatiye,39ositioh itki,the world-system; which has strong,
middling, and weak members: ".'..._ Chirotirrbore \fleiible approt.ch avoid some of
the pitfalls, sometimes attributed to Wallerstem's ',work, without sacrifibing the
basic
insights
of the interpretations and concepts.
,.
it
,.
.
,

i

.
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,

.

k
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Wallerstein's ideas on the nature, 2f#the modern world grew out of his desire
to make corinictians and understand relationships. His resetrch on contemporary

Africa convinced him that he must 'comprehend better the colonial*Ipast if he
wished_ to understand the post;colonial present; to do so he .realized he needed to
.k.grasp thb broader 'Context as well,' abandoning the sovereigrr,,gtate as- a, "social
In rttlier words, he toncluded that the world as a Mole -must be
9tem."
considered' in order to -understand developments within its., parts.7
HistoriAnS

seeking to come to grips with the colonial experience and its legacy in Southern
Asia, ./,N, frica, and thre.Cari
an can .certainly sym thize with Wallerstein's
dilemma. As Kaye points °tit, Wallerstein drew inspirat n from two intellectual
squrces important for global' history: Fernand BraUdel a d the ..interdisciplinarc
Annales' Brench .schoOl" of. 'history, and the dependency theories developed by
scholars like Andre Gunder Frank.
Of

.

,

.

-,

.

. ler-

those of hit Frefich"colleagttes ?itiose work apPears n-Ainlyilln the

Braude

journal, Les An
.sleelt tp write "total" history; their approach. marks a revolt
'against a dominantMistoriogrohy that. emPhasized',political, diplomatic, and
''.'-..
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military history and that focused on important personalities and events. The
Annales historians and their faowers outside of .France did not entirely reject
political history but they devoted more attention to social and economic
-developments. Bratidel and his colleaguesWriting what some called "geohistory"-synthesized historical and social science approacibs and emphasized long-term
patterns rather than what Braudel labels "eventism."
For example, in his work in

the Mediterranean_ world (a -trans-national unit) in the later sixteenth century,
Braudel describes the sea basin as a' complex mdsaic; he analyzes a bewildering
variety of topics, Including 14ndscape, climate, cultural ecology, pattern % of
migration and trade, town life; diet, crafts, -festivals., and lives of -petsants, the
activities of Merchants, and derciOgraphy. The preoccuptitions of most historians,
diplomatic maneuvering, dynastic marriages, treaties, political conflicts, wars
occupy only, about a fourth of Bralitlel's text, and are seen as less important 'than

,

such matters as economic patterns.

Although Braudel and the Annales historiians

have not tried to write global history, their multi-faceted and integrated--although
certainly imperfect--approach seems to offer much to global historians.

,Wallerstein also draws heavijy on Andre Gunder Frank's concept 'of the"development of underdevelopment," which stresses interr;gional relationships and
Processes. Fralk al-gues that the process of uniter-developmeipt in the :periphery"
of Latin America resembled the same process generating development of the core
countries of the industrialized West; the capitalist development of Western Europe
and later the United States, developed at the 'expense of the underdevelopment of

.

the Third World societies. Latin America specialist Keith Griffin, a supporter of
the Frank thesis, at least in its broad outlines, believes that:,

At.

The automatic functioning of the international;economy which Europe
donitnated first created undeMevelopment and then hindered efforts to

escapePfne it

.

...Underdeveloproent: is a product of historical

processes,

According

to this thesis"undeidevelopment" and
qualitatively deferent phenomena. Frank cl(argN that:

"undevelopment"

are
11-

erre.

Even-a modest acquaintance with history shows that under-development
is not original or traditional and that neither the past nor the present of
the. underdeveloped countries resemble in any important respect the
pas; of the noyi'developed countries. The now developed-Countr4gs were
.never underdeveloped; though they mayhave been undeveloped.

Uncterdevelopment, in other words, implies a position ,af weakness and lack of
autonomy, in the world economy, what some scholars term "dependency." Thus,
theris an unequal exchange relationship in ,which sorhe societies have direct or
indiiffcst Iiifluence 'trier others lacking full control of their 'destinies. For specialist
on Africa or-Southern Asia, this apprqtach stresses `the tedistribt,tive rather than

mdClernizing.aspects,of colonialism and neb-colonialism. This is a far cry from the
assertion of modetTization theoriet that countries commence the journey fflan
tradition to moderbity, with the adoption 'of "rational" (i.e., Western) forms of '
edication, government or economic Patterns..

Thertr. ffe
formulations.

with both Frank's historiography a' d h
"And, while dependency theory or' its variants has b
seliou,s

problems

ere

f
.1

4

;.?
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influential in Latin American and African studies, difficUlties abound ilin applying
But the
the framework to the entire Third World or even to some countries.
basic point of dependency theory--that "the interplay between the interned . . .
structurs. and international 11144uctures is the ritical starting point for an
development" -seems reasonable for- much,
understanding of the process
-

although perhaps not all, of Latirt,America, and certainly has --some applicability to
Africa, Southern Asia, and the Caribbean. Therefore, if accepted undogmatically
and allowing for many variables, the concepts of "dependency" and "development of
underdevelopment" can assist ,global historians who emphasize long-term patterns,
causation, and trans-societal relationship.

...,;--

Wallerstein also is convinced of the relationship
between the development of
.
capitalism in Europe and the'uOiderdevelopment of the Third World; fundamentally,
his concept of the world-system involves economic exchange relations of a world
market economy. Many, although not all, of Wallerstein's formulations--for
ex
pie; his views on capitalism and unequal exchange--are influenced. by Marxian
and eoparxian thoughtand his work does fal broadly, although not dogmatically,
within the ne -Marxist traditiob. The" appeal should not befestricted to Marxianinfluenced sc olars, however. Such a thorough going and broad-based forMulation
especially
presented in his book on ibe origins of the world system in sixteenth
and early eventeenth century Edrop6 --may also ehgender iirrat.'. criticism and
controversy._
scholars totally reject Walleilstein's wo , ) 1 and others,,
including some with
Marxist orientation, criticize it in part. Some critics
consider Willeestein's analysis as too mechanical, even. perk s corrupted by
economic determinism. The most incisive and detailedtritic i ieda Skocpol, who
finds Wallerstein's historiography arid theory-buildinesomewhlat deficient although
she admits his overall: attempt at designing a coherent" framework for studying
modern world history. Her comments are worth quoting at length:
Wallerstein's

arguments

too

are

misleading

historically to be 'accepted at face value

. . . .

theoretically and
Like other 'important

pioneer ling works, Wiillerstein's Modern World-System overreaches itself
and fallS short of its aims . : . . Nto one should suppose, hoWever, that I
am suggesting -that we dismiss or ignore Wallerstein's-ongoing study of

the world capitalist- system . . . ..On the contrary, I can thinit of no
lk
intellectual project in the social ciences that is of greater interest and
Even if;, Wallersteih has so far given imperfect answers
about the historical development of capitalism, still he has the,
unequalled boldness of v.,isibri to raise ail the important issues. Evgi the ,.
hortconrfings of this effort; therefore, ciin be far more fruitful Mr.the '
t-,

,

y

1..

sociq2sciences. than any minute success4by others_ who' attempt 'much
less.
..
_.

I,

P

)

yI

,

.

-it is interestinig that onlya few historians. and sociologists have- found tAkan4ysisof the broader paradigm to be altogether unconvincing, especially in regard tl the
Europe-Third World relationship., Most of the reviews by
foundvfllawS, mainly of detail, in his treatment of European h ttlr 7 MtA-tho
majority of - reviewsiniluding some5.2by non - Marxists accord hislV
et er'"
_whole=hearted. or qualiged. approval' A fuller critique of the ent(rp che

-awaits completion of the reinaining 'volump in 'tile series when iValleirsteins,
also be noted Thatconceptions will be more fully:' developed. 7 It should
. .)
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Wallerstein has invited debate about his work and has not attempted to kipose any
particular orthodoxy on those who find the broad framework useful. In hfeview the
bare essentials of the world-system approach include an emphasis on "political
economy" 19d the notion of-a working social system world economy, larger than
any state;
both themes are grounded in Marxism but certainly *do not appeal
solely to Marxists. Within this broad framework there.remains much room for
debate on both theoretical and empirical matters. Global historians, then, need not
uncritically accept Wallerstein's research to find utility in the general paradigm of
an interconnected world-system. developing over time and having an essentially
economic base.

Although the world-system approac46 is increasingly influencing poth
historians of the Third World and of Europe,
particularly younger scholars, it is
still far from becoming the dominant mode of interpretation on the development of
the modern world. Nor- has it, unlike modernization theory, penetrated the pages
of world history textbooks or other broad studies of global history. This results in
part from the pioneering nature of the existing work, but also may be due to the
theoretical and ideological orientations of the world-system scholarship, heavily
influenced by Marxism and its undermining of-the "Western civilization" bias.

It is possible that Chirot's recent and stimulating book57.on the sociology of
world politics and the evolution of tIA world-systern in the twentieth century may
4

alter that situation, althoilgh it has -far received little attenion from historians
(but not sociologists, political scientists, and anthropologists).
Chirot's carefully
developed and well-documented sociologically-oriented analysis is not without
problems and controversial interpretations. While the author sometimes tob easily
formulates generalizations from his data, his historiography and grasp of a wide,

range of sources are impressive.

More modest in his goals and scope than

Wallersteip, he has nonetheless succeeded in developing a coherent .and, in many
respects, a 'persuasive interpretation of recent hrstory, that emphasizes
interrelationship's. He also offers a truly ,macro and frequently' corhparatiVe

perspective focusing- on- key themes rather than details.
Chirot IPffettively
integrates the recent histories
Europe, North America, and the Third World, in
attempting to comprehend the elationship between internal and* international
social, economic, and political change.- His book. is aimed at understanding "the
changing world system and how the shifting balance of international economic,
political and cultural forces- shape and are. shaped by ctwging class strictures
within the-tore, semi-peripheral and peripheral societies.!'
Like Wallerstein 'he
sees the main differences between core a d* peripheral societies''as not that of
industrialization and value ..oriental'
the emphases 'of the modernization
theorists --but of wealth and specialization. Of particular interest are his thought
on thecontinuing evolution of and rapid!
.nging balance of Tower in the world4 system. He believes that Third Worjd.so i es will increasingly reject emulation -as Modernizition theorists believe-close themselvNoff from the
economically. powerful states, forcing the estern so ties to seek 'a future less'

I

dependent on the coptrol Of resources in poor countries.

Chirot's ambitiouvand flextble approach utilizes history, politics, economics,
and sociology and is inspired 4. Wallerstein, but his work is more synthetic of
mainstream scholarship and constitutes,,a modification of Wallerstein's perspective.

It may thus reative a more sympathtic retention among non-Marxist scholars.

v
.1
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Chirot's work may be too sociological for historians uninterested in social science
perspectives or rnethodologyt although it ranges widely over a variety of themes, is
superbly ukr-,;;,tt.iten for 'undergraduates, and is especially strong on socio-economic
liatterns.
ose advocating the modernization approach will find many of his
interpretatiOns most discomforting. Although I do not agree with all of his ideas,
Chirat's.analysis of modern history appears to explain the modern world' and its
tensions more convincingly than modernization-oriented historians. Chirotts ideas
also frequently differ from many Marxist scholars who Will probably find his weak
interest ing butinadequate.
-.)

The

(or- paradigm) has its imperfections and
limitations, including soinetimes excessive oversubordirration of micro-level to
macro-level analysis and the, neglect of cultural and ethnic factors. No paradigm'
will probably ever explain modern world history in a fully satisfactory manner and
the wE1 ld-system approach7at least as presently constitutedis weak 'in severalseveral'""
area .,
However, it seems to offer considerably more possibilititts than
i,
mod
ation theory (shackled with too Many Western biases).and in any case still
stands ajb a formative stage of development. The paradigm adds. systemic and
struttutt I theoretical. formulation for the study of recent global history; moreover,
world- system

approach

.

this framework is strongest. in explaining relationships--between spcieties vd

regions, one of the patterns Americans seem least able to understand. In doine-so
it helps to challenge the ethnocentrism' and parochialism of the American world
view. Utilizaticm err('
tieli4S rid- system perspective in an undogmatic form helps
students understand t
the world consists of interdependent ..units of uneven
influence and power. It gives them insights' into the nature of international

interaction and the structure of international relations and the world economic
system. A world system approach situates the United States within a broader
I context of historical processes and change. It remains to be' seen whether, like
modernization thpory, the world-system paradigm.-grounded to ,some extent in ,

I

neo-Marxism--is fiddled with implicit Western biases. In any lase, it dOes in many
respects provide the sort of "clear and distinct idea" that McNeill'talls for to help.

r

us define what is relevant.

,

..

As such the general .approach, if used gy ically,

provides a useful pedagogical as well as analytical tool for global hi
urely,
it provides a basis tear American students to obtain a clearer, more realistic picture
.of the relationships between the United States and the rest of "the World (not just of
We tern Europe) and of their own place in that world. Increasingly, global or other
his!orians will need to deal. with the questOns and interpretations raised by the
world-system approach.
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Notes
1. This opinion is confirmed by several recent studies of .history textbooks in
American schools: See the devastating critique of the ethnocentric biases to be
Asia
fetund in primary and. secondary school textbooks dealing with Asia.
American Textbooks: An Evaluation Based on a Study Conducted by the Asia
Society with Support froM the Ford Foundation New York: Asia Society,

2. Relatively few students enter my sophomore -level survey"course on Asian

civilizations with any prior knowledge of Asian Peligion, history or culture.

Studenits entering my African h tory survey ,course gener.allyi, have even less
ackgrotind. My experience in dila course has convinced V that, despite several
of sympathetic scholarship on Africa, Paul Bohtlihon's opinion of fifteen
years .ago is still germane: "Afrlea has) for generations now been viewed through a
web of myth . . :Only if the ,myth 's stripped away can the reality of Africa.
rid Africans (Gardn City: NatuPal History Press, 1964),
emerge." Afri

V

colleaguys .at other non-elite colleges suggests to me tffat
Conversations
students at UWGB are by no means atypical in these matters.

3. One critic wrote several years ago in a critique on the limiiiktimpact of
le United'
Annales school in North Arnerica that historians, specializing
totes "are often considered by their peers among the world's racist intellectually

wochial."

(Alden Whitman, "Nista), from tt'e Bottom Up:

A New Way to

Examine the- Past,"_New York Times,, May 11, 1975.) This critilsm is hopefully
less applicable today. Historians specializing on Western Europe are sometimes

accused of contempt for other fields of history, I am always reminded of the
sneering contempt ,that the acclairpedilBritistrhistorian Hugh Trevor-Roper holds
for African history; I have misplaced the exact quote 8r citation but Trevor-Roper
ibistory is the stud); of
wrote something to the effect that the stgdy of Af
whtSse
development was
quaint, picturesque but deservedly obscure socie
ilization.
irrelevant tb the European mainstream of history and
_

..

.

.

ii,

.

am' constantly amazed that so many historiris believe they should
confine their attenton to the period _Wore 1950 (or perhaps 1940 or 1260) and
4.

1

leave more recent or contemporary" dev.elopment1S---to political scientists. For
exam?le, one historian of my acquaintance ends his survey course on the history of

Arnaridan,foreign relations at the Korean Vier and totallycignores the Vietnam
conflict on the grounds that it is too early tp understanct.the war historiCal y. This
comes despite the fact that much of the Wiest and most 'cnvincing \it' (In the
VItitaam war (and revolution) derives from historians. See Alexander. Woodside,
Community and devolution in Modern Vietnam (1 'oston: Houghton Mifflin, OAS:
Another acquaintance concluded ,his surwei, course on modern Chinese..At,story at
1949 because he felt, ill-eqUipped a4,, a historian to deal With the revo tionary
developments sihcet the Communist triumph; in any case,i0ek,added may' zere
covered in a political science.ceurse (which, of course, hii4lipt81-Y'studenis-rilight
or might not take): I well recall as an undergraduate ir),,tik early' 1960's taking
courses on European andiAsian history that ended their covegagelvith World,War H.
Feor an ,interesting but controversial Study of the future using historical materials
by a respected historian, see L: S. Stavrianosx The Promise otthe Coming Dark Age
(San Francisco: W. H. Freeman, 1976). Many historians
betigve that, by' definition,
..
xample, contends that
elthey should study only the past. Donald Gawronski,
"history. is the Interpretative study of the recorded fact of bygone hirman beings
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alnd societies Histor': Meanin & Method (Glenview: ScOtt Eoresman, 1969), p. 3.
Yet, I believe t t istorians can runt u y study the present and future through a
'perspective emphasizing the relevance of the past th-d the longterm directions of
continuity-and change.

5. As an example, -I know of one large southern state university with a fulltime history faculty of 22 members; .20 of these teach Atnerican or European
subjects, leaving .the heavilflopulated rest of the world' to 2 members (1 East
;ianist, 1 Latin Americanist). To kay the least, such a pmposition suggests well

;

w they define what is important in history. .None of their members offers a
Hhcourse
on *world or compvativc history. A large and academically outstanding
university in the northeast offers no history courses on Africa, South' Asia, the
modern Middle East, or world history despite a distinguished history faculty of 35
members. Even universities that are strong on Third World history sometimes fail
to teach world' or comparative hiltory; 'thus, the history .department of one large
Midwestern university with fine and well-known programs on .Asian, African,, and
Latin American studies offers no undergraduate survey of world 'history and no
undergraduate or graduate courses on comp native Third World history . The
n y Attempt -at integration"
various egions are studied in isolation, wit
O

4".

6.
uoted in L. S. .Statfrianos, The World Since 1500:. A Global History
(Englewoo 'Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 190), p. 3.

7. An Introdu&ion, to Contemporary .History (Baltimore: Penguin, 1967), p.
10.
VP-

8.

Foiia recent perceptive discussion of some of these problems and of world,

historians see Barraclough, Main Trends in History, especiallA,Chapter 5..

9. This data tonnes from an-advertising brochure from Wr W. Norton

receiv'

in.1978 which anndericed a new, (fifth) edition of the Ens and Ralph text, World
Civilizations. ,,According to the brochure, Burns andiRalph has many advantages
over 3 of its major competitors (the intctesti information is contained in a chart,
ofeits 1312 pages, it allocates 52 to
on the contents of the books). For exam
he total African, Asiah, ahcf. Latin
Africa, 7 to Southeast Asia, 91 to Indi
American coverage totals .347 pages; or 26 percent of the total. -However, China
and India receive - together aver half, of the iotal Third World coverage. and even,
this is considerably less than the space allocated.. for Medieval and Renaissance
--turope. Ancient Greece 'and Rome receive 106 pages of treatkent as tornpared to
95 flo?China (from prehistory through Ms). But this inadequate space devoted to
the Third World was indeed thelnost .gerkt.ris amonirthe foie texts surveyed. The
least global c the tour '=world" civilizations texts proved to be Sti=ayer, Harbison,
and Gatzkel The Mainstream of Civilization (second edition) ;:of the 838 paas'in
this well-known and much used volume, Southeast. Asia merits all of on'
n .9.a.ge,
Latin America 4', Africa 6; and China 29. Altogether the Third World reyerves
considerably less than ten kecent of thf tolierage-in 5.trayerf,good indication of
where the authors consiler the "mainstream" of civilization to reside: No wonder*
cietres.
that Americans suffer from ethnhcentrism towards otherialtures an
Students reading- Strayer and some of the ''other. texts woul be forCgl to get
background on the nfin-Western world' froni supplementary, reading, no doubt
reinforcing the notion that Third World:history and civilization is supplementary to

the Western variety.
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.10. The best -available texts in the United States with a reasonably sound
global (as opposed to Western-oriented) perspective and emphasis are the several
S. Stavfianos and William McNeill. The Stavrianos books include Man's
works

Past and Present: A Global History (tnglewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1975)TThe
World to 1360 (r.ngleNkood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1975), and The World Since 130-6.
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1975). McNeill's volumes include A World History
(New York: Oxford, 1971) and The Rise of the West: A History of the Human
Community (Chicago: University of Chicago, 190). McNeill's works are more

challenging intellectually but Stavrianos writes more clearly for undergraduate
students -and (except for an odd neglect of Southeast Asia) offers better
understanding of the Third World. Both authors are wide-ranging and eclectic in
their approaches but rely too heavily on the concepts of diffusion and
modernization. Nonetheless; they 'beriilit from the application of a relatively
coherent theme to their material. A recent text by J. M. Roberts, History of the
-World (New Ytk: Knopf, 1976), is somewhat more Western-centric but is an
acceptagle" attempt to 'write a truly global history.
A History of World
Civilizations (New. York: Wiley, 1973), edited by Edward R. Tannenbaum, makes
similar claims but is less satisfactory although not without redeeming qualities.
For a devastating critique of the Western-centric orientation of Tannenbaum, see
the re -view by -Theodore Von Laue
'The. History Teacher (May, 1974): 481-3.
There are alarge numberofOther wdrid history texts which are historiographically
sound; well-.intentioned, and well-writien,bUt unacceptable as truly global histories-

because of their strong (and indeed often planned) emphasis on the Western
experience.

11.. "The "Interrelations 'of Societies in History," Comparative ,Studies in
Society and History (January0963):- 248., This article is a masterful brief analysis
of some major patterns of 1:II- modern world history- and also provides an effective
5ritique trf some selt:centeWd perceptions inhgrent in the Western world view,
including the classification of the continents by Western geographers.

I

12. "iiistory for Citizens," American Historical Association Newsletter
(March, 1976):

5.
0

13. African History (Washington:JAHA Service Center for Teachers, No. 56,_
1964), pp. 1-2.
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14._ In a broad sense,. I am sympathetic to-any 'of the recent ni endes'into
-historical study from the sociat,scienc4s 'and am myself espedally inter sted in-the
persrectives.of tIlturg.1 anthropology and socie
f- my own reseanh interes
' on the Third World. 1 agree with E.. F. Citr-: *The'
ore sookologi. g his
becomes, atiti pe. more. histori91 soefolotv
omes th better for , 4 h-.;"4. arr,
What is History? (HarmondSwarthi 'Uenguin;14464),.p. 66. No ,',..ubt .rny own
predilection tot the social scienceNtpproach reflects my ttaining i'rg theast Asian.
and "Qorraparative;. history.
Asian
Hatry `Benda ;has observed 'that loti ea
"allowing
'historiography .tyts. been a new and cOrpRaratively underdeveloped fie ,
Contikitions Elnd methodologies, :from many so1,11-cei.and disciplines In, the 195Pts
and after because it had no established -tradititigrit% See "TheStruagrip of Southea §t

.

..-

Asian Histbry*," _Journal of SOutheaSt Asian -History 3/(Marth, R962): 464g.
Furthermore/ Alistoridar ,researchers fpund thernlelVes, Iforkirig. 'closely with
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anthropologists and political scientikts in the field. For an interesting examination
of this situation, see Mhn Leggy "Southeast Asian Histoiy and the Social
Sciences," in C. D. Cowan and 0. W. Wolters, Southeast Asian History and
Historiography (Ithaca: Cornell, 1976), pp. 388-404.

15. Quoted in Stavrianos, Man's Past and Present, p. 3.

16. "Studying the Sweep of the Human Adventure, The Chronicles -of Higher
Education (January 30, 1978): 32.
17. Ibid.

18. McNeill "History for Citizens," p. 5.
19. Roberts, History of the World, p. xiv.
20. Stavrianos, World Since 1500, p. 3.

21. Barraclough, Main Trends in History, pp. 160.-62.

22. Tannenbum, History of World Civilizations, p. v.

23. "The Study of
story at 'the University of Hartford: A Statement
Prepared by the Department of History" (Hartford,
nn., ca. 1971), -p. 2. The
History Department reorganized their curriculuM to
espond to the theme of
modernization. According to their 1978-79 catalog
artford still utilizes this

approach.

24. Most of the major textbooks on East Asian history, for example, are
written from a strong rnoderniliation framework. For some incisive criticism of
the modernization bias in Ent Asian Studies and textbooks at ccrilege and
precollege levels, see James Peck, "The Roots of Rhetoric: The Professional
Ideology of America's China WatChers," in Edward Friedman and Mark Selden, eds.,

America's Asia: Dissenting Es4ays on Asian-Aiirican Relations (New York:
Vintage, 1971T; Asia in American Textbooks.

25. See Daniel Scott Smith, "Modernization and American Social History,"
Social Science History (Spring, 1978): 361-67; Richard 0. Brown, 'Modernization:
The Transfsirmation df American Life, 1600-1865 (New York; Hill and Wang, 19,n).

26. The persistent influence of modernization theory among ,political

scientists was the subject of several papers at the 1979 meetings of the American
Political Science Association. See Malcolm i Scully, "Scholarly Views Differ on
Nature of Change in the Third World," Chronicle of Higher Education (September,
1979): 7.

27. L.

E.

Shiner,

"Tradition/Modti-nity: An Ideal Type Gone" Astray,"

-14

Comparative Studies in Society and History 17 (1975): 252.

28. The Dynamics of Modernization: A Study in Comparative .Histoiy (Nqw

is

York: Harper eic Row, 1966), p. 6.
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29. "Modernization: Social Aspects," International Encyclopedia of the Social
Many
Sciences (New York: Crowell Collier & MacMillan, f96$1, p. 386.
modernization scholars retain their strong faith in the -theory and are unimpressed
Moore reaffirms in his latest
by criticism. For example, sociologist' Wilbert
book most of the ideas that have molded his work for several decades, devoting less
than two pages to a cursory and not very sophisticated or convincing refutation of
his critics. Moore declares firmly on page l that:

All pebple everywhere are .. subject to, and many are actually
participating in, a process pf social change that is called modernization
. ... Modernization may be more closely identified as rationalization of
the ways social life is organized and social activities performed. By
this I mean the use of fact and logic in the choice of instrumental

behavior for the achievement of various identified goals.

The Westerncentric ramifications of Moore's analysis are considerable.
World Modernization: The Limits of Convergence (New York: Elsevier, 1979).

See

Terence K. Hopkins and Immanuel Wallerstein, "Patterns of Developmefft
of the Modern World- System: Research Pzoposal," Review (Fall, 1977): 111-12.

31. See the influential writings of W. W. Rostow, such as the Stages of
Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto (Cambridge: University Press,
1960) and his recent The World Economy: History and Prospects (Austin:
University of Texas, 1978). Rostow's work constitutes the vulgar extreme of the
modernization approach and its "progress" orientation. Thus, Rostow wrote the
following defense of colonialism: "There is no doubt that without the affront to
human and national dignity caused by the intrusion of more advanced powers, the
rate of modernization of traditional societies over the past century- and -a -half
world have been much slower than, in fact, it is," Stages of Economic Growth, p.
28. The problems with this approach toil:rnialism should be ob`vious. Yet,
Rostow is still taken seriously by develop
specialists and many historians,
especially economic historian's..

A

32. *See J. Samuel ,Valenzuela and Arturo Valenzuela, "Modernization' and
Dependency:
Alternative Perspectives in the Study of Latin American
.Underdeveldpment," Comparative Politics 10
(July, 1978):
535-57; Shiner,
"TraditiOniModernity," pp. 245-52; Dean C. Tipps, "Modernization Theory and the

4

Comparative Study of Society: A Critical Perspective," Comparative Studies in
Society and History 15 (March, 1973): 199-226; James Peck, "Revolution Versus
Modernization and Revfsionism," in Victor Nee and James Peck, eds., Chin'a's
'Uninterrupted Revolution from '1840 to ttie Present (New York: Pantheon, 1975),
57-217. Even some pioneer modernization theorists- are beginning to havetsecond
thoughts about their earlier writings. See the essay by S./N. Eisenstadt and Ronald
Dore On "convergence" in Hans-Dieter Evers, Modernization in South-East Asia
-(Singapctre: Oxford University Press, 1973). This volume also contains several -,
useful articles by So \theast ,Asians raising serious questions about' the
modernization framewqrklor their region.

IN

33. -Thecla, Skocpol, "France, Russia, China: A Structural Analysis of Social
RevOlutions," Comparative- Studies,in-Society and History 18 (April, 1976): 179.
. lir
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34. "The Tasks o --fdstorical.SociafScience," Review-(Summer, 1977):

7..

35. Social Chine in the Twentieth Century (New York: Harco.urt, Brace,
Jovanovich, 1977), p. 256.

36. Wallerstein defines "political economy" in the following terms: ,"Political

economy tells us that we are assuming that meaningful analysis cannot separate
the phenomena of the real world into three (or more) categories -the political, the
economic, the social--to be studied by different methods and in closed spheres . .
, . The economy is 'institutionally' rooted; the policy is the expression of
socioeconomic forces; 'societal' structures are a consequence of politico-economic
pressures." "Preface," , in Barbara Hockey Kaplan, ed., Social ,Chafe in the
Capitalist World Economy, vol. 1, Political Economy of the World-SystM Annuals
(Beverly Hills: Sage, 1978), p: 7. Wallerstein-also rejects traditional cliSciplinary
boundaries: "My concern with history, with social science, and with politics is not a
matter of engaging in three separate . . . activities, but a single concern, informed
'by the belief that the strands cannot be separted . I believe . . . that history and
social science are one subject matter, which I. shall call . . . historical social
science. "' The Capitalist World - Economy: Essays by Immanuel Wallerstein
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ., 1979), pp. vii-ix.
,

.

37, Basil Davidson, Can Africa Survive: Arguments Against Growth Without
Deyelopment (Boston: Little Brow6, 1974), p. 29.

38. Immanuel Wallerstein, "The Rise and Future Demise of the World

Capitalist System: Concepts for Comparative Analysis," Comparative 'Studiet in
Society and History 16 (Sept, 1974): 390. This essay provides a summary of his
position.
39. Social Change in the Twentieth Century, p. 13.

.

40. Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World - System: Capitalist Agriculture

and the Origins of thejuropean World-Economy in the Sixteenth Century (New

York: Academic Press, 1974), pp. 3-11. This is the first of a projected four-volume
work tracing the development of the modern world-system. The second volume-is
The Modern World-System 11: Mercantilism and the Consolidation of the European
World-Economy, 1600-1750 (New York: Academic Press, 1980).

41. It is interesting to note that nowhere does Wallerstein ever cite the. work
of the major global historiansMcNeill, .Stavrianos, Hodgson--so it is difficult to
know what, if any, influences or ideas'hederived from them.
42. "Harvey Kaye, "Toality: Its'Applicallipn to Historical and Social Analysis
by Wallerstein and Genovese, istorica Reflections ,(Winter, 1979): 408-409.
ff

43. A sundry phehoMenon to "eventism" is what I like to call "chronologism",
the emphasis on a chronological progression of events and developments generally
for one society rather than on longer term patterns. An excellent and, to my mind,
unfortunate example of "chronologism" can be found in the raduate progrlin of a
prominent and academically superior East Coast (-university. For the Ph.D.
preliminary examination, candidates in European history were required to select a

1

would be examined (e.g., France
200 year period for one country over which the would
1615-1815); there was no room here for the prdtesses of historical change or for
comparative analysis (with other societies or time periods) .or for the long-term
patterns of change and continuity. The field of study was defined and delineated
chronologically rather than because of a problem focus, as if historical
developments can easily be pigeon-holed into small, and separate boxes demarcated
by certain dates and na
al boundaries. In its most absurd form, "chrohologism"
an
overemphasis
on dates. I once had a colleague whose
can lead historians t
examinations in his hi ory courses consisted entirely of the matching up of dates
and events.

44. Ferdinand Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in
(New York: Harper & Row, 1973). As might be
expected many historians are critical of the historiography, methodology,
assumptions, and/or framework of Bralidel. For a particularly entertaining and
interesting recent critique see Hans Kellner, "Disoi-derly Conduct: Braudel's
Mediterranean Satire," History and Theory 18 (1979): 197-222. Kellner makes the
reasonable point that global history--to be complete--"must have events as well as
persistence." Another serious problem is that Braudel .offers more of An
encyclopedia than a 'narrative treatment of historical chgnge so that it becomes
difficult not to get bogged down in details.

the Age of Philip II, 2 vols.

45. "Underdevelopment in History," in Charles K. Wilber, ed., The Political
Economy of Development and Underdevelopments (New York: Random House, 1979),
p. 78.

46. Latin America: Underdevelopment, or Revolution (New York: Monthly
Review, 1969), p. 4.

47. Frank did not originate all of the ideas with which he is identified; some
came from Latin American scholars. But he was their best-known-early exponent
writing in English. Unfortunately, he has offered a somewhat cruder and less
s. On ,this, point see
flexible version of dependency theory than the LeTtn.Amer
especially Valenzuela sand Valenzuela, "Modernization and Depenitency." His
mweliable documentation and use of historical sources ha alienated somehistorian
reviewers of his wirks. A good, geherally sympathetic introduction_ to Frank's
thought can be found in David Booth, "Andre Gunder Frank: An Introduction and
Appreciation" in -Ivor Oxaal, Tonly Barnett and David Booth, .eds., Beyond the

Sociology of Developmelift: Economy and Society in Latin America and Africa
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 197.5), pp. 50-85. Frank himself has recently'

completed the first of a two volume study on the development of the modern
world-system, World Accumulation, 1492 -1789 (Nr York:_ Monthly Review, 1978).

For example, Harold Blakemore impressiAly challenges ,both Franks

interpretation sal, and utilization of sources on, Chilean economic
history. He accuses the German scholar of "sweeping. generalizations
based on very partial study . . . . In his search for the one single, and
simply understood, agent of underdevelbpment in chile, he has
substituted the clgrity- of dogma for the complexity of truth."

"Limitations of Dependency; 'An 'Historian's View and Case Study,"
Boletin de .Estudios LatinO AmeriGanos y .del Caribe 18 (June, 1975):
74-87.

'90
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voluminous as are the writings
48. The literature on dependency is thesis.
Even among Mariergts debate
criticizing, utilizing, or celebrating the Frank to non-Marxists; in many respects
has been intense and often extremely arcane easily into any dogmatic Marxist
Frank and other deapendency theorists do not fit four different points of view can
approach. Among ?hany others,, four essays with
Valenzuela' and. Valenzuela,
to the subject:
provide a useful introduction (mostly
sympathetic to its use in Latin Tpnerica);
"Mbdernizatibn and Dependency"
for African Economic History" .in
4. G. Hopikins, "Clio-antics: A_ Horoscope
Basil Davidson (New York:
Christopher Fyfe, ed., Africa Since 1945: A Tribute to sympathetic
but critical of
Africana Publishing House, 1976), pp. 31-46 (generally
Colin Leys, "Underdevelopment and
its unmodified application to Africa);of Contemporary Asia (1977): 92-108
Dependency: Critical Notes," Journal
"The7ase of Dependency
(critical from a Marxist erspecii; Anthony Smith,Premises of U.S. Policy (San
Theory," 'in W. Scott Thompson, ed., The Third World:
207-26.4critical from a
Krancisco: institute for Contemporary Studies, 1978),., pp.
criticisms, even made by some
mainstream perspective). One of the major
"dfitendent" and receptive to Western,
Marxists, is that some of the c_ ountries most
to some writers than
investment and attention are also- the weelr(si), suggesting
t an exploitation. I would like to
neglect by the world-sWem is worsedependehq
benefited from conversations
acknowledge here that my bwn views on
Peter Smith, David Buck, Tom
with Emil Haney, Tonly Galt, Norman Owen,
disagree with_my ideas. Smith, in
Skidmore, and Harvey Kaye-.-some of whom
.rather well from some Latin American
particular, believes the app'roach worksCuba)
and less well for others (such as
countries (e.g., Chile artd pre-Castro

Mexico).

rs

Theories of

O'brien, "A Critique of Latin :American
Sociology of Development, p. 25.Dependency," in Oxaal, Barnett, Booth, Beyond

49. Philip

J.

50: "W,allerstein, Modern World-System.

the .respected economic
51.. One of the strongest attacks came from
who
accused Wallerstein of
historian Rondo Cameron, a specialist on Europe,
of fact in history books
"reification and teleology ...... One expects to find errors
but mostly they are of minor
written by amateurs. They are here in .profusion,
of fact in the author's reasoning,"
importance in comparison with the distOrtions
142-43. Cameron's smug,
Journal of Interdisciplb'iarg History (Summer, - 1976):
review dOes not leneci-edibility to his
cynical, self- righteous tone throughout the
attacks on Braude]
argument. In some of his other writings Cameron has launched
and the Annales school.
ft

,

Capitalist Syitem: A Theoretital
52. Theda Skocpol, "Wallerstein's World
of Sociology 82 (March, 1977): 1075-89.
and HistoricaLCritique," American Journal
on European economic history,
53. For example, Frederic Lane, a specialist
attempt at synthesis, in spite of its
coMments that "taken as a whole, Waltfrstein's
worthwhile questions and to embody many
shortcomings, seem to me to focus on

.Wallersteln's Social Systems: A Review Article,"
good ideas," "Economi. ic Grolitb in
Andrew Appleby.,
Comparative Studies in Society and History 18 (Oct, 1976): 532.1323-4, finds some
80 (Dec, 1975):
writing in the American Historic4-Reyiew,
of''
English
rural history but concludes by
'problems with Wallerstein's- analysis
-fp
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praising "Wallerstein's impressive attempt to bring order to the confusing social
and economic transformation of early modern Europe and its impact on the rest of
the world." For an interesting attempt to broaden some of Wallerstein's ideas on
the world-system- to the political sphere, see George Moefelski, "The Long Cycle offr
Global Politics and the Nation-State," Compdrative Studies in Society and History
(April, 1978): 214-35.
-54. The World-system approach is being further developed at the nw
Fernand Braude! Center for the Study of Economics, -Historical- Systems, and
Civiliiations arlhe State University of Nei/ York at Binghamton (Wallerstein is the
director) and _through its journal, Review (edited by Wallerstein). The Section .on
the Political Economy of the World-System of the American_ Sociological
Association also promotes study.. of the world - system paradigm.

or

55. Wallerstein, "Preface," Social Change in Capitalist World Economy, p. 7.

4'

56. See Angus McDonald, Jr., "Wallerstein's World Economy: How Seriou*slY
Should We Take It," Journal of Asian Studied 38 (May, 1979): 535-40.

57. Social Change in the Twentieth Ceptury.

58. See the Reviews (both of them highly favorabte) in the American
Political Science Review 7,2 (Dec, 1978): 1511-12, and Contemporary Sociology 7
(Sept.

/978):

627:

59. Social Change in the twentieth Century, p. 14.

?.

/

Recent developments in the Middle East. and Iran world seed to
subst ntiate these views; on the other hand China appears to be rejoining the
world - system and seeking"modernizationn (but not capitalist- democtiaty) after
several decades of self-reliance, which may,,s1mply mean that isolation and selfreliance are necessary to build up strength so as to ddal with the world system

froM" a basis of influence rather than dependency.

.

it.

61. In a recent communication Chirot has expressed the fear thatthe worldsystem -approach, once a fresh idea, may some day become stale' dogmatism.
Should Chirot's suspicions be confirged irl the next few years, this once promising
perspective may turn out toe have little more utility than lonk-stultified
modernization theory.
t
.

62: I an using a modified versio $ the world-sy-stem, approach (with
sciplinary freshmin-level course on
Chirot's' book as the core text) in My 'int
Modern world history at UWGB. This course empha zeS the global nature of
change since, 1500'; with peCial stress on the interactio between Europe and the
,Sessions discuss the
societies of Asia, Africa, and the Americas; roughly half o
twentieth century. Since it, is not possible. tobe comprehensive, I concentrate on .
certain important themes (the rise of capitalisrri, the imp* of _colonialism and... fir
imperialism, nationalism and revolution, etc.) so as\ to' take maximum,achontage of .
history!s dower to explain and illuminate_ the, e'resent. The course dines the

subject in a conceptual way by deliberately restricting the

and explicitly

developing an interpretation of how and why the.- modern world developed the way'
4

92
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that it did: The interpretation utilized relies heavily on world-system ideas and on
notion =- derived from McNeil and Stavrianos--that the interaction of
civilizations is a major force ter social change. yo complement Chirot's 'worldthe

1.

system framework, 1 also require the Stavrianos text, The 1.Y.iorld Since 1500, which
contains a liberal diffusionist biasand giVes adequate survey of both Wesfern and

non-Western historical develNment. To bring a third persiiective tefthe liberalism
of Stavrianos and Ur somewhat neo-Marxist approach ol Chirot, I also Utilize the
intere ting but very flawed Danish-produced film The Hiory Book which presents
in 31Atrs, a dogmatic ("vulgar") Mae,xist view of the evolution'of the modern world.
ObvioLusly, many phenomena in 'modern history are open to controversy in 'their'
interpretation, a point reinforced to students by the very different assumptions of
the readings anti films. But debate and controversy should be encouraged, not
ignored under the guise of "consensus" or ';value-free objectivity" (Which may or
may not exist).. One point sit the course is
i to demonstrate that the 'meaning of
modern history can be petceived in different ways; it. is necessary for instructor
and students to take a broad -minded attitude toward the various ideas and
interpretations presented.
AIF
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Appendix A
C45nference on the Teaching of World

istory

,

by

Kevin Reilly

.

The regional conference on world history held at the U.S. Air Force Academy

from May .12 to 14 was serious, hard-working, well-attended, and expertly
organized by the academy staff. Including secondary. school, college, and
r.

university history teachers from New York to 14awaii, it was perhaps more of a
"world'i than a "regional" conference. While many of those ,present were already
teaching courses -)n world history,-many others had been sent by their institutions
to find out how to develop,such a course. From beginning to end, the conference
centered on models and methods of- world history instruction. The overriding
concern for the teaching of world history took on the dimensions of an organized
movement with specific plans and proposals.

In his kenote address, Professor William H. McNeill, University of Chicago,
posed the questibn that brought 180 (rather than the 'expected 40 or 50) Conferees
together when he asked "what -it takes to establith a course like world history as the
standard introductory course. He noted that two previous standards had beeh
established by the profession. The first was the national survey coi)rse in American
history, established after the 1880s and 1890s for both intell'ectual and
administrative reasons when the intellectual work- of J. Franklin Jameson and the
administrative needs of-training immigrants. coincided. The second standard, the
Western civilization survey,_
in the Columbia University climate of World
War I and the postwar period, .and then again in the work of Ferdinand Schevill at
of Chicago' around.. 1930. But the intellectual justification o
focusing on a Euro-centered world and exploring the tensions between Athens and
Jerusalem were not sufficient to establish a standard until the Great Depression
made the economics of an easily reproducible standard administratively
compelling. If American history had been established to train immigrants, Western

the Universityoff
civilization surveys were eventually, accepted because they were cheap.

.

What, then, has delayed the establisbment of a world civilization survey?

Certainly the intellectual reasons for teaching world history have been as

compelling since World War H as were the rebsons for Western civilization after
World War 1. Few today would d4ute the claim that we live in a tightly
integrated world which we often fail to understand because of fhe limits of our
Europocentrism. Our policy successes in' Europe contrast starkly with blunders in
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Why haven't we revised the introductory history
course to meet new global needs? Professor McNeill's tentative response was that
the administrative reasons were lacking. Specifically, unlike the Depression, ttre

Reprinted by p r fission' of the Americari Historical Assciciation from AHA
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was no strong eConomic imiietu4 to course conformity. In. fact, since
ways.
academic world has been able td use large arflounts of money in extrava
uate education, universitieshave 'transported the
Instead of standardizing
graduate seminar to th tin rgraduate.classroo'm. Truth became, the view from
the bottom of gopher h es. ,tudents simply opted not to go down those gopher
holes when given the choice. i

The lack of compelling administrative reasons for the establishment of a
world history course is only ,,ipart of the problem. Much still has to be done to.
_and substantive content of such 'a course:
establish to intellectual dll&,
professor McNeill discussed that issue by asking for worlefhistory courses t
woual exhibit the conceptual framework that would speak &the 'problems of
culture tod,ay in much the way that the Athens/Jerusalem (or Enlightenment vs.
Judeo-Christian) rubric informed the debates_of the Western civilization, course.
Professor McNeill saw some possibilities for such creative tension in the
cdnceptual distinctions between nature and culture, continuity and change, and
tradition and modernity. A history of the world evokes the tensions between a.

single system and a plurality of cultures, or between bne and many paths-to
"modernization."

Ross I. Dunn, San Diego State University, introduced the Thursday morning
session on "Approaches to, World -History" by pursuing this question of the
He proposed three necessary
conception of the world, history course.
characteristics of the world history course. First, he said it must be comparative,
i.e. interested in cross-cultural differsences;1 one' might, for instance, compare
twelfth-century Europe with Sung China.- Second, a world history course ought to
be geographically relevant to the broader glbbal view; one might think-of basins,
rims, and ecumenes, for exanV516, as readily as nation-states. Third, a properly
colIceived world history course shoutd be cosmopolitan and ecumenical; one might

pers6nalize, the experience with many cultures by using the experience of the
traveler (Marco Polo, Ibn Batuta, or Ibn Rushd, for example).

One of the secret agendas of conferences is to letave no stone unturned at the

opening session in the hope that there will be rocks left to walk on at the end.

Thus, participants rose to present various suggestions: that world history courses
could be taught-simply with teams of department specialists, and most departments
still do not have specialists in non-Western histories; world historjf courses should
avoid adversary structures (we/them, traditional/modern, WeStern/non-Western),

and such adversary structures are most useful; secondary school courses are
essentially different, and theiir problems are essentially the same. Professor

McNeill rose to suggest the gathering of world history syllabi so that the numerous
approaches could be made available to all. Ross Dunn agreed to continue to serve

as 4 clearinghouse of inforthation for the participants. He noted that a world
history group had developed in response to an AHA session at the 1981 annual
meeting in Los Angeles.

The Thursday afternoon 'session was devoted to "Modernization as an
Organizing Principle for World History." Professor C. 'E. "Black was the persuaskve

proponent of the approach, as he has been at least since The Dynamics of

Modernization was published twenty years ago. He insisted that "modernization"
One might study Western
not mean "Westernization" or progress.

did
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modernization ifirst, but only because that is the wIy it happened. The value of the
approach is that it leads students to see the interrelationships between intellectual,
techpological, demographic, and political changes that have in fact shaped the
modern world. Professor Black cautioned against defining the charaCteriStics of
1

modernity to narrowly; modern politics might be democratic or totalitarian, for
Similarly, she insisited on studying the process of chan0- rather than the
particular events of 1789 or 1911.
After 'Professor Black's theoretical
presentation, Air Force Academy professors Major Lester- Pittman, Major David
Spires, and visiting Professor John
Thompson, presented an account of the
instance.

Acaderny't one.-semester course, "Modern World History."

Discussion of the modernization model was wide-ranging: Some, wondered
about the rationale for the 1500 A.D. starting point. Professor Black emphasized
the importance of scientific, intellectual, and cultural developments in that period;
a nowledging an increase in knowledge as the "key." Asked how he would teach
modernization, Professor McNeill responded. thathe would be tempted to see the
- European Renaissance as the result of more important economic and technological
developments in Sung China around 1000. Another participant complained that the
modernization model overlooked the most important part of a world history course:
the ancient and traditional world. Finally, Craig Lkkard presented a paper
arguing that modernization usually did mean Westernization, and that
Westernization tended to blame the victim for the poverty. of Jav4 or Ho duras.

instead of understanding that poverty in the context of is world sys
exploitation (as shown by I. Wallersteiniand neo-Marxists).

of
No.

,

The Thursday evening session on "World History in Secondary EduCatiofe',Was
chaired by Howard Mehlinger, Indiana University. He began by listing the %)arious
reasons that have been given for studying, history and suggested the most

convincing.of these for state legislatures was still the development of citizen-sh.

.

-He dipcu ed a number, of problems with the organizationof the school day

'secondary schodls and with the development of imaginative teaching strategies
among/ may y secondary school textbook publishers. Among these were the habit of
teaching
e. same courses each day in most secondary schools.. He urged 41"
experifnen tion with two-track schedules' as in°mOst colleges--Monday/Wednesday
or Tuesday Thursday sequences. Textbook publishers, he said, still tailored their.
k
.history texts s to please the largest single adopting unit,. the Texas school system.
He provided a brief _survey of the adoption and printing history of secondary world

history texts that suggested something other than the -survival of the fittest. He
discussed some of the problems and successes of the textbook project which he and
Professor Thompson had designed to exchange Soviet and American secondary texts

so that each body of students could better understand the other's views and their
own misconceptions. He commented favorably on the world history text that
Professor Thompson had developed which included, among other materials, a play
to aid the students in an understanding of the industrial revolution.
Friday morning sessions were divided etween "World History in the College
Curriculum" and "Worldtlistory in the Secondary School Curriiulum." I attended
the former which included two presentations. The first,. course. described was that
elf Peter F. Sugar, coordinator of world history at the University of Washington,
Seattle. It is comparative, genuinely global and (taught by a ,large team of
specialists who meet often. I offered a brief rationale for my approach in The
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West and the World: A Topical History
rivilication which stressed the variety
of students and the valbe of encouraging them to think historically about topics of
current interest. These and a number of other approaches were discussed. Loyd
,Swerison, University bf Houston, presented an outline of his team-taught world
civilization course with an urban focus. David Felix spoke about his New York City
prOgram to train world history teachers bor the secondar school system.
f

The afternoon meeting bq materials and strate tes for teaching world history
was moderated by John M. Thompson. _His intrOuction, and his scanning of the
audience for suggestions of' teaching materials, led to the conclusion that
secondary school world history teachers are far ahead of college, teachers in the
diversity and breadth of their teaching materials and tools. They are more
practiced in the use of simulation games, more inventive in the development of
role playing or dramatic sequences, and better able to distinguish qtween what
produces only heat qzrn what gives, off light.
9

I was the moderator of "Conclusion and Critique," the final session. Some
participants spoke of the obstacles we face from colleagues who still find it easier

t

to declare world history unteachable than to learn to teach it. The Teaching

Division of the AHA could be enormously helpful in aiding the recognition of the
world history course as a legitimate, even recommended subject for the
introductory history course.
In the 1 nger run, the Teaching Division could adminisatively
encourage the
sr
teaching of w rld history that Professor McNeill asked for St the opening session.
One suggestion was that the AHA seek funds necessary -to establish a national
'Committee to review world history courses and recommend some of the models to
the profession. This, it was pointed out, was how the "new Math" was established
as the norm.

.

There can never be one orthodox world history course; almost all participants
agreed there should not ,be. But the AFIA could be qgite 41pful in aiding the
crossfertilization, communisation, and evaluation that necessary as .we seek out
the most instructive ways of familiarizing our students with their shrinking world.
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Appendix B

orld History Association' Established

41,

by
r

Kevin Reilly
t.

.

A World History Association was established (Dvember 28, 1982, at the AHA
meeting in Washington, D.C. The organizational meeting was attended bt over a
hundred historians interested in the study and teaching of world history. Such an
organization had been suggested at the AHA meeting in Los Angeles in 1981,
planned at a Teaching Division regional conference at the Air Force Academy in
the_spring and realized with striking unaniinity in' Washington.

Therp was general agreement that they ime for world history had arrived.
Speakers- alluded to the shrinking of the world, the interdependence of global
problems, threats to global survival, and the general lack of global awareness of
many students ("my students don't know if the East is on the left or right") to
underscore their sense of the timeliness of world history courses.

While there seemed to be liTtle agreement about the best way of teaching
world history, most agreed that one,of the first orders of bpsiness ought to' be to
explore the various ways world history courses are currentq taught and to review
the tools and materials available. A newsletter seemed an appropriate vehicle.
Ross Dunn (San Diego State University) summarized some of the ingredients of a
newsletter: essays on the conceptualization of world history, course ideas, syllabi,
reviews of texts, notices of relevant meetings, and possible grant opportunities.
Ray Lorantas (Drexel) said that his university would be willing to support such a
newsletter.

A wide diverpy of views .was expressed on the goal of the organization.
The development of a _world history core curriculum was rged centering on an
introductory survey. Others sounded a warning about concentrating on survey
teaching to the detriment of research and conceptual issues. Western civilization
courses were acceptable arenas for deepening global understanding (for same) arid
inveterately provincial backwaters that might best be ignored (for others). "We
should develop world history courses which are not 'add-ons' to Western civilization
courses," one participant cautioned. "But we should also see. Western civilization
as central to world history," the same participant added.
A steering committee was elected, to take the sense of the organization and
carry * through with its intentions...The members were Joe Dixon (USAF Academy),
Ross Dunn (San Diego State), Samuel Ehrenpreis (Bronx Community College), Craig
Lockard (Wisconsin), Ray Lorantas (Drexel), Williarp H. McNeill (chicago), Howard
Mehlinger (Indiana, Bloomington), Ernest Menze (Iona), KeZtin Reilly (Somerset
0

.Reprinted by permission of the American Historical Association from AHA

Perspectives. Copyright (c) 1983 by the American Historical Association, 400 A
Street, SE, Washington" DC 20003: Portions excerpted from p. 7 from Volume 21,
No. 4, April 1983.
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Co nty College, "N3)Mary Rossabi (Fieldston School, Riverdale,. NY), Lynda
Sh ffer (Tufts), L491 Swenson (Houston), Wu Tien-wei (Southern Illnois) and Martin

uck (Spelman). \Tie steering committee was specifically instructed to raise
dollars "), chbose officers, support the inclusion of two world
dues (df "up/
1983 meeting, and arranOa_business meeting.
.history pane
Y

committee members who were present met brikly after the
They'qreed that a two -day conference of the entire steering
committeeyould 'be ,advisable, around May, to set the direction of the
-organization. Kevin Reilly 'agreed to make arrangements and serve as president
pi-o tem. A'4ues strActsurk'of ten dollars cfor the employed and two dollars for
students ancLne-uneMployed have been accepted. Ernest Menze has agreed to
The

general. meeiin

ser /e as treasurer ptO tem-and those who wish to be members are requested to send
their dues to him,at lona Cilllege, New Rochelle, NY 10801. Ray Loranta's has
agreed to serve as editor oilhe newsletter and is looking for contributions (syllabi,
reviews, essays,. notes, etc.) sent in care of him at Dreiel University, Department
of History, Philadelphia, PA 19104.

There are many things that can be done to encourage the study -'and teaching
of world history: The establishmegt of an organization to accomplish that goal is,
we: think, A useful step. But- the existence of an organization also tsaises the
question of what it should do. We intend to facilitate the exchange of syllabi,
support world history panels, review teaching materials, and show ourselves and our
colleagues the value and means for making the study of history more global. We
could also encourage student or faculty international exchange programs. We could
sponsor or .seek funding for retooling 'workshops for Western civilization faculty or
for regional conferences on the teaching of world historY. WPcould seek support
for an invitational cqpference on the conceptualization of world- history or on
teaching models of world history. We could survey departments on the nature of
world history teaching now. There are many things we could do. Your suggestions,
comments, and help would be enormously useful. The newsletter can provide, a
forum-1 or such proposals and comments, but letters to the steering committee c/o
Kevin Reilly, Somerset County College, Somerville, NJ 00876, are wticome as
well.
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